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WYNN'S ASTROLOGY}'

by ManlyPalmerHall
The complicated international situation
through which we are now passing naturally
inclines the thoughtful astrologer to the
consideration of mundane astrology. The
history of astrology reveals that in ancient
times the science was principally directed
toward the affairs of state; astrology was the
guide of kings. Statesmen, militarists and
civic leaders included astrologers in their
councils and leaned heavily upon the judgment of these learned men.
Francis Bacon summed up the findings of
the ages when he declared that by means of
astrological calculation it was possible accurately to predict the motions of empire,
the outcome of wars, the conditions of
peoples and such great matters as plagues,
earthquakes and the vicissitudes of the moral,
' intellectual and material worlds.
The seventeenth century was particularly
rich in astrolt>gically minded scholarship. In
addition co such celebrated names as William
Lilly, John Gadbury, William Ramsay, John
Partridge and Nicholas Culpepper, there were
a host of others less known but no less
diligent and ingenious in their efforts. I have
several hundred curious old books produced
during this period. Some of them· are obviously catchpenny publications, 'but there
are a number which contain valuable hints
and intimations. Many of these volumes are
now extremely rare and for the most part
unavailable to the modern student. Sometimes only a paragraph or two merit present
consideration, but it has always been my contention that we should gratefully accept
from these older works such knowledge and
suggestion as we can apply to our present
researches. All modern scholarship must
build upon the old foundations ..
William Ramsay remains to this day the
principal authority on mundane astrology
and the more recent texts of Raphael,
Sepharial and Alan Leo are deeply indebted
JANUARY, 1943

to this source. Ramsay's· principal work,
AsTR0L0GIA REST0RATA,is a gold mine,
and additional nuggets can be gathered
from the less known writings of Middleton
and Saunders. Richard Saunders is the original of Benjamin Franklin's "Poor Richard"
and is better known for his writings on
-'!ledical astrology than for his researches in
the mundane .and electional branches· of the
science.
Some of Middleton's astute observations
may be summed up in the following rules:
1. Calculate the solar ingress (Aries) for
the meridian of Greenwich and complete
the chart according .to the familiar rules.
2. Observe the signs upon the cusps of
the twelve houses and the planets according
to signs and houses; then distribute the
various countries about the horoscope according to the signs traditionally associated
with each nation.
3. Interpret from these considerations the ·
annual state of the various nations according
to rhe houses in which they fall on the
Greenwich ingress chart.
"
For example:
In the mundane chart of the 1943 Vernal
Ingress, Cancer ascends and Leo is on the
cusps of the second house. Cancer rules
China, the Low Countries, seas, oceans,
mercantile trade and, in time of war, the
navies and also food and supplies. According
1
to Middleton's rules, the nations and cities,
areas, and qualities under the rulership of
Cancer will predominate in world news and
world activity because they are upon the
ascendant of the annual chart.
Leo on the cusp of the 2nd house will
signify the general trend for such nations
and areas as are ruled by Leo. The sign Leo
rules France, Italy and has some weight in
the affairs of Germany. The 2nd house is
concerned with economics, and to complete
the rule, countries governed by Leo will in
3
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1943 experience special emphasis in 2nd
house affairs. Determine the nature of the
workings of their economic problems by
reading the position of the ruler of the 2nd
house and the aspects which it_makes. The
Sun is at the midheaven, opposed to Nep•
tune. We may therefore reasonably infer
chat the financial condition of nations ruled
by Leo will be gravely troubled.
To continue the same process, India is
ruled by Capricorn, whkh is on the cusp
of the 7th house; therefore India in 1943
will be confronted principally with 7th
house problems, which include international
law, codes of justice, war, strife, internal
stress and tension, relationships with rulers
or governors, which can be logically interpreted as indicating a struggle for national
liberty.
Sagittarius on the cusp of the 6th house
confronts the United States, which is ruled
by Sagittarius (ascendant) with 6th house
problems: health, labor and employment.
In this way, according to Middleton, the
fate of the various nations that make up the
world chart can be estimated in terms of
the world pattern as .a whole. This ntle has
much to sustain it from the philosophical
viewpoint. t is customary to read the charts
of nations by erecting vernal ingress horoscopes for their capital cities; buc according
t0 Middleton this practice fails to indicate
the relationshi,P6 of. nations tt> each other
and to the general world pattern. Middleton's
plan is far more in harmony with our modern
political trend toward global planningl
By this method all the countries of the
world become departments of one work!
pattern. In a certain year France may be
associated with world economics and in another year China may occupy this position.
But all of the countries in each year reveal
the· balanced power indicated by the astro•
logical distribution.
By these same rules Middleton points out
an intriguing formula for personal horoscopy.
The ruler of the personal nativity ( as•
cendant) may be located on the mundane
world chart for the year, thus determining
.by house readings the emphasis for the year
for persons born under each of the twelve
signs. Thus, in 1943, Leo persons ( as•
cendant or Sun sign) . will have financial
emphasis throughout _the year; Sagittarians,
health and employmenc emphasis; Pisces,
\

~

career and travel; and thus with all the signs.
Sa,.i~rs· contributions are an amplification of the foregoing. He directs the
astrologer to turn the chart, bringing the
cusp of the house which indicates the destiny
of a nation { sign ruling the particular
nation) to the ascendant, and then to read
the entire chart as the horoscope of that
country for that year.
For example: Pisces rules the great area
of the Sahara Desert, which includes so mud1
of the present North African theatre of
military operations.. In the annual chart for
1943, Pisces is on the cusp of the 9th. Turn
the entire chart to bring Pisces to the ascendant and then read the complete ho~oscope as the chart of the Sahara Desert area.
Neptune, the ruler of Pisces, becomes by
this turning of the chart the ruler of the horoscope for this locality. It is in the 8th house,
the house of mortality, opposed by the Sun
and trioe to Uranus and Saturn. It is also in
conjunction with the Moon. From this it is
apparent that Neptune, the planet of fatality,
indicares the extreme strategic significance of
the area. It warns of heavy mortality by its
opposition to the Sun; but I should read
from the trine to Uranus, the planet of
democracy, that a victory for the democratic
powers is indicated. As Saturn is conjunct
Uranus and also trine to Neptune, it would
seem that the period of vacillation in the
North African campaign will terminate and
1943 will bring permanent adjustments there.
By the same method, if the cusp of the
1943 12th house be brought to the ascendant,
we may read the entire horoscope as the
chart of the city of London, the ruling degree
of which, incidentally, is very close to
Gemini 21 °. By this arrangement the Sui:
is co be found in the 11th house of the
London chart for 1943, with. Jupiter in the .
1st. By the same arrangement, the eclipse of
the Sun on August 1st, 1943, falls in the
2nd house; therefore, the effect of this eclipse
upon the city of London will be felt in the
financial life of the community. Jupiter, in
the 1st house of the London chart, is the
ruler of the horoscope of the United States,
and its position, Cancer 15°, is very close
to the position of the Sun ( Cancer 13 ° )
in the U. S. chatt. This tells the astrologer
how valuable American help is going to be
to life and governmental procedures of this
great city.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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If Leo is regarded as the ruler of Italy, dane rules indicates a collapse of govern- ·
and the cusp of the 2nd house is brought to ment. The Sun, being opposed to Virgo 29°,
-the ascendant, the eclipse of August 1st in and Neptune in conjunction therewith
Leo 8° is_ most significant. This eclipse, (Libra 0° ), indicates great political upwhich falls desperately close to the sig- heaval, secret ·plottings and schemings, a
nificators of Benito Mussolini, could well period of great stress which might include
terminate this dictator's reign or cause him considerable violence and destruction within
to leave Italy for some safer place ( 12th the city.
-' This system also has especial amplification
house: exile).
TI1e 29th degree of Virgo, according to 'in regard to such general matters as are
the older astrologers, rules the city of Paris. ruled by the houses the~elves. Thus the
It is on che cusp of the 4th house in the 1943 6th house, brought to the ascendanr, becomes
vernal ingress chart. Bring this cusp to the the horoscope of 6th house affairs all over
ascendant and read the chart of Paris for the world for chat particular year. The same
the year. The eclipse of August 1st now falls with all the other houses.
in che 10th house, which according to munFor example: the press, censorship and
/ JANUARY, 1943
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such matters are basically 3rd house prob• the substance of that cause shall be regarded ,
lems. Bring the cusp of the 3rd to the as• as an auxiliary ruler, unless it be also the
cendant and read the fate of the Fourth ruling planet. During a year, therefore, when
Estate. This arrangement reveals Saturn to nations are at war Mars is an auxiliary ruler
be the most elevated planet in 1943; and in all national charts, whether the countries
among the key words of Saturn are silence be in the war or not.
and secrecy.The reader may judge the meanHaving determined the ruler of the world
ing ·for himself.
chart, this ruler shall be interpreted accordBy a combination of Saunders lus Ram- ing to position and aspects and its geodetic
say, we gam another interesting clue. ""Tfie location precisely noted at the time of the
various leaders of world affairs are dis• ingress, which is set up in the usual manner.
tributed throughout the horoscope of the
The geodetic locations of the sextiles,
year according to their ruling signs. The rule trines, squares and opposition of the ruling
is that those persons born under the rulership planet's geodetic place should also. be calcuof sign angular will increase in power. lated, and these meridians of longitude
11iose rulea oy signs succedent will retain should be regarded as sensitive areas for
their dignities; and those ruled by signs the year.
cadent will diminish in power.
The ruler having been properly deSo much for the world chart. For the termined, the degree of the sign in which
internal affairs of nations, turn the wheel the ruler is placed should be brought to the
until the sign governing the nation is on the ascendant and the entire horoscope read as
ascendant and the angular signs thus revealed the horoscope of the ruling planet for the
indicate the astrological types that will rise year.
within the nation itself during the same
In the solar ingress chart the simplest
period of time. The ascending signs of the method of calculating is by the Table of
leaders are more important than the Sun Houses for Greenwich. Find in this table
signs in this consideration. By placing the of houses the nearest ascendant to the ruling
ruling sign of the United States, Sagittarius, planet's sign and degree and distribute the
on the ascendant, we find Virgo on the mid- other cusps accordingly. For national charts,
heayen ( 10th), which is comforting to do the same with the table of houses for
those who advocate the policies of President the proper latitude with the same ruling
Roosevelt, whose ascending ·sign is Virgo.
planet's degree on the ascendant.
All by himself, Ramsay also worked out a
The significance of eclipses may be calcunumber of ingenious methods of interpre- lated in the same way, by bringing the eclipse
tation. He devotes gi;eat space to the rulers point to the ascendant, using the planetary
of the annual chart. These rulers are to positions of the preceding vernal ingress.
be variously determined. The proced~re is
If the astrologer has the leisure "and the
substantially this:
mind to it", he can set a horoscope in this
The ruler of the world chart for any year way for each planet in the chart. (Editor's
may be determined in one of two ways. comment: this is the Equilibrium of each
( I ) It shall be the ruler of the ascendant. planet to some extent, the difference being
( 2) It shall be calculated as the planet that the houses are taken from the appropripossessing the greatest number of essential • ate houses for each latitude.)
and accidental dignities. The second of these • . When the planet has been brought to the
rules is usually invoked if the ruler of the ascendant it is regarded as a kind of entity.
ascendant is retrograde, cadent, or void of Thus, if Jupiter is there placed, the basic key
course. Afllictions to the ascendant ruler are words of Jupiter are accepted as the pernot regarded as necessarily weakening, but sonality under consideration. Jupiter is a
the absence of aspects is a reason for re- mental, philosophical planet, with emphasis
calculating the ruling planet.
upon justice, religion, honor, dignities and
There is a third rule for the discovery of the expansion of causes. For simple conaccidental rulership. If the world in general sideration let us regard Jupiter as primarily
is concerned with some great project or in• Justice. The remaining planets then become
volved in some common cause affecting a kinds of justice, qualities inherent in in•
great part of humanity, the planet governing tegrity. Aspects of a benevolent nature reveal
G
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the expansion of justice in various fields of
endeavor, according to the aspeaing planets,
and . interpretations of justice through the
various departments of life. Unfortunate
aspects represent frustrations of justice, distortions of laws and misapplications of
power. The planets themselves signify classes
of persons; the signs in which they are found
represent places or levels of society; and the
houses in which they are placed represent
the deparonents of living through which the
energies are released. In this way the details,
motives and more subtle elements in world
policies may be accurately diagnosed.
When the ruler has been found, this planet
has peculiar significance until the succeeding
vernal ingress. The daily transits of planets
in aspect or position to this ruler are of the
greatest importance in timing the events of
the year.
When studying through the old books and
observing the numerous systems that have
been evolved by thoughtful students in past
centuries, a natural problem comes to mind.
Many of these systems are apparently quite
different and by various calculations it would
be possible to develop several entirely different charts for the same incident or circumstance. The question would arise as to which
of them is good, which of them is better, or,
in such confusion, can any of them be right?
It is my considered conclusion that in all
probability all of these systems contain a
measure of merit. The differences are more
apparent than real and represent primarily
individual specializations from general and
widely accepted foundations. We know very
little about astrology, for the subject is as
vast as space itself. Specialists have developed
intensive research along various lines according to their aptitudes and inclinations.
Each astrologer has brought a different personal equipment to the problem. Each has
had a series of experiences that has substantiated his findings. One. of the things
that thoughtfulness has taught us is that it
is dangerous to crystallize too intensely our
keys of interpretation. Most atsrological text
books limit planetary force by definition;
they describe certain energies which emanate
from planets, but we should remember that
these great heavenly bodies are all that we
suspect of them-but
also in.finitely more
that we h~ve never suspected. Some writers
have summed up the key words of a planet
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in a dozen lines or less; but if the truth were
known books could be written on the in:tl.uence of each planet, great and scholarly
works extending into hundreds of pages ..
It is a mistake to assume that we know all,
or very much. And it is a still greater mistake to believe that planetary energy i~
limited by any intellectual boundary with
which we have circumscribed it. All the
power of the universe is flowing out from
suns and planets and worlds. We are finding
every day new uses for old discoveries, new
applications of old principles. Civilization is
ever changing; the patterns of men's minds
are being reformed from age to age. New
methods of government, new faws, new institutions, new arts and sciences are revealing
more of the infinite variety which lies hidden
in universal capacity.
Astrology must therefore not be regarded
as a finished science, but as a science growing
up with its world, revealing more and more
as men create media through which this
revelation may flow into manifestation. It
was an ancient axiom that each of the planets
contained within it the energies of all the
other planets, even as man contains within
his own body all t1!e elements of sidereal
nature.
Who shall say that this astrologer has
found the answer? Would it not be safer to
assume that all astrologers are discovering
something toward the answer and that all the
systems that we know may be wheels within
wheels, each of them right in itself, but falling
short of that greater rightness which must
come from the mingling of them all? We
have not yet the wisdom to perfect this vaster
chemistry; but let us have that gentle
friendliness for knowledge which will permit
us to realize that there is good in all before
we can fully come to know the Good that
is all.
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The Complete Astrol-Ogi.calMethod of How to Choose the Proper Ti1ne for
Planting, Transplanting and Weeding Your Farm, Garden or Shrubbery, with
Detailed Daily Guide for' Greatest Possible Yield

by Wynn
That this method of choosing the best time
BELOW refers to everything of which
for planting is the best ever offered is amply
the roots, below ground, are valuable, such
proven by the mass of teStimony and evias potatoes, beets, carrots, onions, radishes,
dence sent in by those who have used it in
etcetera.
past years.
Have your ground properly prepared in
This method includes not only the Sun and · advance. Part of nature's law is that the seed
Moon as factors, but also all the planetsmust fall on fertile soil There is no substitute
for this. And be sure you have a high qualthus revealing why one year yields better
ity of seed. Then cultivate regularly_
crops than another year, as well as showing
accurately the relative strength imparted to
. Suppose you want to plant corn or someseeds at any and every moment during any thing else that has value 9:bove ground. First
find out, if you don't already know, when is
one year.
approximately the usual period in your loThere is much more to it than dropping
cality for this vegetable. No use. planting
seeds into the ground when the Moon is in
two months too soon or late. Then, in this
a fruitful sign, or when the Moon is waxing
usual period find the best day or days, acor waning, although these are factors in the
cording to how much time you need for the
selection of the proper time. That they are
not the whole story is demonstrated by fail- · amount you are going ro plant, for value
ABOVE the ground, in the left hand column
ures when only those two rules are followed.
Complete astrological rules will be given a of the table. .
If planting something for value under the
little further along in these instructions; but
ground, select your day and time from the
fi rsr let us explain.
BELOW column at the right.
A system of points is usedin this ta,ble for
How to Use the Table
comparative values of the days and periods.
Look ahead and plan when you will plant.
1 to 10 indicates Poor to Average yield
Use the table herewith in making selection ,and quality in the product.
.
of best days and times--and then stick to it.
11 and 12 indicate a Good period.
Keep it in a record book, both plan and per- '
13 and I 4 are Very Good.
formance. It will pay, especially if you want
5, I 6 and I 7 are "Tucceptional.
to prove this system to yourself or to any one
The time given is Eastern War Time. If
else interested in it.
you are in a place using other time, make
You will notice the two columns headed
the necessary correction; l hour eMlier if
ABOVE and BELOW.
using Central War Time; 2 hours earlier
ABOVE refers to those fruits, vegetables,
if using Mountain War Time; 3 hours
flowers, vines and shrubs which you want to
eMlier if using Pacific War Time. It is best
develop more above the ground than in the
to plant in the middle of a period, rather
roots. This include. /corn, tomatoes, beans, . than close to the beginniQg or ending of it;
peas, pumpkins, squash, cucumbers, cabbage,
the beginning and ending are when the numlettuce, grains, melons, berries, trees, shrubs,
ber of points changes.
flowers, fruits, et cetera.
If using Standard Time, subtract an hour

U
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after you have made rhe proper correction
for your time zone, as mentioned in the foregoing paragraph.
PLANTING IN HOTBED, prior to transplanting. Use the best day and time in the
usual period of January, February or M~ch, .
according to the product and your locality.
TRANSPLANTING. Select anotherGood,
Very Good, or Exceptional da~ and time (as
indicated by the heavy-cype 1n the table),
just as though planting for the first time.
This applies to shrubs and flowers, as well
as to fruits and vegetables.
WEEDING. Cut or pull weeds and poison
ivy on those days and times· when there are
as few as possible points in the BELOW column, regardless of which column your product falls in; this discourages further growth
below ground in the roots of the weeds.
FOR BEST RESULTS, you need at least
12..points for planting in the open, in the
hotbed, and for transplanting.
AS A TEST of this system, mark off a
small plot of the same cultivation and plant
the same type of seeds as nearly as possible
· to the same time, bttt in a period whose point
count is less than 8. About a month later take
a photo of the results.
HAR VESTING. Gather your product
when the point count is as high ~s poss~ble ·
for the type, just as thou~h selecu'!g ~ tune
for planting the same· thing; that 1s, m. t~e
appropriate column, above or below. This 1s
because the liquids are then in the valuable
portion of the plant. And the liquid gives
weight, lasting quality and food value. Try
harvesting a few samples at the low count
times and see the difference.
REMEMBER, there is no substitute for
soil preparation and cultivating. These rules
are best for results, everything else being
equal.
0:01 am indicates just after midnight. 0:01
pm indicates just after noon.
'
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The 1943 Guide is NOT good for any
other year.

The Astrological Rules
The count given for any period in the
table is obtained as follows:
1 point in both columns for ~ny plan_et
( including Sun, but not Moon) 10 a fnutful sign. The fruitful signs are those of the
Water and Earth trinities: Taurus, Cancer,
Virgo, Scorpio, Capricorn and Pisces. .
5 points for both columns for Moon 10 a
fruitful sign, as above.
2 points for Moon waxing ( from new to
full) in the ABOVE column.
2 points for Moon waning ( from full to
new) in the BELOW column.
2 points for Moon, North of the equator
(Aries through Virgo) in the ABOVE column.
2 points for Moon South of the equator
(Libra through Pisces) in the BELOW column.
A little study will show the student why
the count is sometimes the same .in both
columns, as well as why there are times when
the Moon in a fruitful sign is not sufficiently
powerful to insure a good crop. He will also
perceive the fallacy of using the Moon's
quarters, as is sometimes erroneously recommended: it may work near the 21st of March,
but is not useful at other times, becoming
less and less so the further from this date it
is employed. Best to ignore advice about the
quarters; stick to these r~es. .
.
.
In this Guide, the equmocttal zodiac 1s
used. Look put for almanacs that employ
other signs for the same date, and for those
that do not mention the time of day when
the Moon changes. Use a good astrological
ephemeris· the data furnished monthly in
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY
MAGAZlNEis as good
as you will find for the positions of Sun,
Moon and planets.
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1 Fri.
2 Sat.
3 Sun.
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4 till 5: 36 am; then 9
9 all day
9till4:31 am; then 8 till 8:35 am;
then_3

8 till 5: 36 am; then 13
13 all day
13 till 4:31 am; then 12 tiU 8:35
am; then 7
9
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ABOVE

4 Mon.
5 Tue.
6 Wed.
7 Thu.
8 Fri.
9 Sat.
10 Sun.
11 Moa.12 Tue.
13 Wed.
14 Thu.
15 Fri.
.16 Sat.
17 Sun.
18 Mon.
19 Tue.
20 Wed.
21 Thu.
22
23
24
25
26

·

Fri..
Sat.
Sun.
Mon.
Tue.

27 Wed.
2-8 Thu.
29 Fri.
30 Sat.
31 Sun.

BELOW

3 all day
3 till 8: 34 am; then 8
8 till 8:37 am; then 10
10 till 7 :42 am; then 5
5 till 6:04 am; then 4
4 till 8:01 am; then 9
9 all day
9 till 11 : 17 am; then 4
4till2:0l am; then6
6 till 6:23 pm; then 11
11 all day
11 allday11 till4:35 am; then 6 ·
6 all day
6 till 4: 54 pm; then 11
11 all day
11 till6:20 pm; then 10
10 till 5:40 am; then 5 till 6:48 am;
then 3
3 all day
3 till 6:03 pm; then 8
8allday
8 all day
8 till4:48 am; then 3 till 3:09 pm;
then 4 till 8:48 pm; then 2
2 till 7:52 pm; then 3
3 till 0: 50 am; then 8
8 all day
8 till 5.30 pm; then 3
3 all day

7 all day
7 till 8: 34 am; then 12
12 till 8:37 am; then 10
10 till 7:42 am; then 5
5 till 6: 04 am; then 4
4 till 8:01 am; then 9
9 all day
9 till 11: 17 am; then 4
4till 2 :01 am; then 2
2 till6:23 pm; then 7
7 all day
7 all day
7till4:35 am; then 2
2 all day
2 till 4: 54 pm; then 7
7 all day
7 till 6: 20"pm; then 6
6 till 5 :40 am; then 1 till 6:48 am;
then 3
3 all day
3 till 6: 03 pm; then 8
Sall day
8allday
8 till4:48 am; then 3 till 3:09 pm;
then 4 till 8:48 pm; then 6
6ti117:52 pm; then 7
7 till 0: 50 am; then 12
12 all day
12 till 5:30 pm; then 7
7 all day

FEBRUARY

1 Mon.
2 Tue.
3 Wed.
4 Thu.
5 Fri.
6 Sat.
7 Sun.
8 Mon.
9 Tue.
10 Wed.
11 Thu.
12 Fri.
13 Sat.
14 Sun.
15 Mon.
16 Tue.
17 Wed.
18 Thu.
19 Pri.
10

3 till 5:05 am; then 4 till 7: 14 pm;
then 9
9 all day
9 till 7: 10 pm; then 4
4 till 7: 29 pm; then 6
6 till 7:09 pm; then 11
" 11 all day
11 till9:00 pm; then 6
6 till 11: 38 am; then 8
8 all day
8 till 2: 09 am; then 13
13 all day
13 till 11: 30 am; then 8
8 all day
8 till 11 :21 pm; then 13
13 till 2: 50 pm; then 12
12 all day
12 till 0:19 pm; then 7
7 all day
7 till 8:41 am; then 8

7 till 5:05 am; then 8 till 7: 14 pm;
then 13
13 all day
13 till "l:10 pm; then 8
8 till 7:29 pm; then 6 ·
6 till 7: 09 pm; then 11
11 all day
11 till 9:00 pm; then 6
6till 11:38 am; then 4
4 all day
4 till 2 :09 am; then 9
9allday
9 till 11: 30 am; then 4
4 all day
4 till 11: 21 pm; then 9
9 till 2: 50 pm; then 8
8 all day
8 till 0: 19 pm; then 3
3 all day
3 till 8:41 am; then 4
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BELOW

ABOVE

20 Sat.
21
22
23
24.
25
26
27
28

Sun.
Mon.
Tue.
Wed.

Thu.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

Still0:21 am; then 13 till 1:45
am; then 11
l!l a1lday:11 till 10:30 am; then 6
6tiH2':28: am; then 4
4till6:23_pm; then 9
9 till 8: 06 am; then 8
S.till 11;59 pm; then 3
3 all day
3allday

4 till 0: 21 am; then 9 till I :45 run;
then II
:n aUd:ey
11 till 10: 30 am; then 6
6 ti.R2: 28 am; then 8
8 till 6:23 pm; -tlien 13
13 till 8:06 am; then 12
12 till 11 ;59 pm;. then 7
7 all day
]allday

MARCH
1 :Mon.
2
3
4
5
6
7

Tue.
Wed.
Thu.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun.

S Mon.
9 Tlire.
10 Wed.

11 Thu.
12 Fri.
13 Sat.
14 Sun.
15 Mon.
16 Tue.
17 Wed.
18 Thu.
19 Fri.
20 Sat.
21 Sun.

,
1

22
23
24.
25
26
27
28

Mon.
Tue.
Wed.
Thu.
Fri.
Sat.
Sun:

29 Mon.
30 Tue.
31 Wed.

:hill 3: 18' am; then 8
8allday
8 till 4: 57 am; then 3
3 all day
3 till 5:53 am~ then 8
2 till 6: 34 am;,.then 1(}
10 till 7 :42 am; then 5 till 9: 58 pm;
then 7
7 till 8:42 am; then 6
~ tilI 11 :54 a:tlil;then 11
11 all day
11 till I :00 am; then 12 till 7 : 36
pm; them 7
7 all day
7 all day
7 till 6~54 am; then 12
12 all day
l2 till 7 : 38-pm; then 7
7 all day
7 all.day
7 till 7 :42 am; then 12
12 all day
12 till 8:03 am; then 11 till 5:16
pm; then 6 ti-116:08 pm~ then 4
ri1'l6:24 pm; then 5
5 till 8: 50 am; then 3
3 all day
3'till 0: 23 am; then 8
8 atlday
8 crll 5 : ZO am; then 3
3 all day
3 n1I7:18 am; then 2 till 9:04 am;
then 7
7 all day
7 till 11: 58 am; then 2
2alfday

7 rill 3~18 am; then 12
12 all day.
12 till 4:57 am; then 7
7 allday
7 till 5: 53 am; then 12
12 till 6 ~34 am; then 10
10 till 7: 42 am; then 5 till 9: 58 pm;
then 3
3-till:8:42 am; then 2
2 till 11 : 54·am; then 7
7 all day
7 till l:00 am; then 8 till 7:36 pm;
then 3
3allday
3 all day

3'till 6: 54 run~then 8
8 all day
8 till 7: 3-Spm;. then 3
3 all day
3allday
3 till 7:42 am; then 8
Sall day
8 till 8:03 am; then 7 till 5: 16 pm;
then 2 till 6:08 pm; then 4 ti-11
6~24 pm; then 5
5 till 8: 50 am; then 7
7 all day
7 titl 0: 23 am; then 12
12.aHday
12 till 5 :20 am; then 7
7 all day
1ri117: 18 am; then 6 till 9:04 am;,
then 11
11 all day
11ltiil II: 58 am; rhen 6
6allday

APRIL

1 Thu.
JANUARY,

2 till 2:27 pm; then 7
11t.f3

: 6till2:27

pm; then 11
11
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ABOVE

2 Fri.
3"Sat.
4 Sun.
5
6
7
8

Mon.
Tue.
Wed.
Thu.

9 Fri.
10 Sat.
1 Sun.
l2 Mon.
1.3 Tue.
14 Wed.
15 Thu.

16 Fri.
17 Sat.

18 Sun.
19 Mon.
20 Tue.
21 Wed.

22 TI1u.
23 Fri.
24 Sat.
25 Sun.
26 Mon.
27 Tue.
28 Wed.
29 Thu.
30 Fri.

1 Sat. .

7 all day
7 till 5: 17 pm; then 2
2 till 7:34 am; then 4 till 5 :53 pm;
then 6
6 till 9: 38 pm; then 11
11 all day
11 all day
11 till4:41 am; then 6

6 all day
6 till 3:06 pm; then 11
11 all day
11 till 0: 57 am; then 12
12 till 3142 am; then 7
7 all day
7 till 3:58 pm; then 12 till 4:14
pm; d1en 11
'11 all day
lltill 6:25 am; then 12 till 8:47
am; then 13
13till l:41 am; then 8 till 5:10
pm; then 6

6allday
6till.7:ll am; then 4 dll 8:02 am;
then 9 till 7:32 am; then 10
10 all day
lOtill 11:55 am; then 5

5 all day
5 till2:36 pm; then 10
10 all day
10til15:22 pm; then 5
5 all day
5till8:33

pm; then 10

lOallday
l0till0:15

pm; tben9

BELOW

11 all day
11 till5:17 pm; then 6
6 till 7: 34 am; then 4 till 5: 5 3 pm;
then 2
2till9:38 pm; then 7
7 all day

7 all day
7 till4:41 am; then 2
2 all day
2 till 3:06 pm; then 7

7 all day
7 till 12: 57 am; then 8
8 till 3:42 am; then 3
3 all day
3 till 3: 58 pm; then 8 till 4: 14 pm;
then 7
7 all day
7 till6:25 am;
then 9
9 till 1:41 am;
then 6
6 all day
6 till 7: 11 am;
then 13 till

then 8 till 8:47 am;
then 4 till 5: tO pm;
then 8 till 8:02 am;
7 :32 pm; then 14 ·

14 all day
14 till 11: 55 am; then 9
9 all day
9till 2:36 pm; then 14
14-all day
14 till 5 :22-pm; then 9
9all day
9 till 8:33 pm; then l4
14 all day
14till 0:15 pm; then U

MAY
9 till 0: 39 am; then 4 till 3: 36 pm;

13 till 0:39 am; then 4 till 3:36
pm; then 6
6allday
6 all day
6tili5:57 am; then 11
6 till 5: 57 am; then 11
11 till 5 :43 am; then 13
11 till 5:43 am; then 9
9 till I: 12 pm; then 4
13 till 1:12 pm; then 8
8 all day
4allday
8 till 11: 13 pm; then 13
4 till 11 : 13 pm; then 9
13 all day
9allday
13 all day
9 all day
13 till 11: 36 am; then 8
9 till 11: 36 am; then 4
8 till 7: 57 am; then 9
4 till 7: 57 am; then 5
5 all day
9 all day
9 till0:22 am; then 14
5 till 12: 22 am; then 10
10 all day
14 all day
(Contim1edon page 47)
then 6

2 Sun.
3 Mon.
4 Tue.
5 Wed.
6 Thu.
7 Fri.
8 Sat.
9 Sun.
10 Mon.
11 Tue.
12 Wed.
13 Thu.

14 Fri.
H
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. ANDERSON, Maxwell, playwright, author; born December 15, 1888, Atlantic, Pa.
(Pulitzer Prize winner; two awards from Drama Critics' Circle; "What Price Glory?")

BL\NDY, Wm. H. P.,Chief of Ordnance, U.S. Navy; born June 28, 1890, N. Y. City.
(Was jumped over 100 senior officers--youngest line Admiral.)
BYRD, Sam, actor, author, producer; born January 18, 1908, Mt. Olive, N. C. (Played
"Dude Lester" in "Tobacco Road" 1,15_1times; "Curley" in "Of Mice and Men.")
CLARK,Mark W., Major General, U. S. A.; born May 1, 1896, Madison Barracks,
N. Y. (In command of ground forces in European Theatre of Operations.)
ELLSBERG, Edward, U.S. Naval Officer, author; born November 21, 1891, New
Haven, Conn. (Author "Captain Paul"; raised huge dry dock at Eritrea.)
HOPPER, Hedda, columnist, actress; born June 2, 1890, Hollidaysburg, Pa. ( Hollywood authority; thrice weekly radio program; daily syndicated column.)

JEFFERS, William M., U. S. Rubber Administrator; born January 2, 1876, North
Platte, Neb; ( Ex-railroad official, President Union Pacific.)
·
LEWIS, Fulton, Jr., radio commentator; born April 30, 1903, Washington, D. C.
("The Top of the News from Washington," fifteen minute NBC program.)
LUCE, Clare Boothe, Congresswoman from Conn.; born April 10, 1903, N. Y. City.
(Author "Europe in the Spring," "The Women," "'Kiss the Boys Goodbye.")

McNAIR, Lesley J., General U.S. A.; born May 25, 1883, Verndale, Minn. (Commanding U.S. Army ground forces since March, 1942.)

- McNAUGHTON,Andrew, Commander of the Canadian Army in Great Britain; born
January 25, 1887, Moosomin, Sask. (Many years advocate of mechanized mobile warfare.)
MICHIE, Allan A., foreign correspondent; born July 4, 1915, Aberdeen, Scotland.
( Tur-correspondentfor "Time" magazine; contributing editor, "Reader's Digest.")
MONTGOMERY, Sir Bemard L., Commander British Eighth Army in Africa; born
November 17, 1887. (Famous speech to Churchill," ... I don't drink, etc.")
OLIVER, Edna May, actress; born November 9, 1879, Boston, Mass., died November

9, 1942. (Descendant of John Adams, second President of U.S.)
POUND, Ezra, poet, propagandist; born October 30, 1885, Hailey, Idaho. ( "Perpetual
adolescent of American poetry"; the "American Lord Haw Haw.")

.

ROBERTSON, Ben, Jr., journalist; born June 22, 1903, Clemson, S. C. (Writes war
dispatches in N. Y. City's "PM"; author "I Saw England.")
.
RUNYON, Damon, journalist, motion picture producer; born October 4, 1884, Manhattan, Kansas. (Author '"The Best of Runyon," "'Lady for a Day," etc.)

THOMAS,R. J., Pres. United Automobile Workers of America, C.1.0.; born June 9,
1900, East Palestine, Ohio. (Head .of nation's biggest union of war workers.)
WALTER, Bruno, symphony and opera conductor; born September 15, 1876, Berlin,
· . Germany.(Now American citizen; "greatest conductor since Mahler.")
JIANUARY, 1943
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by Catherine
"What can I look forward to in my declining years?"
The zodiac itself has an answer to your
question; in the pattern of the zodiacal wheel
each of us can see the outlines of our later
years. More: we can see what those future
years were intended to be, and what they will
be if we live and grow aright.
What was the close of your life intended
to be if you are a native of Scorpio, or if
you have Scorpio rising· and no intercepted
signs in your natal chart? Your answer is
contained in the nature of the sign Aquarius,
which occupies your 4th cusp. Born under
Scorpio, you live life in its earlier stages in
an intense fashion, in great sweeps of emotional extremes, taking things very deeply
and thus,to a certain extent confined within
your personal gain and loss circumference.
There are things you have to work out very
personally; everything hits you where you
live. But the close of your life promises a
difference. In your declining years you can
look forward to considerably more freedom:
your later life will contain major changes
from your middle life. As you grow older
you will grow more univer~al in outlook;
your circumference of interest will widen
to admit more awareness of your fe!lows;
you will have more friends than when you
were younger.
And if you were born in the sign
Cancer, or have Cancer rising with no
intercepts, what can you expect later on?
Well, as a Cancer native you have played
a fruitful part in your earlier life, giving
a good deal of yourself to those you took
unto yourself, as it were, those your wing
sheltered. You have undertaken to be a defender and cherisher within your own chosen
circle. You have not been lacking in protective responsibility. But it may be that because of this very directionalization of your
life you did miss out on some more general
expression. Toward the close of your life this
H
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next and larger step will be taken. Your
later years bring you a wider circle; through
the sign Libra, which is on your 4th cusp,
you will find yourself having more give and
take with your equals rather than only with
those who take something from you. Your
mate will gradually become more important
than your children.
Being born into the sign Aquarius or
having it rising ( with no intercepted signs)
has given you a comparatively free and interesting life never lacking in the inspiration of constant change. And through your
own continuing growth and absorption of
new things, you have contributed to the advancement of others with whom you came
in contact. You have explored and registered.
But perhaps you have not made as much
use of all this moving ahead as the plan of
nature required: the close of your life will
be conducive to your doing so. For the sign
Taurus occupies your 4th cusp, and when
in the process of maturing you come under·
its rays, you will find opportunities to make
practical and solid what you have found out
earlier. You will begin to build on your life's
experiences; and ro receive some practical
results from them.
And what if you have been spending this
life working and learning through the sign ·
Capricorn, rising without intercepted signs
or as a Sun sign? You have experienced considerable responsibility and discipline, and
have discharged a lot of it personally and
faithfully. You may have had a position of
authority or prestige in the world, even accumulated wealth; .yet have felt old all your
life, and tied down or burdened. Well, you
can look forward to a later life different
from that, for you have the sign Aries on
youi: 4th cusp, and Aries will cause you to
feel younger and more vital and active as
you advance in years. Your later life will be
a certain release to you, more active and less
bound. Your comparatively inhibited perWYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE

THE HARVEST OF YOUR YEARS
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sonal initiative and expression will be freed.
You will find yourself doing the things denied earlier; and of your own free will too.
As a native of Sagittarius, or with this sign
rising and with no intercepts in your natal
chart, you have always striven for higher
things, never been content with the literal,
always sought to know what were the overtones, the higher values. You have constantly sought to learn more, know more; and
through this you have taught o_thers much.
You have given, because you are charitable.
As you age, you will have your reward
through the sign Pisces ruling your 4th
cusp. What you have been learning of giving will now become voluntary renouncing
of the less worthy things of life; your striving after the intellectual and the philosophical will turn into ability to reach the spiritual.
Your physical journeying will become ability
to travel ~to less tangible realms; your
prophetic sense will become opportunity to
develop psychic promptings.
If you have Virgo rising in your ·horoscope, no intercepts, or if you are a Virgo
native, you have worked steadily and hard
in your lifetime, not disdaining the smallet
and the repetitive duties, carrying through.
You have worshipped your god thtough
service. But perhaps this continuing neces•
sity to stick to the job, whatever it was, has
limited your outlook to a certain extent. The
sign Sagittarius will finally bring your way
the opportunity to achieve this wide outlook,
tlus perspective that will make clear to you
what you have done; for Sagittarius rules
your 4th. You will find time later in life
for study, culture, learning; you may have
opportunity to travel and widen your concepts. You can push back some of the horizons your earlier life has known.
If you were born in Libra or with it rising
( no intercepted signs) you have been trying to balance and make just all your life's
experiences; you have tried as much to see
the other fellow's side as your own. This,
of course, has strengthened you, and when
you reach later middle life you will begin
to realize the wisdom you have gained,
through the Capricorn occupancy of your
4th cusp. You will begin to crystallize and
concentrate your life's essential gleanings;
you will find richness in your times alone,
will want to withdraw comparatively from
too much external activity. A certain kind
JANUARY, 1943

of power, and some authority, will come your
way later in life.
As the owner of an Aries rising chart wjth
no intercepts or an Aries sun, it has been
your task and your urge to break ground all
your life. Upon you has fallen the necessity
to undertak~ the action of getting things
accomplished, and this you have done with
courage and enterprise. When others' will
power faltered, yours did not; you led them.
But in the process you did not have overmuch time to collect the nucleus of permanency and fixity; perhaps you have missed
this in your earlier life. Your later life, however, will bring you the opportunity for this
kind of settled security: Cancer is on your
4th cusp. Your later years will motivate a
certain settling down, a tendency to collect
and hold, more pleasure in a domestic environment; and in your memories of an active life.
·
With no intercepted signs and Leo rising,
or a Leo sun, your own generous heart has
reached the heartS of others and forwarded
their growth; they have turned to you as
to your own Sun. In a. sense, your life has
been one of life-giving. You have renewed
hope, restored faith. Perhaps you have given
physical life to more than one other soul
through your children. Now you need to
complete and balance this early experience;
and through the sign Scorpio on your 4th
cusp you will do so in later life by way
of becoming acquainted with the comparative values of life and death. As you grow
older, you will ruminate more and more
upon death and what follows; your psychic
intuition will increase. The emotional and
psychic resources of others will be revealed to
you through your growing abilities.
If you were born in Taurus or with it
rising and no intercepts, the early part of
your life has been one of collecting in order
to build. You have stood staunch and fixed
while others depended and leaned upon you.
You have been the material avenue for the
progress of aesthetic values in life. Your part
in g+oup life has been well discharged. When
the close of your life comes around, you are
due, through the 4th house rulership of the
sign Leo, to learn to get much pleasure and
relaxation out of a different activity-giving away. You will turn more to patronage
and charity. Your pleasure will be in your
(Continued on page 31 ) ·

l:ryJolinF. X Alberta
The Moon ls waxing ( increasing in light,
from the New to the Full) half of the time;
it is waning ( decreasing in li~ht, from the
Full to the New) half of the tune. It would
thus be reasonable to expect that a random
selection of dates. over a number of years
would produce Moon positions in approximately fifty-fifty distribution.
But when we examine the important dates
of Hitler's career we find that he-almost invariably has chosen times when the Moon
was waxing.
In the accompanying list of sixteen such
dates the score is 13 waxing Moons and only
3 waning Moons ( and there is reason to
- believe he did not have complete freedom
of choice in selecting the times for those
three). There have been 4.35 times as many
waxing as waning Moons accompanying these
world important events!
And what do the accredited text books of
astrology say about this point?
They say: "It is more favorable to begin a
venture when the Moon is waxing than when
it is waning." This statement dates back to
ancient times and has been used by wise men
and sometimes by rulers for .more than
twenty centuries that are historically recorded.
The modem world stood aghast at the
speed with which German blitzkrieg overran all opposition in the days when Hider
chose his times and places.
Which brings up another astrological law
chat has been standing for centurie~gain
about the Moon. It is that the Moon, which
Pearce in his 'fEXT BOOK OF ASTROLOGY
calls "the most powerful significator in as•
crology", should be fortified, in all choices or
elections of time for beginning, by close aspect to the "fortunes": Jupiter, Venus or.
the Sun.
At the beginning of World War II, Hitler
chose a time when the Moon was conjunction
Jupiter, although the Moon was waning.
This was his great mistake, and probably
16

made by his astrologers because they didn't
expect the Polish expedition to set off the
biggest world conflict ever known. The Moon
waning at the inception of a venture is indication that the aggressor, or prime mover,
will eventually fai~ or at best achieve a
Pyrrhic victory whose gains are less than its
losses. The Moon conjunction Jupiter gave
the Germa:1s many advantages, along with
other strong choices that are shown in the
list herewith. But it is not alone a matter of
the-chart of beginning-although
the choice
of a promising time is of great assistance in
any venture. The beginnings others make
later against the prime mover also carry
weight, as do minor choices ( wise or otherwise) by the prime mover himself.
Still another old astrological law concerning electional moments is that if the Moon
be void of course ( making no major aspect
to any other planet before leaving the sign)
the matter begun will be.impeded greatly
and in all probability fail utterly of consummation.
. In the list of Hitlerian choices herewith
the only two in which the Moon was void
of course were both with regard to Russi-a.
The first was when the Pact of August 23,
1939, was prematurely announced on August
21st, two days early; the second was when
German soldiers moved against the ally of
that_pact at 2:54 am, Berlin LMT, June 22,
1941. Both of these could and probably did
happen contrary to the plans and orders of
Hitler and his astrological advisors. You will
recall diat there was rumor that Russia was
not going to sign beca~ of the untimely announcement of the Pact. And both Germany
and Italy did all they could to patch up the
astrological mistake of· June 22 by announcing that "war with Russia started as
of 5: 30 am"--although actually fighting began at the earlier moment. At 5: 30 am, Berlin time, the Moon had moved over into
Gemini, but when the hostilities started
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE

BLITZKRIEG BY THE MOON

The Time~That Hitle1· Chose
Date
Nov. 8 '23
Jon. 30 '33
Jui. 25 '34
Mar. 16 '35
Mar. 7 '36
May 13 '38
Sep. 29 '38
Aug_. 21 '39
Aug. 23 '39
Sep. I '39
Apr. 9 '40
Moy 10 '40
May 14 '40
Apr. 6 '41
Jun. 22 '41
Dec. 11 ·•41

----'•MAoon--Condition
PositlOft

"('

I•

~

2•

II

t</

~

30°

New
Waxing
Waxing
Waxing
Woxing
Waxing
Waxing
Waxing
Waxing
Waning
Waxing
Waxing
Waxing
Waxing
Waning

11Jl17°

Wanin9

11l 16°
"(' 80
¥.l I0°
St 9°

11Jl 30
ll\. 6°
J: 20•
11l 30°

t 13°
0

St 12°0
St I

Event

Munich Beer Hall Putsch
Hitler became ChancellOf of Reich
Vienna Putsch; Dollfuss aisassinated
Denounced Versailles Treaty
Denounced Locarno; invaded RninelMd
Deposed Schuschnigg; invaded Austria
Munich Conference and Agreement
Pact with Russia prematurely announced
Pact with Russia signed
Started Wor!d War II, invaded Polafld
Invaded Norway and Denmark
Invaded Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg
Invaded France
Invaded Yugoslavia, Greece (5 am)
Moved against Russia (2:54 om)
Declared war vs. United States ( Italy sarnel

was opened under a waning Moon.
(probably the idea of some non-astrological
military leader) the Moon was both void of
April 28, 1919, the Covenant of the
course and waning! This was an election al- League of Nations was presented in final
most like that of the attack on Poland, for form under a waning Moon.
December 7, 1941, Japan declared war vs.
at the intended hour on June 22, 1941, the
U.S. and England under a Moon that was
Moon was conjunction Jupiter, although
both waning and void of course.
waning, just as on September 1, 1939.
October 23, 1942, the United Nations
It never was Hitler's plan to declare war
drive against Nazi Rommel in Africa was
on the U.S.A. while engaged in European
con£ict. That was to come later, after de- begun at 10 pm, Cairo time, under a waxing
feating Russia and England, according to his Moon. This was a time that Hider did 11-0t
.plans. But Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor up- choose.
While the condition of the Moon alone
sec all Hider's carefully made calculations and
he was forced to declare war against us at the is not conclusive testimony of the outcome
unfortunate ( for him) time when the Moon of the venrure, it is nevertheless a powerful
was waning!
factor, as these facts and figures 9,!DplydemGoing back into recent hisrory, we find onstrate. Modifications are to be found in
several very interesting illustrations of these the horoscopes of important personages insame astrological laws.
volved, in the hotoscopes of places where
July 31, 1914, Germany declared war vs. events take place, and in the other planetary
Russia at 6 pm, Berlin time, under a waxing and house positions at the time.
Moon at the beginning of Sagittarius, and
Note the Beer Hall Putsch that ended with
crine to the Sun, Russia was knocked out of the capture and incarceration of Hitler .. Al>
that war, but no such celestial auspices at- students of astrology know, the Moon-Sun
tended Germany's presenr venture against conjunction cycle repeats almost on the exact
The Bear.
degree and date every nineteen years. The
August 4, 1914, England declared war vs. New Moon of November 8, 1923, was in
Germany with Moon waxing and trine exact opposition to Hitler's ruler and Mars
Venus. England, with aid of the Allies, won. in his natal 7th (war, aggression). The New
Strangely enough, Germany never declared Moon of November 8, 1942, nineteen years
war on England in World War I.
. later, fell in the identical degree of the same
April 6, 1917, U.S. declared war vs. Gersign, and marked the landing of U. S. troops
many under a waxing Moon.
and 1~quipment in North Africa. In the
August 8, 1918, the battle of Amiens, the North Africa landing, the Moon was conAllied blow that began the end of World
junction Venus; there was no such good tesWar I, was begun under a waxing Moon timony on the same date in 1923. In both
that was sextile Jupiter.
cases the Moon was approaching and in orb
January 18, 1919, the Versailles Treaty
(Conti11118d
r.m page 34)
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The Yanks in Africa and Solomons
Just to keep the
score card straight,
perhaps you will remember that the
newspapers of the
nation were depressing us all with the
blast of Representa~ive Melvin J. Maas
(R-Minn). Headline
that was t y p i c a 1,
printed on November 13, 1942: ''MAAS
CHARGESMAJORiDIS·
ASTER IN SOLO·
MONS." Quoting

from one of the articles that reported
his radio speeches: "He said the navy has
suffered a major disaster in the Solomons-"
from a November 12 UP dispatch.
Writing several months earlier for our
November Star News (published October
15, almost a month ahead of the ill chosen
remarks of Rep. Maas), we said, on page
28: "The position of Mars at present is such
that there is double testimony of opporrunity for successfulmilitary and naval and
aerial pressure against Japan, and in places
where it will be of maximum effectiveness.
.•• This is a month when the Japs will have
ample time to demonstrate their toughness,
if our side does what it is now capable of
doing,· for several very sensitive spots in
Japan-held territory are definitely pointed
to by Mars as being highly vulnerable. When
rhe smoke has cleared this month, Japan will
have lost more than face."
From the New York Times, November
22, 1942: "For more than two months the
Japanese have sought to regain the offensive. Their effort reached its climax in the
greatest naval battle o( World War II, and
one of the greatest of modern times, fought
in Solomons waters berween November 12
and 15. Last week, as reports came in of
18

staggering Japanese
losses, as the Mikado's armada reeled
back in defeat, it
seemed that the Allies had reversed the
trend of the war in
Oceania." From Section 4, right hand
column.
A glance at the
Key Cycle for the
Solomons area shows
the basis of our prediction in Star News.
Mars rising, especially in its own sign,
is always a signal for
putting matters to the test of action, and
here we see the rising Mars in Scorpio at
the KC ascendant, with the ruler of the
7th (war). Mars also rules the intercepted
sign in the 6th, and hence influences the
armies and navies that might be in the locality where such a mundane Key Cycle
appears. Mars is here conjunction the ascendant of Tokyo (Pyramid Locality system), hence urging those at Japan's home
base to push for results--:giving orders to
attack.
· The most significant factor, however,
upon which the prediction was based was
the angular land square ( planets at the mundane angles) of Jupiter to Mars in the locality of the Solomons ( and no other place
on the globe at the time), with Jupiter at
the top angle. Jupiter is the planet of the
U.S.A. (ruling planet of our political horoscope, July 4, 1776), making this aspect signify a clash (square) between the two peo.ples indicated if they happen to be in the
neighborhood-and we rather thought they
would be. They were. The fact that Jupiter
was the planet above Mars in the aspect
indicated the triumph of our forces. (Note
the similar significance of Jupiter in the
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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other two Key Cycles of this month at such visitors well described by America's war dewidely distant places as Washington and partment.
North Africa).
The great concentration of planetary
Old ~ubscriber reminds us that in the July strength at the 6th in the Water sign Scor•
issue, 1942, we predicted in Star News
pio is indicative of the action-the 6th being
(page 23) as follows: "Our enemies have the armed services. The Sun and Venus are
now lost their last chances of controlling both trine our national Sun position in Can•
the western Mediterranean, whether with cer, which at present supports the ray from
French collaboration or otherwise. From our ruler, Jupiter. They all work together.
now on, the Allies have the initiative in this At Casablanca, where we landed simultanelocality and will constantly push back what- ously with the Algerian operation, all these
ever resistance is offered to our steady and Scorpio planets were in the 6th house.
relentless advance. The dominant factor here
This tremendous military, aerial and naval
will be the United States army, navy and operation was directed from W ashihgton,
marines, who will have something real to where the Key Cycle of the same time shows
sing about when they mention 'the shores . the Scorpio concentration -in the 9th, the
of Tripoli.'"
.
house of distant places, the Sun being ruler
It was in that same month, July, that the of the KC war 7th and exactly on the 9th
U. N. high command planned the operations cusp. Jupiter in the Washington Key Cycle
which were carried out, beginning with the is exactly at the cusp of the army-navy 6th,
landing of the Yanks and the taking of Al- and rules the governmental, high command
giers on November 8, 1942, an everit that
10th.
electrified the entire world.
Mars, planet of action, was ruler of the
The Key Cycle for this event shows our KC 9th, and was conjunction Mercury, coplanet, Jupiter, ruling the war 7th, in land ruler of KC war 7th. All these Scorpio plansquare to Mercury ( ruler of the figure) . ets were in opposition ( war aspect) to HitMercury is conjoined with Mars at the cusp ler's natal Sun, Mars and ruling planet in
of the 6th ( army, navy and marines). They his natal 7th house.
are approximately of equal elevation, MerAll this is part of what we foresaw, and
cury being the higher, but Jupiter is on the wrote about, more than a year ago. Before
rising side rising and is in land sextile to Pearl Harbor we noticed the strong probaUranus, ruler of the KC midheaven, giving bility of tremendous U. S. influence in northit the greater power.
ern Africa before 1942 would be completed
Gemini, the sign on the U. S. war 7th, is and we spoke of it in our 1942 Prediction
rising in this Key Cycle, with Saturn, ruling which appeared in the Chicago Tribune in
the 9th ( distant places), thus indicating that November, 1941. In this regard, note that
the locality would have visitors from ,afar,
(Continued on page 39)
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from a Diary

1st: I got up on my soap box the other
day, and expounded earnestly to my assembled (and ever patient) family upon war iind
the horoscope. An idea had just occurred to
me; and while I couldn't muster enough
vanity to believe it was original, I still thought
jr was good! So, at the usual time right after
lunch, I began. "War," I addressed my family, "is a matter of the seventh house, of
course--we all know that. And one of the
reasons why war is a matter of the seventh
house is that a struggle implies an equal, and
equals are ruled by the seventh: there would
be no struggle in overcoming a child, for instance, and that would not be a 7th house
matter. Now, what has just occurred to me
and what I would like to call to your attention is another grouping of this war-equals
factor: Think what has already happened
throughout this country since we entered the
war: in every neighborhood and even among
people not joined by locality. There has been
a levelling, a bringing closer together, hasn't
there? People who-would never have known
each other are working side by side. The same
thing is occurring in every branch of the
'service: men coming together regardless of
their social rank. This is what the 7th house
does: it makes equals through war. Hasn't
this always happened in history? And by the
way," I went on, "notice that marriage has
the same effect: two people not equal can
marry and will eventually become so. .:rbe
7th is the location of balance, because it is
1.ibra, the scales. The scales must be equalized."
5th: Students and clients are ever asking
me to explain how a certain factor in astrology works. When, for . example, Saturn
is transiting through a native's 5th house,
how is it possible that the people the native
cares for will marure--since it is the native's chart and not that of these loved folks?
Or, when Saturn is moving through the 4th,
why should the same happen to family mem20

bers? And so on. The answer is twofold. Primarily, the native feels this maturing vibration and expresses it i_nl1is or her daily relation with loved persons; who on their part
respond to it, unavoidably, since the relation is so close. When someone you love
changes, you cannot help feeling it and reacting. So, partly because of this actual response, and partly because che native is
maturing ( in affairs of this house) and
therefore looking at loved ones through such
eyes, the result does come about. Secondarily,
if the student will cake the trouble to study
the charts of these. loved ones themselves,
he will find practically invariably that at the
same time Saturn is in some position or aspect that assists this maturing: it may be
aspecting the ruler of their own 5th,although
not in the house; or aspeaing some occupant
of ·their 5th, etc. I have noticed in literally
hundreds of cases that this is true. it is equally true with the influence of Uranus, or Neptune, or any other planet, of course. People
d9 not come together by any accident.
7th: A masculine member of my family
was in process of taking a music lesson· yes•
terday when I happened upon the scene. He
has been studying Beethoven. At that moment, however, astrology was in the spotlight. His teacher was saying, "Of course I
know nothing of astrology, but I believe I
am supposed to be just like my brother because he was born in the same sign, or something, as myself. Really, he isn't a bit like
me . : ," as I entered the music room. So I
went to the piano and touched one note,
just one, with my finger. I said to his teacher,
"You wouldn't call that one note Beethoven,
would you?" And she s4ook her head slightly. "Neither do astrologers call one position
of one planet, the Sun, astrology," I told her.
Seeing that I had her attention, I added a
little more, "The subleties and complexities .
of true music are at least equalled by those
of astrology: the infinitude of musical comWYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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· binations produced from the notes of the
scale are no more than the infinite number
of astrological coml:?inations produced from
the planets we know. They are endless, very
literally. The sublety and complexity of character and life could only be accounted for
by equally subtle and complex influences:·
9th: I had occasion to study the Moon today, in its significance as void of course, waxing, waning. And I am wondering whether
it could be proved that those born when the
Moon is waning, particularly as it approaches
che conjunction with the Sun, always lack
something in physical sa:ength--nnd I mean
physical strength only. In looking over my
.immediate circle of friends and family, this
is the case: those with Moon dexter sexdle,
dexter semi-sextile, or approaching conjuncdon with Sun are less vita.I. less able to endure physically, than
with a waxing
.Moon natally. It seems to show more obviously when the Moon is in the quadrant
approaching the opposition of the natal Sun,
or in the last quadrant before joining natal
Sun; the other two quadrants comparatively
·less so. And its effect is limited to the body,
apparently. Unless it accounts for the increase
of spirit or mentality as it accounts for the
decrease of physical vitality.
11th: Tonight I was looking over the chart
of il. public lecturer and teacher I am familiar
with over a number of years. His Moon position is the same as that in the United Stares
horoscope. It would be interesting to gather
sufficient horoscopes of publk figures to see
if their public life in this country could be
accounted for by some aspect to this U.S.
Moon from theirs. The lecturer I refer to has
his Moon in the same degree, and in the
same house-the 3rd, location of lecturing.
But less identical blends would work also;
and the house occupied by the Moon in the
natal chart of the public figure would show
rhe kind of publicity accruing. The next step,
of course, would be to compare these resultS
with the work of these same people in another country, whose Moon had a different
connotation in their charts.
14th: My pet peeve is those addicts of
astrology-that is the only proper term for
them-who drug themselves with their mistaken concept of the divine science. A horrible example is the student who was offered
the loan of a book he had previously wanted
to study, but whose reaction to the loan was,

those
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"Sorry, but it would be no use for me. to
take it; I can't study anything till next
spring." ! ! ! ! ! Another informed me that
she could do nothing, literally nothing, for
the coming seven years because Uranus was
adversely affecting her; and the psychological
effect of this wrong thinking was alreadyapparent in her life. Such unintelligent attitudes burden all other astrologers, eve0:tually.
I personally cannot understand how the human mind can come to such ludicrous yet unfortunate concepts. To me these two addicrs,
and all the others, show complete inability
to grasp what. is meant by "divine forces."
Their attitude implies that a divine force
could be motivated by a personal petty. desire to frustrate and hurt human beings, delaying their growth in evolution. Could any
thinking be more appalling than this?
15th: Add to yesterday's entry the students
who use astrology solely for microscopic ends.
One is sure she was never meant to k~p her
house clean because the ruler of her
4th is squared by Saturn. Another waits
to contribute her old tin cans to salvage until Jupiter is well aspected. A third
who is the worst of all will refuse to visit
a neighbor who lives higher up the hill until
planets and signs ruling climbing are "fortunate." What comment is possible? Well,
well. My, my.
19th: I have been observing women lately
with an eye to their astrological shapeliness.
Yes, myself included. The fat of women is
not produced by the same factors as is the
masculine variety, as the medical profession
well knows. Women's casing is a matter of
their glands. Glands and their tides or moisture are under the Moon ( as are most of
women's functions, of course). So a look at
a woman's chart can determine accurately
whether she will have a hard time getting,
or getting rid of, fat. Clear cut and simple
cases are those of -the Moon in aspect to
Saturn, or in aspect to Jupiter, or Venus,
etc., as the only influence; when the astrological factors surrounding the natal Moon
are complex, it takes more study. I have been
proving that women whose Moon is conjunction Saturn, for example, distinctly tend
toward leanness and have a comparatively
difficult time getting and keeping fat. The
trine of Saturn seems to produce slimness
rather than thinness, which latter comes under the square or opposition. Women with
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Jupiterian Moons are the ones whose wailing we hear when fashion cases a stern eye
their way and edicts, "Be slim!" Venus
doesn't tend to fat as much as to curves, at
least until the middle thirties. It might be
a good idea for mothers with Saturn-Moon
daughters deliberately to fatten these girls up
all through childhood and girlhood and thus
start the habit they will need later. And the
reverse for Jupiter-Moon daughters.
25-rh: My last entry reminded me: today
of the fundamental reason why Samrn is
inimical to Venus, which any student is fa.
miliar with in the form of human proof. The
principles of the two planets might be called
opposites. Saturn is the. principle of isolation, or separateness, aloneness, the hermit
( By the way, I have always thought Greta
Garbo would. eventually prove to have Saturn
very strong somewhere, to be known to bisrory mainly for the desire "to be alone.")
And Venus is the principle of unifying,dra.wing t(?gecher, the love principle. Through
Venus the human race is learning slowly to
overcome the illusion of separateness; by way
of one· type of human love after another, un. til the principle of love extends to the whole
race and finally into spiritual unity: So Saturn
challenges Venus, with the astrological results so well known to us.
28th: Add news notes about Pisceswomea.
One,, of my acquaintance, has just proceeded
to reacr typically to her current transits, of
her own free will; whlJe at the same time
undergoing :tn experience of equally typical
but involuntary nature. She· has decided to
have a home of her own apart frnm her fa.
ther ( and mother) with whom she has been
living most of her mature- life. And she has
experienced tbe death of the father of her
children (divorced). Just another version of
rhe effect the Saturn-Uranus transit is having on the men in a Pisces. woman's life.
29th: Still speaking in terms of transits,
the-major testS of a marriage come when the
planets move from the position they occupied at the time of marriage to a point opposite that: the opposite point being that
of 7th house aspecr, or marrhge. Especially
is:this noticeable wirh Saturn; it comes about
roughly fifteen years later. As I noted on_the
25rn, Saturn is the principle of separateness;
this, in marriage, does test the desire to remain together. Approximately seven and a
half years afret the marriage brings this test
22

into home1 the square aspect. Even the-smaller
planets, Mars inclusive, have a similar ef.
feet.
30th: A Sagittarian I know brings up an
astrological point. He claims he cannot, never
does, and never will, get along decently with
Gemini or Virgo. His life thus far records
this. But he does get along very nicefy indeed
with natives of the ocher sign square- to him,
that is, Pisces. ln discussing this point with
me, he advanced several reasons none of
which tallied with my own understanding of
the matter. I told him I believed this to be
because Jupiter, his own planet, usecf to rule
Pisces too, and- still has an influence o:vel"
that sign. He wanted to know if that would
prove out in the case of Capricorn with
Aquru;ius; and I was able to point to two
cases- we personally knew. As to libraTau:rus, and Mars-Scorpio, and GeminiVirgo, I have less personal knowledge. Gemini-Virgo are che only other square pair with
similar influence; but Aries-Scorpio and
Libra-Taurus have the quincunx. aspect in
common., I am going to watch for more data
on this;
31st: "Oh, he does everything well!" one
of my friends exclaimed at a party the other
nighr when one of our number bad been complimented on an· accomplishment. She proc:eeded t0 list all bis other accomplishments,
a formidable list~When I asked for the features of his chart, it turned out that he had no
less than six planets clustered around his
ascendant-in the first and early 12th house.
This practically always does mean versatility
of a personal. kind; it is the ability to function persoaally tnrough each planet in a way
that is manifest to others (1st house-). This
man can do Venus things well (he draws
and paints), Mercurial things well ( he writes
occasionally ) , and so on.

SORRYJ
·sut we cannot do everythrng tbe way tt was done
in peoce times. We are doing our best and ask your
patience.
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Man's

One of the tendencies that most beginners
exhibit is that they devote all of their interpretive work to those houses of the horoscope which are occupied by planets, neglecting almost entirely those that are "empty." Some do this so thoroughly that they
never quite get over it; so the best procedure
is to correct any such leaning at the very
start.
Look at it this way: here is a man in
whose natal 10th house there is no planet.
The 10th is the house of occupation, among
other things. The man has an occupation,
( lee us say he is a very successful lawyer).
So it is obvious at once that the absence cJf
10th house planets didn't prevent him from
having 10th house influences. The·same sort
of illustration could be given for any house.
Another point: there aren't enough planets
and luminaries to go around, even if only
one were in each house--yet everyone alive
has all twelve houses of his horoscope influencing him all the time.
RULERSHIP

Each sign has a planet that rules it. Here
they are:

Sign
'T' Aries
I) Taurus
II Gemini
§

Cancer

& Leo
1lJlVirgo
..,._Libra
Til Scorpio
7- Sagittarius
VJ Capricorn
: Aquarius
Pisces

*

Ruledhy
~ Mars
~ Venus
!;! Mercury
)) Moon
0 Sun
!;! Mercury
~ Venus
~ Mars
2! Jupiter
T;, Saturn
JtT.Uranus
W Neptune

Memorize these signs and planetary rulerships, as well as their symbols, if you haven't
already done so. They are a necessary part
JANUARY, 1943

II
Use of His Assets
of the alphabet you will have to use.
.
The sign on the cusp of each house determines its planetary ruler. The planet that
rules the sign on the cusp (spoke-of the
wheel) is the ruler of the house, regardless
of where the planet may be, and it may be
anywhere in the horoscope.
Thus we see that there are twelve possible house positions for the ruler of each
of the twelve houses, taking all possible horo:
scopes into consideration. This isn't true of
any one horoscope, for each separate horoscope has its own definite distribution of
planetary positions, according to the time
and the place.
Let us say we have twelve people, each
born when Aries was on the cusp of the
first house (also known as the ascendant,
or the rising sign). Because Aries is the rising sign, the ruler of Aries, Mars, is the
ruling planet of the first house of all twelve
of these people. (It is also the ruling planet
of the life, for the ruler of the ascendant is
the 'ruler of the life. )
Now let us go a step further and note
that each of these Aries rising people, all
having Mars as life ruler, has Mars in a different house. For the first of these people,
Mars is in the 1st house; for the next, Mars
is in the 2nd; for the next, Mars is in the
3rd house; and so on around the circle of
houses. Describing this, we say: "Mr. A's
ruler of the ascendant ( first house) is in the
1
5th-" or wherever it is.
We are interpreting houses at _present;
we are interested in the fact that it is Mars
only because the position of Mars as ruler
of Aries is in a certain house of a horoscope in which Aries is on the 1st cusp.
Later on we shall interpret the nature of
Mars, but it can wait.
We are establishing the links between
houses. When the ruler of one house is in
another house of the horoscope, the affairs
of the house ruled are usually expressed, or
23
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applied by the native, through the house of
occupancy. Our Mr. A, therefore is likely
to express his 1st house affairs (personality,
etc.; see accompanying key words on page
25) through a 5th house environment ( creative, artistic matters, etc.). He might be an
actor, or greatly interested in .drama, children, or an inventor. These might or might
not be occupational, for, taken by itself, this
position of the 1st hquse ruler does not involve the 10th, which is the chief house of
occupation. If later on we find a 10th house
link with his 5th, any of these could very
well be a part of his ·occupation.
If you are in the least hazy about the
principle here described, take a pad and
pencil and draw twelve circles. Put in the
spokes of the horoscope. Now place each
of the signs on the ascendant (1st cusp) of
a different circle. Just as Mars was the ruler
of the chart with Aries on the ascendant,
Venus will be the ruler- of the one with
Taurus on the ascendant, Mercury of the one
with Gemini on the ascendant, and so on.
Now put Mars in the 5th of the chart
having Aries rising; put Venus in the 5th
of the chart having Taurus rising; put Mercury in the 5th of "the chart having Gemini
rising-and so on, so that the ruler of the
chart is in the 5th in each case. What was
said about the ruler of the 1st in the 5th
of any of them can be said of all of them,
because in each of these charts you have just
made the ruler of the 1st in the 5th. Of
course, the planet will make a difference
24

-but we can't get to everything at once,
so let's master one point at a time.
We now know that the ruler of the 1st
house can be in any house of the horoscope.
The same is true of the mler of the 2nd,
3rd, or any other house, as previously remarked.
Now we're back at our first case, the successful lawyer who didn't have any planet
in his occupational 10th. Bur he did have
the ruler of bis 10th in the legal house
{7th); which gave him his application
( house of occupancy) of 10th house af•
fairs.
In the light of what we have just learned,
let us examine the horoscope of l-litler ( see
preceding issue, page 13). Make a list:
Ruler of 1st in 7th;
Ruler of 2nd in 7th;
Ruler of 3rd in 3rd;
Ruler of 4th in 1st;
Ruler of 5th in 8th;
Ruler of 6th in 7th;
Ruler of 7th in 7th;
Ruler of 8th in 7th;
Ruler of 9th in 7th;
Ruler of 10th in 7th;
Ruler of 11th in 7th;
Ri.1ler of 12th in 7th.
There you have one of the most remarkable horoscope layouts in history, with the
rulers of 9 of his 12 houses in the same house'
-filld that the house of war!
Hitler didn't have to make it -tl'
t applicatioQ of the 7th house, but that ,~ 1 his
choice. The fact is that he has a tremenci ,usly powerful 7th, so for as we have gont> in
these studies.
(Note: there was an omission in the horoscope of Hitler, as published in the December issue: the intercepted sign Cancer was
omitted from the 9th house. Please insert it
opposite the intercept~d Capricorn in the
3rd house.)
·
You will notice that in the foregoing list
of rulers of houses in Hitler's horoscope, no
credit was given to the rulers of intercepted
signs. In his case these were Moon and
Saturn, both very important. They were left
out in order to keep the list simple and regular.
TI1e Moon rules Cancer, the sign intercepted in his 9th; therefore the Moon is coruler of his 9th in the 3rd. In the same
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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SOME KEY WORDS OF THE HOUSES
1ST HOUSE: Personality. Appearance (in part). Personal appeal Temperament. Manners. The head. Self, in contrast to other fellow (7th).
2ND HOUSE: Personally earned money. Relations with those in finance. Budgets
( also 8th). Throat, neck, vocal cords. Natiye's relation to power; skill.
3RD HOUSE: The lower mind, sometimes called the intellect. Memory ( in
part). Reasoning ability. Singing ( with 2nd). Speaking, literary leanings. Relations
with brothers, sisters, neighbors. Short trips. Local advertising and publicity. Arms,
shoulders, lungs; nervous system ( in part).
4TH HOUSE: Home. Estate. Domestic conditions. Parent (see 10th also).
Hospitality. Real estate. Accumulations; conditions at clo.se of life. Memory ( with
3rd, 8th and 12th). Ribs, scomach, breast.
5TH HOUSE: Creative ability. Pleasures. Love affairs. Entertainment. Children.
Artistic, literary, dramatic abilities. Inventiveness. Theatres. Back, upper spine, heart.
6TH HOUSE: Service. Health. Inferiors. Servants, employees. Nervous system
( with 3rd, 9th, 12th). Relations with those in healing arts. Relations with the sick.
Uncles, aunts ( see also 12d1). Small animals, pets. Intestines.
7TH HOUSE: Marriage. Partner. Mate. Relations with Others in all open and
legal ways. Contr:icts. Open opponents. \Var. Ability to cooperate. Kidneys and lumbar region.
8TH HOUSE: Termination. Rebirth. Death. Relations with affairs of those departed. Occult interests. Money of mate or partners, hence budgets ( see 2nd). Memory
(see 3rd, 4th and 12th). Bladder, lower bowel, organs of reproduaion).
·
9TH HOUSE: Higher mind. Philosophy. Religion. Occult interests. Dreams, intuition, inspiration, hunches. Distant places, foreign lands and people. Publishing.
Long journeys. National advertising. Shipping. Publicity abroad. Hips, thighs; nervous system ( with 3rd, 6th, 12th).
10TH HOUSE: Oxupation. Career. Reputation. Position. Honors. Relations
with superiors. Worldly success or failure. Customers, patrons. Governmental executives. Government. Parent ( see 4th). Knees.
11TH HOUSE: Brotherly love. Friends and friendship. Strangers. Intellectual
imagination, ambitions, hopes, desires. Money of occupation and superiors. Shins,
ankles, blood circulation.
12TH HOUSE: Secrets. Confidences. Interest in occult. Deep emotions. Seclusion, whether willing or enforced; hence hospitgus, jails, limitations. Nervous system
( with 3rd, 6th and 9th), feet, toes, lymphatic system. Uncles and aunts ( see also 6th).

way, Saturn is co-ruler of his 3rd in the
10th. This would change the foregoing list
slightly, making two items read:
Rulers of 3rd in 3rd and 10th;
Rulers of 9th in 7th and 3rd.
Note that the ruler of the sign· on the
cusp is the more powerful and therefore
listed first. Now all his planets are accounted for, except Pluto in his 8th house.
Pluto's rulership is in dispute at present, so
we'll merely make mental note of this and
proceed.
In this illustration we see what we have
_been discussing - the numbers of the
JANUARY, 1943

houses have been placed where their rulers
are located in Hitler's horoscope. It is a good
idea to do this with any horoscope ybu are
studying, until it becomes second nature to
do the same thing mentally,
Bear in mind that Mercury, Venus and
Mars each rule two signs. This means that
wherever they are located is therefore the
application point of the affairs of two houses
or more--note in Hitler's horoscope how the
same sign- is on tl1e cusps of 12th and 1st,
and also on 6th and 7th, the first pair being
ruled by Venus and the other by Mars.
(Continued on page 54)
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HITLERMAYMAKEDESPERATE
TRY
Alaska
SubJecl
to Attack
Alaska and the western
coast of Canada are under
vibrations that combine the
elements of great activity, or
even violence, and secretive
movements during January.
This can mean one or both
of two things: attack by
methods reminiscent
of
Pearl Harbor by the Japanese, or quietly voluminous
preparations by our side.
Sitka may have a serious
alert; if it does, the unwelcome visitors will sincerely
wish they had remained at
home. The Japanese military
mind is illogical-or they
wouldn't try.

Frenchmen
Continue

Pro~Ally

The pro-Ally wave that
began some time ago in
France is not receding-it is
mounting in fervor and
energy. No leader is going
to last long who would attempt to steer the French
people in the wrong direction, under present and near
future conditions there. This
is rare opportunity for the
United Nations, the tide
which taken at the flood
leads on to complete victory.
Quite probable that a new
leader is ready to arise in
France, interpreting
his
people wisely and therefore
leading them well.
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Much is going on beneath the surface in both England
and Germany-i:t will not be long in coming to light
(probably before Spring). Hitler's judgmenr and intuition
are now far below par and the pressures on him are tremendous, demanding desperate moves to avert immediate
and postpone eventual collapse of his regime. The people
of England are optimistic now; possibly a little too much
so for best results at present. But Hitler can almost be relied upon to do or say something that will shake them a
bit, hack into the proper mood for settling things as quickly
as possible. Attack on England is one of the possibilities
late in January or early in February. But there is nothing
Hitler can offer that will not
be tripled and returned to
China Has
Berlin very shortly thereafter-not later than March.
Opportunity
eclipse of the Sun on
to Organize The
February 4-5 isn't going to
As predicted long ago, the help make the Nazi future
long term effect of the origi- any brighter. The German
nal invasion of her territory
people are already failing.
and the present world war
will unite, organize and advance- China as these things
Turkey in
have never been done beStrenuous
fore. The uniting of China
Three Months
has already taken place in
the minds of lier millions.
It looks as though the efThe organizing is just start- forts of Turkey to remain
ed and will continue for out of the war will be sucdecades; the new life tlut
cessful no longer-if
that
has been infused into the nation has not already been
spirit of this great nation drawn in by the time this
will be more and more re- reaches print. The coming
fined into an orderly and three months, beginning in
prosperous state. Among the January, are entirely typical
coming opportunities for of a nation at war if there
prom0ting the organization
is a nearby war to get into
of China are those of the -and there is. It might be
first three months of 1943, that entry into the world
when it will be possible to struggle will be through a
bind together several fac- confidential channel, with
tions that have not been actual hostilities deferred
pulling in the same direc- until later, but January can
tion, as well as to confer hardly pass without a comadded rights and privileges mitment by Ankara. HostO the common man. These.
tilities can hardly be avoidwill be in the nature of per- ed after mid-March. Turkey
manent gains.
favors the Allies.
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ITALIAN.PEOPLEREADYTO RISE
There could be a definite attempt on the part of the Italian
people to rise against their Nazi oppressors this month and
India's
next. It is quite possible that it would fail-the astrological
balance is about 50-50 without invasion of the United
Nations to assist. A somewhat later time for such demonstration or revolution would be slightly more opportune ( in
The vibrations centering
May and June), but with a
upon New Delhi this mo~th
little of the right kind of
bring out in strong relief the
.·help, the present month
inner struggle of India be- Japanese
could be successful. There
tween progressive and conis powerful stimulation to
Unrest
Rises
servative elements. The
violence almost everywhere
probability is that important
in Italy from now till midWe are told that the Japa- March and it may indicate
gains will be made by the
progressives ( those who fa. nese are a docile people, put- Allied invasion, with popuvor trusting the United Na- ty in the hands of that na- lar assistance. Mussolini's
tions and who would accept tion's war lords-obviously
horoscope offers him no perthe proposition of indepen- true to a greater extent than sonal comfort; the man who
dence after the war) at the in many more freedom lov- said he "defied destiny" is
beginning of this month. ing nations. But the divine about to learn that defying
But toward the close of the spark in each human breast isn't quite the same as overmonth there is due to be a ( even if it be a Japanese coming, and that destiny
recession, a state of doubt breast) will eventually tri- isn't greatly concerned as to
or fear in high places, that umph over misguided hu- what men think of it.
will partially undo the prog- man rulers. And this spark
ress made. All this may is being stirred, questions
bring about changes in per- are being asked ( if only in
sonnel of leadership. The the heart) , by the Japanese Australian
stirring which is now going people. This month can well
War Activity
on in India will be of much be the beginning of serious
Increases
general good eventually, for unrest in this nation,. albeit
It
is
hardly
believable
unself-government lies ahead- disorganized and impotent
of this nation, which will at present. More and more is der the circumstances that
be a leader of world thought being learned about the out~ Australia could be the object
of serious attack, so the
again.
side world.
probability is that the intense and active vibrations
of January for the southern
Shake-ups Due in High
continent foreshadow increase of power in the U. N.
Places in Several Nations war effort. There may be a.
January promises to be_a some way. Chile continues few suicide raiders who will
be dealt with in accordance
very fluid month in govern- under difficult administramental circles, with numer- tion problems requmng · with such wishes, but serious adjustments in high shifting of name plates on ous .results for our side in
doors. Even this locale are not to . be
places, including a few sur- important
prising replacements of Washington, D. C., may see feared. The power being dethose in powerful positions. some new faces ( other than veloped here is evidence
India is commented on those which appear by vir- that the Allies are -not takabove. In addition, Mexico tue of the recent election) ; ing Japan lightly-one of
develops tension which will and an important new alli- the best auguries ·possible for
be sharp, but of short dura- ance or treaty is indicated as a more rapid and conclusive
end to Pacific hostilities.
tion-possibly
violent in being brought to fruition.

Problems
Boil Ove,

Noticeably
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by Rita

Doa11_eWilliams

VENUS
Learning to be a horoscope detective has
no drawbacks and a good many advantages,
besides being a fascinating pursuit. It develops our intuitional power~ our concentration, and our abilities as astrologers. To
learn to read the chart from the living person, instead of reading the living person
from a given chart, is no mean achievement.
If our .ce::ting with a stranger has been
preceded by some knowledge of his or her
record ( chosen work, chosen mate, experiences with children, love affairs, etc.) of
course our business of detecting is the easier.
But if we come up against our problem cold,
in the vernaci+lar,it is harder but much more
interesting.
When the rest of us say to ourselves, "This
person-has a strong Venus," the overtones of
a certain wistfulness and a certain surrender
could be heard in our voices. For none of the
rest of us but would welcome having the
same influence in our own nativities; and all
of us, without exception, are glad to.relax our
critical faculties, our defenses, our sense of
something lacking in life, before this person
who embodies that which instinctively
charms and satisfies us. "Oh," we c0uld be
heard thinking, "how much happier and
easier life could be if everyone were like
this!"
We consult with each other, we listen to
tales of the past of this person, and nowhere
can we find one who stands or has stood as
an enemy to our subject. It seem_sto us this
would be hard to do, for we observe that this
person with the strong Venus does not oppose us in any way, but somehow contrives
to support us with the first glance--was that
cushions we relaxed against?
At first maybe we distrust this satisfied
~ensation and try a little sharpness, only to
nnd this met with a good nature so cheerful
that we never do try again. "Yes, that's·
Venus," we assure ourselves.
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But we make another minor test. We deliberately exaggerate when we speak, we use
superlatives out of place, we boast. When we
note the distaste with which this is received, ·
albeit"a tactful distaste, we are further convinced that we have found a strong Venus.
The reason this person rejects disproportion,
we know, is because it symbolizes ugliness,
and the dominant motive under Venus is the
search for beauty, anywhere, everywhere.
So when it becomes possible we ask this
person to do something for us, even if it is
only arrange some ornaments in the room.
We watch, under our eyelids; we note the
double grace in execution-the grace of the
motions employed, and the graceful result
achieved. We note also how effortlessly this
was accomplished; there was no wrong start,
no beginning again, no knitting of the brows,
just a few instinctively sure motions that we
wish we could emulate.
The grace of the gestures leads us to take
stock of the other physical dues before us.
This person is not tall, but either medium in
height ( again no exaggeration) or slightly
on the small side. We can find no dispropor:
tion in the body; its parts, harmonious in
themselves, unite harmoniously· as a whole.
We even note that no abrupt or sharp angles
offend us; there is a tendency for the outlines
to flow, to cw;ve, to slide, to reassure the eye
seeking beauty. Picking this impression
apart, we observe that the cheeks tend to be
on the rounded side, the lips round and moderately full ( without exaggeration) and their
outline curving and flowing, the shape of the
face curving, perhaps a perfect oval, the resr
of the frame managing to convey an impression of .just-rightness or nothing-lacking,
whether our subject is a man or woman. It
conveys not strength so much as attractiveness. If a man, the skin will still look dear,
attractive and well colored; but if a woman,
we would say withou~ re~rvation that there
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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was a good complexion. If we don't find a of this total lack of precipitate or unbalanced
dimple we suspect some. And if we do find motion-or speech. If, however, the thought•
one around the lips or in the cheeks, we nar- lessness or awkwardness of another should
row our Venus assumption down still further
make an apology necessary, our subject meets
co a rising Venus or the Sun in a Venus sign. the occasion with one of the most gracious
The same if we have pounced upon eye- kind. Remembering our earlier experiment
lashes long and curving, which could come in · asking this person to arrange the ornafrom nothing else. Or if the hair of our sub- ments, and adding to this the gleaning about
ject distinctly shines, is soft, and fairly abun- apologies, we realize that both sprang from
dant-and if it curls! This typicality of the the same source: the instinctive craving after
curving line, which we are recording, is aug- perfection which caused this person to do
mented by the smile: these lips will part in a everything as perfectly as possible the first
line that curves, not one which just separates. time, and rarely indeed made undoing
And when they do part it is to draw back necessary.
from teeth for which we have no criticism· We will have many opportunities to obneither large nor small, but medium, and serve our Venus subject in. company, for he
having the ever-present Venus grace of line. . or she is very fond of company, and mirth,
If our subject should be well along in life, and festivities. If he or she is our own guest,
we might find that more cushioning had been we realize at the ·end of the evening that
added to this frame, and that the hands as we are left with a gratified sense of host or
well as the feet were unarguably plump, giv- hostess-ship, because this person was so receping an impression of breadth but not length. tive to our efforts to amuse and entertain,
However, even so this subject still invincishared so willingly in all fun, music, singing,
bly retains . his or her birthright of grace; helped us so at any moment when the party
we may not now be able to realize just why, showed signs of sagging. We think, "I'll cerbut we are convinced without analysis. tainly ask this person again as soon as possiWatching this older subject dance we get the, ble; so I mu$t have found Venus strong."
same haunting impression of grace, even
And as we see more of him or her, either
though our eyes tell us we are looking at a sex will eventually provide the same reaction
plump and not too tall dancer who shouldn't,
to our observant eyes when anything in the
just shouldn't, look graceful on the floornature of harshness or discordancy obtrudes
and does.
into the picture. If, for example, we should
We want to find out, when we can, about be unfortunate enough to be host to a pair
the health of our Venus subject. If it is a of guests who strike sparks, we will notice
young man and not in uniform, we may well our Venus subject gravitate to the role of
suspect diabetes. With either sex we look pacifier in no time. If anyone should receive a
for one or another kind of trouble with ·the physical hurt, or if we should be strolling
kidneys, or with the throat, possibly goitre.
down a street .with our subject and come
We may be told of impaired venous circula- upon an accident, be it man or woman with
tion. And if our eyes have already noted Venus strong there will be an instinctive
generous cushioning, we expect a sweet tooth
drawing back and a shudder, a repulsion so
· or an appreciation of the best the table can strong that we notice with surprise that no
offer to the extent where some protest is offer of help is at first forthcoming. "Oh, yes,
made by nature.
I'm sure it's Venus," we think.
And when we can be present at table with
Then, knowing something else that is
our Venus strong person, we shall be gratitypical of this planet strong, we quietly wait
.6ed by the manner of eating: if it is a woman,
until some situation involves this person in
by her pretty ways at table. As he or she the · necessity to perform labor-to work
reaches, adjusts, conveys food to the mouth,
with effort and continuity, and especially to
we register arcs, circles, curves, all described work at something that necessitates getting
with a certain leisure which precludes abruptuntidy or soiled. Uh-uh. Of course the evadness. Throughout the meal, and throughout
ing will take place under our alert eyes
the evening, if we are sufficiently attentive
with the charm we like so well, but it will
we
observe that our Venus strong per- take place; and when it does we give ourselves
son finds no· occasion to apologize because another mark for good guessing.

will
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About that untidiness: we notice that this
person we suspect of being strongly under
the Venusian influence is never, never, untidy. Even if he or she should by some mischance become soiled, the ugliness will affect
hands that were well cared for a moment
since, or a garment that was obviously not
only scrupulously f.resh but pressed. Ah yes,
Venus.
As to the dress, we look at it attentively,
and do the same every time we meet this
person; and always we are satisfied with the
appearance, never do we see an article that
disturbs our sense of harmony or color.
Somehow, even when this person wears a
color we are not too fond of ourselves, we
still like the total appearance. This is corroborating. And if our noses should pick
up an elusive but sweet scent about our woman subject, and it is continuous, we know
we have placed her aright.
The next test we would like to apply has
to be accomplished delicately. Perhaps we
can get the facts we are after by asking a
mutual friend about the past life of our subject; if so, we do. If not, we must find out
just how this person reacts to emotional attention. If our subject is of our opposite sex
it won't be impossible to make a little experiment-delicately of course, very. We know
enough about Venus astrologically to make
no mistake about the delicacy. What arewe after? We want to find out if this person with V eous strong reaets first and thinks
later. We expeet (if our guess about Venus
being strong is correet) that if we
show need or invitation our subject
will almost autom~tically balance the situation with what is needed or invited. If we
wish to be very srue of Venus, we will make
our little test at a time when rumor has
informed us our subject is interested elsewhere. For we know that people strongly
under this planet crave perfeetion and beauty,
rnd that to them anything one sided is out
of harmony and imperfea-so their instinct
is to complete it. This instinct may have gotten them into complications in the past,
and if we can learn of it we will not need
to make our own test.
This particular typically of Venus dominant is the quickest of all ways of identifying the person under this planet, yes, but
only under the lower rays as yet. We will
probably hear much scandal about this lesser
30

Venus subject, and will be able to verify
it ourselves. We will observe outright fickleness or an entire lack of morals. Our sensitiveness will bring us an impression of sensuality and sensuousness; of soft self indulgence. This face will show marks of dissipation, and of overindulgence at table; so will
this body. It will be only too easy to engage
the attention, the very personal attention,
of this subject; in fact we may not be able
to evade it. If we want to stoop, for purposes of scientific research, to the use of
flattery, even abundant flattery, it will not
be unwelcome but absorbed so quickly that
we may be asked for more. However, in our
rurn we are likely to be subjected to the
same method of ingratiation-and
if by
chance we should only become aware after
we had absorbed some, let us turn our scientific research onto ourselves and look to our
own Venus!
This lesser Venus subject will be downright lazy, enough so to irk almost everyone
• in his or her circle. Especially_as the method
for avoiding effort will be identifiable as,
well, prevarication. If we want to trace where
the yen for perfection went in this person)
we will be able to follow it from source
(the same source, Venus) to its manifestation as trifling, splitting hairs, puttering,
procrastinating: when we notice this tendency to an extreme, we identify it as Venus
still wishing perfeetion but able only to bring
it out in petty ways. Another of which will
be the taking up of one thing after another
in unstable fashion and dropping it because
it isn't perfecc enough, quick enough. And
still another of which we can identify by
placing this lesser. Venus person in a situation demanding choice, and then asking them
to hurry up and decide; he or she will jwt
show confusion ( still desiring perfection
and not seeing where ic lies).
Easy as it is to identify this primitive
person under strong Venus influence, we
find it much more interesting to do our detective work on the-higher type.
When we move into a new neighborhood
and begin to place the immediate aeighbors
in our minds, he or she who becomes
clas~ified as neutral ground between clashing
facttons; whose home we begin to think of
as a sort of sanctuary; to whom we turn
when we want to relax, or when our sensibilities have been jarred by cunning, greed,
WYNN'S ASTROWGY MAGAZINE
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dishonesty or uncouthness; this neighbor will
eventually prove to have Venus strong. His
or her home will have about it an atmosphere
of-how shall we put it?-fruitfulness, mellowness, pleasantness, a distinctly lived-in
look. You notice you can sit down on anything, rest against anything, pick up anything and put it anywhere else, without any
feeling of self-consciousness stimulated by the
attitude of your host or hostess. You can,
and do, feel at home; and you want to come
again. There will be flowers if possible in this
home; there will be fewer tailored drapes and
more flowing or ruffied ones. Somehow this.
hostess will contrive to get and preside over
a meal with less of fuss and bother even than
you are capable of at your best; and if there
is no superfluity of money the meal will still
give you an impression of being so pleasant:
there will not be too much of it, and there
will not be any lack. The little touches that
make or mar will be present and just right.
Still showing unswerving loyalty to his or
her inner urge for beauty and perfection, this
person you suspect of having Venus strong
will probably be the neighbor who stays
away from church. Not from any lack of the
religious instinct, you know very well: but
because he or she has found discord and antagonism oetween one church group and another, and abhorring ugliness in any of its
. forms, this Venus strong person just doesn't

The

Harvest

get drawn in. By this trait you can make your
identification.
'
If you elect to go in for any form of art,
and allow it to be known in the neighborhood that you are so doing, you can attract
to you any and all neighbors who have Venus
strong. Of course this is still another way in
which the perfection instinct will show, and
you are alert for it. Display your artistic
household treasures to your casual visitor: if
he or she unmistakably reacts genuinely and
not from perfunctory politeness, place it as
a Venus clue.
And after you have made all the tests
you want to or can think of on this subject
you believe to be strongly under the planet
Venus, make one last test on yourself:
Do you notice that whenever you are with
this person you coax?
Do you notice that in your contacts you
are the one who solicits, who woos, who pays
the attention?
Is it true that you are usually in the position of the one giving? And do you like it?
Then you can be fairly sure you are indeed dealing with one receiving the Venus
ray in a major way.
Venus strong will without any effort be
the object of invitation, the subject of solicitation, the center of attention, wherever he
or she may please to be.

of Your

Years

( Contintted from page 15)
If you were born in Pisces, or have it
generosity. You will tend to renew your own
· life at the fountain of the youth of others. rising and no intercepted signs in your chart,
As a Gemini native, or the natiye of a you have weighed and balanced and summed
Gemini rising chart with no -intercepts, it up all through your early life; renounced and
has been both your mission and your pleasure
let fall away values you found unworthy;
to ·collect varied experiences all contributing
make certain sacrifices with an inward unto your mental growth. You have lived a
derstanding; contributed beauty and spiruseful intellectual life, have been movable
ituality to your immediate world. But you
and enjoyed much variety. Now comes the have not felt ymang enough. Towards the
more mature third of your life, and with it
close of your years more youthful thinking
learning of a different kind. You find opportunities to apply all this mental collecting, will come to you, more alert curiosity, a certhrough the sign Virgo on your 4th cusp. tain renewing of your mind; through your
4th rulership by the sign Gemini. You will
You are more willing to work at applying
be able to externalize your inventive and
what you know. You find reward through
artistic abilities, to express by writing,
continuous effort in place of your former
variety. Intellectual service keynotes your de- speech, or manually, your inward cultural
promptings.
clining years.
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'JJJpuzzled in reading your own or a friend's chart, select the configuration mo,t
difficult to you and submit it to Mrs. Kelley. Please do not asl, her to interpret

an entire horoscope-be· reasonable. Send your interpretation problems to her
in care of this magazine; lBox 9758, Los Feliz Sta., Los Angeles, Cal.

by Agnes T. Kelley
"My wile and I wish to move our home
and business: are going, quite a distance.
The horary :chart of the moment has Taurus
rising, Venus exact conjunaion the Sun, conjunct Mercury and Mars, all in Scorpio in
7th; ruler of long distance, 9th, Jupiter in
Cancer in 4th trine 7th house planetS; but
the Moon ruling 4th at cusp of 12th in square
to Saturn ruling 10th from 2nd; however, it
approaches trine to Jupiter, Sun, etc. What
<lo you think?"

H.H.L.
Jupiter is the ruler of the house in question, the 9th, house of long journeys. First
we look to nod what aspect, if any, this planet
will form to the ruler of the Ascendant, for
the. latter represents you in the matter. Ruler
of Ascendant is Venus, and in culmination of
conjunction with the Sun; its aspect to
Jupiter is a trine, and ic is within two degrees of this aspect. The old rules are that
if the aspect is to be formed the matter will
go forward and be accomplished; but if the
aspect between ruler of 1st and ruler of house
in question is a past aspect, the matter will
not flourish. So it looks as though you would
be able to make the move if you so decide.
That the planets signifying are the fortunate Jupiter, Venus and Sun is a good
augury. And that they occupy the houses of
marriage and home is better; for it shows
mutual benefit-your own and your wife's,
~~

.

.

Now for the other side of the picture.
Saturn rules your occupation, 10th, and occupies your money house, 2nd. It squares the
ruler of your home, Moon, at 12th cusp. It
looks as though there would be some limita32

tion or loss in the moving of your business,
doesn't it? Perhaps through a factor you are
not aware of ( 12th house). But there is more
to it. The Moon at the moment is within a
degree of exact square, and is approaching "
-a retrograding Saturn, making the aspect
tighter. But-look also at the fact that the
next aspect the Moon will make will be its
completion of the trine to Jupiter, at this
moment very weak. If, therefore, you are
able to weather an initial setback or disappointment, and . persist until you find out
what was back of _it ( 12th house), it would
seem that ultimately your occupationalfinancial prospects would brighten; especially
since Jupiter is in the position of the end
of the matter ( 4th house). Notice that the
Moon is ·also in ~early exact trine to Mars,
ruling the 7th and within it: this points to
the probability that your wife ( or a business partner) would be the one to supply
some initiative or action (Mars) that would
help in solution.
Your home in the new location would be
likely to be isolated in some way; or hidden
considerably from street or road; or at the
end of a blind street; or in the midst of tall,
dark, trces--or conform in some other way
to the ruler of 4th being at cusp of 12th.
"A friend whose unhappy marriage has
ended with the husband going insane had
this chart: five Aquarian planets just below
Capricorn Ascendant, including Sun, all trine
to a Gemini Saturn in 5th, but this Saturn
squared oy Pisces Moon in 2nd. Neptune in
Cancer is at 7th cusp, but the Aquarian satellitium is well past any opposition. Please inWYNN'S .ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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terpret the conflict between Saturn square
Moon but trine all chat Aquarius."
t. G. S.

The same principle in the water signs
manifests like this: Cancer expresses itself as
the parent lover. Scorpio expresses as the
human (mating) lover. And Pisces as the
spiritual lover.
·
Of the air signs, which all exemplify mentality, there is first Gemini as the recorder
thinker. Next, Libra as the reconciler thinker. And last, Aquarius as tbe extender·
thinker.

S~~rn _is this woman's ruling planet. Its
posmon m her 5th house points to a life
much concerned with problems of the heart;
and to some discipline connected therewith,
because the planet is Saturn. The ruler of her
house of marriage, 7th, squares her ruler
showing personal m:i.rital stress-but notic;
''In studying the so-called secondary meanthat this is a past square, not a forming. This
ings
of houses, I notice that the rst house is
factor indicates that she has some maritalJove problem to work through at the outset the 11th from the 3rd, and thus rules_ the
friends of brothers and sisters, etc. Couldn't it
of her life, but that if this is done intdligently and she learns through it, she is not also be said to rule the friends you personallikely to have to repeat the experience ( past ly make in local surroundings?"
Mrs. P. B.
:ispect). Also, this Saturn being in close trine
Certainly.
In
fact,
every
house
of the circle
to her Mercury, Sun, Uranus, Venus and
Jupiter does augur that eventually her love rules some type of friends.
As you say, the fust hou9e rules the
life will become harmonious--and probably .
friends we make in our neighborhood, or
quite varied.
Her Moon, ruling her marriage, is in 13• community; also through our near relatives.
The 2nd house rules those friends made
42' of Pisces, and next approaches a trine
through a parent, a member of our home,
with the planet at the rust' of her marriage
house-Neptune
in 26 31' of Cancer, or by way of our own hospitality. The 3rd
house thus has dominion over friends made
which supports our assumption · that later
she will be able to experience a more de- through our sweethearts, fiance or fiancee,
or through our own children;· also friends
sirable union.
Of course there is nothing fatal about it, made through visits to art galleries, public
but in a certain percentage of cases the old places of amusement, theatres, etc., or through
belief that a 7th house Neptune brought a our own artistic talents.
The 4th house shows friends made in our
partner at least visionary, and possibly not
various jobs, or thro!]gh our fellow workers;
well balanced, does work out.
also friends made through those who look up
to us, and through our dependents, servants,
"In The Horoscope Detective in the Deemployees, etc. The'5th house will show such
cember issue Mrs. \'villiams calls attention
to Jupiter as the aristocrat. Isn't Leo supposed friends as come our way through our marriage, or through our business partners; or
to be this too?"
such friends as we may make in the legal
M.T.
Yes. And if you will think- it over, you profession; or on boards of meditation, etc.
( Also through war.) While the 6th rules
will find that another form of this is found
in Aries, also. In a word, all the fire signs friends accruing through our interest in oc-have the quality in common. We might say cult subjects, or brought to us by a death,
that Aries expressed as tht! leader or con- or an inheritance. The 7th house has doqueror patron (aristocrat); that Leo ex- minion over those friends we make while
pressed as the loving patron; and that Sagit- travelling, or visiting at a distance; friends
.tarius CMQethrough as the intellectual pa- made through the mail, the friends we make
in college; friendships with professional pertron.
And following this idea up, we find the sons and our teachers; friends made through
charitable activities.
same thing in signs of other elements.
In the 8th house are the friends made
The earth signs are all builders; but in difthrough our occupations and in pursuit of
ferent ways. Taurus is the planner-builder.
Virgo is the worker builder. And Capricorn
our ambitions; friends made through a
is the maintainer (upkeep) builder.
parent, through our boss or other superiors;
/
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through our customers, clients; and through
government officials or representatives. In
the 9th house we find. the friends we make
through our friends, and those made through
becoming members of groups. In the 10th
house, the friends we make in secluded spots;
the friends our confidential activities bring
us; the friends we make in places of restriction or confinement. In the 11th house
friends who are attracted by our personality
or appearance; the friends our new starts
make us, while in the 12th house are such
friends as we make through our financial
dealings.
You can check this in your life and the
lives of your circle. You will find that one
person you know seldom gets on well with
friends made in the neighborhood, while you
do, or vice versa. And your two charts will
explain it.
"My youngest girl has Libra rising and
is very dark; while her sister with Sagittarius
rising is a beautiful blonde--the red wine
hair of Sagittarius, very dark but red. Her
Sun is in Capricorn. I am sure of the times
of birth. Can you explain why this should'
be?"
Mrs. Z.
Your question is not very clear to me.
But I assume that you are wondering why
a child with Libra rising should be dark,
while a Capricorn sister is blonde. I do not
see any contradiction in this. Capricorn is
usually dark; but our appearance is the result of two primary factors-Sun and Ascendant. Whichever of these two is in a
positive sign will dominate the appearance
as a rule; the exceptions being if there are
many planets in the first house, or if both
signs are positive, or both negative.
You do not give me the Sun sign of the
younger child, but Libra rising gives brown
hair in the majority of cases. Verify this
in any of the old astrological authorities. Apparently this child's Sun is in a negative
sign, since she conforms to her Ascendant,
which is positive.
The other child born in Capricorn has
her Sun in a negative sign, and a positive
sign rising; thus she tends to look like her
Sagittarian Ascendant.

'Would you be good enough to give me
any examples you may have of people born
34

at times when the Moon was waxing? And
waning?"
N. de S.
I can give orily a few, because of my limited space which must serve as many readers as possible.
Those born when the Moon was waxing
include:
Queen Victoria of England
Chiang Kai-Shek
De Valera
Admiral Ghormley
General MacArthu.r
Napoleon
Tolstoi
Von Papen
Von Ribbentrop
Sigmund Freud
Irving Berlin
George Gershwin
Those born when the Moon was waning
include:
Hitler
Hess
Mussolini
Petain
Cordell Hull
Churchill
George Washington
Willkie
Gandhi
Goering
Einstein
Joe Louis

.

Blitzkrieg

by the Moon
(Continued from page 17)
of conjunction with the Sun, which is a
point in dispute among astrologers-as to
whether this is fortunate or otherwise; some
say it is ultimate waning, others that it is
the beginning of waxing. At any rate, if it
be waning, the 1942 New Moon of November 8th shows more success because of
the aspect to Venus than did the abortive
Beer Hall Putsch, and the zodiacal position
is equally embarrassing to our enemy.
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In this department, Wynn will reply to as many as space will permit.
His answers are his own opinions and reactions to your representations
and should be taken in the light of what you think they are worth. No
charge is made for this service, so please do not send money or anything
else of value. To do so would make it impossible to reply to you. Send
your birth date, place, year and if possible, hour, together with your sex.
Give complete data of others inquired about. Ask only one specific,
non-fatalistic question. It will be impossible to answer by mail. Your
name will not ,be mentioned--every letter addressed to "Ask Wynn,"
Box 9758, Los Feliz Sta., Los Angeles, Cal., will be treated with absolute
confidence whether you receive a reply or not.
The Ages of Man-and
Number I

Woman
Number II

Dear Wynn: My birthdate was March 29,
Dear Wynn: I was born September 1,
1887, Nonh of England, 0: 20 am. I mar1910, Brooklyn, between 3 and 5 am . .My
ried a man much younger than I, born Sep- childhood, for the most part, was a nighttember 24, 1900. For seventeen years I mare, my mother always emotionally on the
thought my marriage as happy as any I had 'war path. I left home: I felt I muse lose my
known, despite the age difference. My sanity if I didn't get away. I felt that if I
friends thought likewise.
could just b$!by myself and have peace and
quiet I would ask nothing more from life.
He asked my permission and cooperation
in allowing him to join the forces. Naturally Well, I found I did want more-and fell in
at my age I didn't want him to go, but I love with Taurns. I was so happy just being
in his company that I was a pretty dull.comtried to look at it from his yoenger point
of view as I have always tried co do, and I panion. He didn't love me. At any rate, we
consented. He left home September 1941 and broke off and he is now happily married.
Just recently I met a boy of 20, born Dein December my child and I came east to
cember 12, 1921. We Jove each other an<l
join him. To find a very strange reception
greeting us: I felt we were not wanted. It he has asked me to marry him. He knows
dawned on me slowly and surely that the I am older, but not how much. Do you see
leaving home had been intentional, not en-- any happiness for me with him or for him
tirely from patriotism. It seemed a plan long with me? All my life romance has passed
me by. I've known so little happiness in all
thought out. My coming east hadn't entered
his mind.·
. my life-why? I must be at fault somewhere
but I honescly don't know where or how to
Can you tell me the outcome of it all? Will
I be able again to have my hdme life, hus- remedy it. I have been as good as I know
band and child, or will there be a break to how to be. Have always put others fuse. Can
face? The suspense has been almost more you tell me how I can improve myself to
than I can stand. He says I imagine it all, bring about a pleasant home life of my own?
·everything is on the square. Can you help I know I would devote my life to making
me? I will appreciate whatever advice you Sagittarius happy. Am I destined co go
through life alone? I have had this feeling
can give me at this time.
for so long, I want to throw it off. c. D.
Mrs. C.R.
JANUARY, 1943
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(Reply:) In the life of every man and has masculinity latent, man has latent femwoman there are ·cwo emotional periods of ininity) ; and there must be equality of demajor import. The first comes between the velopment-before this projection is possible.
ages of fourteen and twenty-one; the second No woman can see her own latent self exfrom the forty-second to forty-ninth years emplified and made to live by a boy in no
( 41 to 48 years old) . It is the first of these way her equal in ·matur~ty, nor can any man
periods that accounts for marriages with age make his latent self live through a girl
discrepancies.
unable to meet him at any point. These.
The growing boy and girl evolves gradu- younger mates merely match this hardened
ally but surely within the consciousness a Ideal, which itself has not matured.
Notice that the marriage house, the 7th,
picture, or concept, of the Ideal Other Sex
which lasts pretty well throughout life. By is also the house of equal,.
It is true that woman evolves a more posithe time the twenty-second year is reached
this Ideal is part of the inner life. If it has tive Ideal than does man. For this reason
been, or is presently, fulfilled to a reasonable she is ,apt to suffer most.
degree by the c_hosenmare, its outlines merge
Nature exacts a penalty for every law disharmoniously with his or hers, and as the obeyed or ignored: It is society ( the race)
years go by become identical: i.e., the wife as ·a whole which .is ignoring and disobeyor husband conceives of the partner as being ing the fundamental law of nature regardthe Ideal, and the marriage is all it should ing human maturity, or sex. The human bebe.
ing is physically (sexually) mature around
But what happens if this Ideal is not ful- the fourteenth year, and from that year to
filled at all by the marriage mate, or if no the twenty-second (21 years old) should
marriage mate is forthcoming? Then the have the ~periences of love and marriage,
Ideal hardens and becomes fixed within the and parenthood. He emerges into his mental
maturity at 21. And our present society de-• emotional consciousness, waiting its natural
fulfillment-waiting possibly until the own- crees that mental effort (school) shall occupy the emotional years, and that a man
er is him- or her-self approaching ( or in)
middle life. Still the Ideal is as it was in or woman_ shall -marry around the start of
youth, although the one owning it has passed the mental _period, Just the rev.erse.of ,vhat:
beyond first youth. Now along comes some- it should be, and eventuiB.y ,II *one of the opposite sex who fulfills at lease -~.,...the penalty musf he pa.id an"'dis l,e..
one of the Ideal necessities, and promptly ing paid. In the next emotional period, from
rhe mature person is attraeted. To this older the 41st to the 48th birthday, both man and
person there is nothing whatever of the in- woman sum up what has gone before. This
congruous in this choice, for not having de- :!ccounts for many wrecked homes, hasty er•
veloped e1notiona/Jy in the pt·oper season · rors, extreme decisions, .made in these years;
rhere is no discrepancy in their own inner years which normally should be followed by
life-the Ideal harbored there is . as young the "philosophic golden age'' of the individas it was at first, and they have not left it ual-the summing up mental period, from
emotionally, they have stayed behind their the 48th to the 55th birthdays. But if the
own mental and physical growth in emo- emotion.'11period is prolonged- beyond its
tional ways and feel themsel.ves just as tin1e by being unfulHid or out of balance,
young as their choice. Reasonable isn't it; the golden mental harvest may be missed.
since in the emotional sense they are just as
Mrs. C. R., your younger mate is at the
young as their choice. But the incongruity outset of his summing up emotional period.
is brought to their attention: first by the at- Wherefore you will not be surprised if he
titude of soctety, second possibly by their shows symptoms of summing up-as he has.
younger mates themselves as time goes on, You yourself have not found this marriage
and third but not last .by their own reactions one of fulfillment: do you notice your words
to the experience.
"... as happy a union as any?" They carry·
Why is ir an error for the older person some such overtone as this, "Well, you can't
ro marry out of his or her age group? This expect happiness, no one has it, you have
is the reason: each sex must grow by project- to get along, I'm doing as well as most, I've
ing its submerged sex onto the mate ( woman got to· suppress any other. thought-" It's
36
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"as happy as any" because you have become
re1;gned.And with inert resignation comes
dependence on habit.
If the time of birth given me was correct, you have Sagittarius rising, and your
husband's Jupiter, Uranus, and Saturn fall
just below your Ascendant. First came
magnetism (Jupiter), then new growth
(Uranus), but then lessons (Saturn). These
three planets of his oppose your Gemini
Moon on your 7th cusp, ruling your house
of sex ( 8th); but they trine your Sun-Mars
conjunction just inside your 4th house ( the
close of your life, and your home life) . Now
notice that his Venus and his Mars fall into
your house of sex ( 8th); and that Mars is
. the ruler of your 5th house (love) . There
would seem to have been enough sex attraction to make the marriage possible and
to hold it this long.
The reason you are resigned and not
growing, is that only your maternal and
your physical instincts have been given play.
You have two children, your husband and
your offspring; to both, by your own statement, you have to adjust your own mentality. You have to pause and try to think in
more juvenile fashion than your own mind
is capable of. You have tried to grow
through a human medium which has not
been able to fill an equal outline, and you
are dissatisfied and incompleted. Your masculinity is more mature than is your mate,
and thus has not been able to grow.Your horoscope shows a ·double sign on
your marriage cusp, and the ruler also in a
double bodied sign; this is indication of the
possibility of more than one union. Your
Moon is on the 7th cusp and Mercury rules
it: both these planets have dominion over
persons younger than the native. I wanted
to call this to your attention especially, for
if ever you _do contemplate a second marriage, you must think over what has here
been offered, and make up your mind about
the age factor iu a second mate.
Miss C. D., think over what you have read
thus far, and picture yourself some years from
now when you are more nearly the age of
Mrs. C. R. At present it might correctly be
said that you have not left your girlhood,
but are still waiting as a girl in your inner
life; for this reason this boy appeals to you,
for he justifies this waiting by exemplifying
just what you started waiting for; you feel
JANUARY, 1943

triumphant and justified. But when you actually began to project onto him your own
submerged sex, you would find that he could
not help you to make your btent side
grow, for he is behind you. This is a necessary and beautiful process, and without it
you cannot be completed and cannot move
forward with a natural growth. By the way,
may I point out to you something in your
letter which apparently was spontaneous and
is quite revealing? After you told me abour
your attraction for this boy, and that you
both loved each other, you said, "All my life
romance has passed me by." Do you see that
at this moment you still feel that you are
alone? This boy is a stop gap, which you
are crying to make do. He is not your ideal
mate.
As Manly P. Hall has already pointed out
a number of times, in the life of each man
and of each woman there are five personalities. In a man's life, there is need for
mother, sister, daughter, sweetheart, and wife.
In a woman's life, father, brother, wn, sweetheart, and husband. The man who finds all
these needs in one woman is a happy husband; the woman so placed is a happy wife.
Both you and Mrs. C. R. find in these younger
persons only the son, and possibly the brother-the balance of your emotional lives are
frustrated.
like Mrs. C. R. you have Mars conjunction
your natal Sun, giving you strong if controlled physical needs.
Would you like to read the answer immediately following? It will be an answer
as much to you as to the writer of the letter.
Love Passes By-Why?
- Dear ll7ynn: All my life I have been un-

able to do the things I have wanted to do.
I was born November 19, 1902, hour unknown. I met and fell desperntely in love
with a man born November 19 also, but his
year was 1897. He had been married and
had three children. We seemed like one; were
the best of friends and p:tls as well as sweethearts. When he asked me co marry him I
wasn't quite ready as I had some obligations
to meet. He had obligations too. His health
hadn't been good for some months, and on
Dec. 29, 1941, he died after an illness of a
few hours. My nerves were bad at the time
anyway, and I dmost had a nervous break37
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the sacredness of another's feeling, you incarnated-this was to be your major experience. You do not deny that at this moment
you are very, very aware of the precio(!sness
and value of love, do you? Then you have
moved forward while apparently being held
back.
See what I meant now? Not so complicated, is it, once we ha-vethe essential factors
with which to understand.
(Reply:) I would like to have you read
Now let's take a look at your chart. Withover the first part of my answer to Mrs. C. R. out a time of birth, we still know that you
and Miss CD. From it you will get the have a satellitium in Scorpio, the sign of
basic principles of all problems of sex. There intense emotions, and of sex itself. Why is
is a need for sexual exchange at this stage this the sign of sex? It is ruled by the same
of human evolution, for nature does not planet which rules Aries, Mars. Mars rules
sustain anything contrary to her plan; the over the physical passions, which include
need is one of establishment of polarity. sex. But while in Aries, Mars challenges, takes
Without the masculine polarity to complete sides, separates, in Scorpio it woos, wishes
her development, woman fails to fulfill her to blend, tries to unite. The most obvious
possible growth; and without the feminine of all the ways to come together, or unify,
polarity, man is equally held back.
is the sex way; this is union on the lowest
But, there is another factor involved. And plane, that of the physical. So Scorpio rules
sex.
that factor is karma. It is quite possible to
be held back and at the same time move
But Scorpio rules higher ways to achieve
forward. Sounds complicated, doesn't it? union too. It rules the rebirth of the indiLet's go inro it.
vidual while in this earth life; it is an ocThe soul (entity) comes into incarna- cult sign and house.
tion with,a purpose that is very'"definite inThere is waiting for you au avenue for
deed. Between our earth lives we digest -the the expression of this primary urge of yours;
experiences of the previous life, and from and when you have found it your nerves,
the summation -of this and earlier lives arises your listlessness, your apparent lack of good
the need of the future life. There is a certain health, will all vanish. They are only the
major experience necessary, and other minor physical reactions of your emotional state,
ones. The proper environment-time for this not real in themselves. If you want to prove
appears, and the soul incarnates-or in other this to yourself, just sit down and with all
language, is born as a baby. What dictates that Scorpio intensity of yours imagine yourthis major experience is the free will choices self meeting and falling in love with the
made in the previous, or an earlier, life.
exact man who could now wholly satisfy you,
Think over in your mind all the people make your life perfect, make you so happy
you have known. Think over the story plots you would overflow with it- can you
you have read, the movies you have seen. Do imagine being listless? You cannot. You
you remember a human being, or a character, know certainly t-hat if this wer.e to happen
who roused your antipathy because _he or to-you today, you would feel perfectly well,
she played fast and loose with the most sacred rarin' to go. Then you don't need to be told
of human emotions, real love? Do you re- that you are not unwell Just unhappy.
member condemning this person in your
Your first step must be the getting hold
mind, and heart? Thinking t-o yourself that of philosophy. It will relieve you of this
you would like to see him, or her, justly confused aimlessness under which you are
punished? You probably do.
laboring. Get the perspective of being unNow try to realize that you did something limited as to time-one short life is exactly
like that, and were the person you now con- comparable to one day's experience, and one
demn. This we know because in this life death parallels one night's sleep. We could
you are being asked t9 take the corrective not do without sleep and we cannot do with-1-ack of love. For the purpose of realuing
out waking, either. Next, remember that per-

_down. I can't see anything to live for, even
now after ten months. It seems as though
I can't go on. I don't want to live to be old.
I never feel good, have to work and never
feel like working. Tell me, was my life supposed to be empty and blank? I will appreciate so much anything you can tell me
and will be watching for an answer.
A. F.
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son or character you didn't like or even an experience repeats and take into our deepcondone, and you will see justice, even est consciousness its personal implication,
though it falls on you; will be much more then we can know we do not need to go
willing to learn, will grow quicker. Once through it again. Unless we deliberately
we realize the divinity of the law which
commit the original error again!
controls all of us, once we are certain that
You have a Caocer Moon. It is trine your
no injustice of any kind exists, we have freed Scorpio satellitium. (The trine is harmony,
ourselves: we no longer suffer as you are in case you don't know.) Through this Moon
suffering at this minute. In place of resent- of yours you will be able to learn much this
ing, we become intelligently interested in ferreting out the reason why this or that comes time, for Cancer is the sign of memory, and
our way. We have achieved a measure of you have stored within your memory processes all the details and significances of
detachment-and peace.
anything
that ever happened to you. When
If you want to understand any experience
which comes your way, the simplest way to you have fdt the urge, you will be enabled
understand it is to reverse your position in to take out of this storehouse all these past
experiences, son them out according to their
it. For example, suppose you are stolen from:
' you will know you just paid off a debt in- type of karma, and look them over frevious
} curred when you yourself did take some- to digesting them wi~h the juices o philosophy. Then this undigested load in your
' thing to which you were not entitled. That
metaphysical stomach will move on and re1 is a simple and obvious illustration. But there
are more subtle debts we pay which task our lieve you; you will be rid of it.
Don't waste the rest of this incarnation
\ intelligence to understand. There are two
kinds of karma-commission and omission fruitlessly holding yourself back by drifting.
karma. The theft incident _would be an er- Start now to harness yourself to some goal.
\ror of commission-something deliberately lf you would like to be a poet, for instance,
done through wrong decision. The other kind in some life to come, begin to apply youris lack of something done. If we duck re- •self to poetry; or if musicianship is your
/ sponsibilities, or duck opportunities--yes, it goal, begin to learn music; or science, or
is very possible--we are corrected later by painting, or anything else that appeals to
you. Develop yourself by means of your free
experiencing lack of opportunities.
One more point which is important to will choice-there is good karma as well as
1
\ you: it is not merely the unavoidable liv- distasteful, you know. Whatever we do from
ing through of an experience that cancels a good motive comes back to us as reward.
our debt to the law. It is whether or not we You, or anyone else, can just about create
have learned what we were meant to learn the life you would like to have in the future
from the experience. If we have merely stuck by doing the things you want to have reit out without mental digestion and enlight- rum to you. Make your own future happiness; there is such a thing as "cash karma,"
enment, we will have to live through another
similar experience again at some furute date. you know, which will bring some of it back
When we do, finally, understand why such to you in this life before you die. But stan.

I

The Yan.ksin AfricaanJ Solomons
(Continued from page 19)
Jupiter has been at the ascendant in the Key Cycle and the Pyramid Locality system
·Pyramid locality charrs all along the south- ' work harmoniously together as the keys ro
em Mediterranean during th~ past eight or what the planetary laws are and how they
nine months.
work through the minds of men at the places
Thus we see that when men and nations affected at the rime. More and more smlabor and think in accord with the laws of dents are discovering what others have been
the planetary angles thei1 ventures prosper. using successfully for years: that the Key
And student!. will see still more-that the Cycle is rhe key to man's cycles.
JANUARY, 1943
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Planting for Victory

Dear Wynn: In my backyard (25' x 25'),
prod~ce them as evidence. There is no doubt
with about t'W"o feet of foam above the in my mind that they are absolutely auunderlying shale, I planted the fruit trees thentic, but they simply wouldn't be adshown in photos sent you, according to in- mitted by a scientific or otherwise skeptical
structions in your 1941 Planting Guide.
Jury.
The apple tree was planted Monday,
1. There is no evidence as to when the
March 3, 1941 (when ABOVE column
tree was planted.
showed 17 points all day). To the amazement
2. There is nothing· in any of these pie•
of everyone, this tree bore these two sweet,
tures that shows when they were taken.
juicy apples (harvested in October, -1942,
lt is an excellent thing to keep photo·
when the index showed 11 ) . Farmers who graphic record of scientific planting by assaw these apples on the tree said they never · trological laws and I have always recomsaw the like of it before in their lives. My mended it. The purpose of this is to convince the skeptical, so it should be done with·
husband said they wouldn't be any good, and
was as amazed as everyone else that they were
an eye and mind to what the objections of a
skeptic would be. Here are some suggestions:
so delicious. He prepared them for bakingthat's why 1~have to send them. to you like
Prepare your shot completely before
taking the picture.
this. These other picmres are of the various
stages of the tree's development; I am keepGet a large sheet of white cardboard and
letter on it in black ink or paint: "This
ing a pictorial record of all my plantings,
( hame of plant) was planted at ( hour and
some of the others herewith speaking for
minute) on ( date and year)". Have it big
themselves. Next year I shall send more
enough to be easily read in a ~ll
photo.
picrures.
An affidavit must accompany all evidence
MRS. J. S. WILSON,
later, so have the per.son who is to make the
1124 Ellis Street,
affidavit actually in the picture in such a
San Francisco, Cal.
manner as to be clearly identifiable; have that
( Cormnent:) The foregoing is typical of person pointing to the card when the picture
is taken. No one can ever controvert such
many letters endorsing our method for
evidence.
calculating the best time to plant, transplant
Have a definite, immovable landmark in
and harvest, as published here annually.
With, however, the exception that Mrs. the picture, to guarantee that subsequent
pictures of the same plant are what they
Wilson is the only one who has sent me
an entire year's crop. Correction: there was purport to be. A church tower in the distance,
a large building, an unusual rock formation,
a small wedge cut from each of her two
apples, which gives credence to the state• or anything outstanding is required.
ment that Mr. W. tasted them and knew
Have the camera mounted in exactly the
chey were delicious. I, too, can attest this
same place for all pictures of the same series.
fact, for I ate what was sent to me.
The exact spot on the ground is necessary,
As to the pictures, there a.re two combut is not enough. It must be at exactly the
mon faults to be found with them-and
same height, as shown by landmarks. Otherplenty of others have had one or both these wise, the mere lowering of the camera could
faults-which
makes it impossible to re- make it appear that a plant had grown con-
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siderably in a few minutes. Use a box or
table on which to rest the camera.
When the planting is above ground, put a
sheet or white cardboard behind it to make
it dearly visible. Do not permit sheet to
obstruct landmark.
Each picrure of the series should contain
date card and the person who makes the
affidavit concerning it.
Affidavit, in proper form, with witnesses'
signatures, should accompany each photo.
Like many explanations of what to do or
how to do ic, the foregoing 'looks much mote
involved than it really is. The one to make
affidavit can be a member of the family
(but a neighbor is better, and a local attorney
or business man not related to the family is
still better) . It need not be the same person
in the entire series. You are not asking anyone to prove your point about astrological
planting-the
faces will speak for themselves. All you are asking him or her to do
is to prove that the picture was taken when
it was and that the facts represented on the
cardboard are true.
Ninteen hundred forty-three is an excellent year . in which to make tests of the
astrological laws, becaus~ unscientific planting isn't going to yield well this year and
exceptiona). differences from the general experience will therefore be more effective and
demonstrative of how nature's laws are to
be used.
Not only should we plant our own Viccory
gardens and farms by astrology's scientific
laws, but we should gather all the .data we
can as to when others plant their gardens
and farms. We should niake written notes as
to when a neighbor plants, especially when
at the less··favorab!e times. Keep a garden
diary in a regular diary for the purpose; if
you keep a diary anyway, have another for
the garden items exclusively. Enter all times
by hour and minure, with caref-ul note as to
what kind of time it is, whether Central,
Eastern, Paci.fie or Mountain, and whether
it is standard or war time. Leave nothing to
the imagination, memory or chance.
And be sure to plan ahead for your
planting. Be ready when the proper time
comes. Have your ground prepared in ad,·ance. Be there with your seeds or baby
plants all ready to put in. Be sure your timepiece is correct. Have your witnesses on
hand, by telling them sufficiently in advance
.JANUARY, 1943

when you are going to plant. If you are
skeptical, too, tell your witnesses that you
are; explain that you are testing, experimenting. If there is anything to this, you want
to know it. If there isn't anything to it, it
doesn't make any difference when you plant,
so you might as well plant when the astrological laws say it's best.
Or plant both ways: at good and at bad
times, according to astrology. Keep records
of it, photographically and with affidavits.
Be sure you use seeds from the same lot,
and that you ·plant at both times as close
as possible so differences in seeds or soil
could not be used to account for differences
in yield.
Cultivate, irrigate, fertilize just the same
as though no test were being made. You
couldn't grow corn in concrete just because
the time of planting was right.
Saturn Rising and Setting

7

Dear Wynn: After having read your very
interesting article, "-And Double Check,"
in the October issue, conC€rning Saturn, I
am enclosing a copy of the horoscope of
Alan Leo, taken from his own book, P1·0gre1sed Astrology.
I am still just a novice, but very interested in astrology. In Alan Leo's chart of
his own nativity Saturn is shown in Leo
27°36', exactly on the ascendant, which has
the same degree and minute. He was born
August 8, 1860, 5 :49 a.m., at \Vescminster.
Yours truly,
A SUBSCRIBER
(Comment:) This is another case of the
body of Saturn being above the horizon,
rising ahead of the zodiacal degree in which
it is located. Reference to your 1860
ephemeris will show that Samrn had celestial latitude 1° 21' N. on his date of birth.
For further explanation of this point, see
this department in the preceding issue (December, 1942).
But now we come to a case which threatens to alter our statement about Saturn rising and setting-that I have never seen the
correct horoscope of a living person who
was born with body of Saturn rising within
5° of the eastern horiwn and below it, or
setting within 5 ° of the western horizon and
above it .
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Dear Wynn: Re "Saturn within 5 ° and
above the western horizon . . . no record
of such a living birth."
Here are my particulars for your information: born June 6, 1888, 52°34'N.,
2°0l'W., GMT 11: 17:43 pm, ST 16: 12:51.
Precise MC, Sagittarius 5°09', precise ascendant, Aquarius 3°31'. Saturn in Leo
3°23'.
Am sending these data for your record
as providing a case where Saturn is in conjunction with the descendant within a mere
8' of arc, and though Saturn is still not above
but below the descendant I thought you
might be interested to know of my case as
furnishing something very, very close to
what you were lacking. Twenty-three years
of spare time study has convinced me this
birth time is exact, as every time Jupiter
has transited Sagittarius 5°09', or progressed
Moon touches it I get the effects with precision. Yours very truly,
S. H.
(Comment:) You have a better looking
case than you seem to realize, for according
to your data, the body of Saturn is above
the western horizon. Because of its 0°37' N
eel· lat, it set on your date at your birthplace at ST 16:17:01, which is about 4¼
minutes of clock time later than you give
as your moment of birth.
Please permit me a few doubts, on the following grounds. Am perfectly willing to be
convinced, but only on incontrovertible evidence. Probably it is impossible to obtain
such evidence concerning the exact birth
moment of more than an extremely few who
are now adult. Certainly I couldn't furnish
proof of convincing nature concerning the
exact ·moment of my own birth, although
I am entirely satisfied that I know when it
occurred.
You are not to be blamed for not submitting the sworn testimony of some reputable witness as to the accuracy of the
timepiece employed ar:id the_exact moment
when you drew your fust breath; but that
is nevertheless one of the best, if not the
only, ways to prove such fact. There probably is no such document in existence. However, it is the sort of thing I am looking for
on numerous matters of horoscopic doubt, of
which the present inquiry is one. I sincerely
urge all prospective parents to take this pre42

caution-not as did the desperately sincere
woman whose letter follows-and be certain
of at least this one great fact in the lives
of their children. The provable moment of
birth is the fundamental upon which many
otherwise insoluble questions in this science
can be resolved, whether the data be required
by those who are for or against astrology.
Your statement, Mr. H:, that Jupiter's
transit has given you effects with precision
when it went over Sagittarius 5°09' calls for
further evidence. The last time Jupiter was
in that degree and minute was on December 2, 1935. Not the day before or the day
after. Six days later, on December 8, 1935,
Jupiter was far enough along (Sagittarius
6°30') to be transiting a point which, if it
be your midheaven, would show Saturn's
body below the western horizon at the time
of your birth. If you are to justify the in- .
fluence as being precise, you should show that
it occurred on December 2, 1935, or nearer .
to it than to December 8, 1935, AND that
it was the sort of thing that could be so
characterized once in twelve yearI ( the period
of Jupiter's orbit). Bringing an influence
down to such a narrow margin as 3 days is
to 12 years ( 1 in 4,383) would indeed be
all one could expect of precision de luxe
plus.
But even that would not be enough to satisfy your statement regarding "every time
-Jupiter has transited Sagittarius 5 °09' / ..
I get the effects with precision." To justify
this statement, you should show that such
influence also occurred on December 17,
1923, and not nearer to six days later, at
which time it was so located that it could
justify Saturn's body below the western
horizon at the moment of your birth. This
also should be of such a nature as to be so
characterized only once in twelve years.
I doubt that you, or anyone else, could
submit such evidence. And this is not asking
for similar testimony concerning January ;,
1912 (not nearer to January 10, 1912)
when Jupiter was in the same place.
And as for progressions, assuming you re-~
fer to aspects as well as the conjunctions,
you would have even more influences to
prove, within a period of approximately 16
days in every two and a half years.
Dear Wynn: My son was born at 3:40
pm, August 20, 1929, 50°N, 120°W. This
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puts his Saturn within 3 ° below his ascendant, which is Sagittarius 21°.
On the day of his birth in Kelowna Hospital and within the acmal hour I had two
watches in my hands, trying as far as my pains
would permit to get as close to the acmal
, moment of birth as possible. The last moment I was consciously able to glance at the
watch was 3: 30 pm, at which time they gave
me the chloroform. The moment I was conscious again I asked the time. "Twelve min. utes to four," answered the nurse. As the
doctor was fixing me up I asked the exact
rime of the baby's birth. "Twenty minutes to
four," he said, adding that I should not worry, everything was O.K. "But," I answered,
"I smdy astrology and must have the exact
moment." "Well, you have it-it's 3:40 on
the record sheet."
Th.is boy is a typical Sagittarian, very tall,
long limbed; and his face in repose has a
serious, pinched look which I always have
taken as the influence of Samrn being so close
to the ascendant. As you will note, he has
his ruler, Jupiter, in Gemini-he
simply
· reads and reads and reads: cowboy stories,
tales about dogs and Eskimos and all he can
get of travel, particularly about the frozen
North-all
of which ties in with his ascendant sign and· the presence of Saturn so
near. He has excellent health. Yours truly,

I tmst the reader will understand why I
am so meticulous on this point. It is because

this is the kind of thing that attracts the
interest of scientists and others in influential
positions, as well asbecause I pe;n:sonallywant
to· know the exact facts. If a child can be
born with· Saturn in this extremely sensitive
arc ( it is the source of energy for this life),
I want to know it. If not possible, I wane
to know that, too. I am not attempting to
prove a theory; I am seeking the facts.
And so far the fact is that I have never
seen conclusive proof of a living birth at a
moment when Saturn's body was within 5°
of the eastern horizon and rising, or within
5° of the western horizon and setting. And
I have numerous cases of still births, or survival of only a few moments, when Saturn's
body was in these two small arcs. Will appreciate further evidence if you will be good
enough to send it in.
And be sure to have an otherwise unengaged witness with an accurate timepiece
present to record in writing immediately the
moment of first breath if and when you become a parent. The mother herself, the doctor and the nurse are all unreliable, because
of their duties at the time. Proper observance
and recording require a bit of arranging to
do, but they are emphatically worth it.

MRS. ANNIE HAWKEY,

Rossland, B. C.,

Long Time Hatred of Ja pan

Canada.
(Comment:) I am assuming you refer to

standard rime. ( I have no records of whether
or not daylight saving was in effect there in
· 1929, but if it was the position of Saturn
would not be close to the ascendant or to the
eastern horizon.)
You have made an error in your calculations somewhere, for at 3: 40 pm on your
son's birth date at his place of birth the
ascendant was Sagittarius 23 °30', not the 21 °
you mention. And you have failed to take into
consideration the fact that Saturn had N. eel
Iat 1°04', which put it definitely above the
· horizon at 3: 40 pm. The body of Saturn rose,
· roughly calculated, at 3: 37 ½ pm PST that
day. This would give an interval of about
seven minutes between your last look at the
time and rhe complete delivery of your baby
-an unusually'quick perform_ance, and one
nor generally associated with Saturn rising.
JANUARY, 1943

Dear Wynn: We note with interest the article in the November issue concerning
Japan's future.
Since we are only beginners in the absorbing srudy of astrology, we cannot solve
the problem of my husband's long standing
and bitter hatred of Japan as a nation. Many
years before this war he began boycotting
Japan. His earliest memory is one of great
feeling against Japan. What is the astrological
cause of his hate for that nation, even before
the damnable attack on Pearl Harbor?
He was born December 30, 1895, 6: 30
pm at Fon- Worth, Texas. You have this
data on file, for you have done some forecast work for him. Yours truly,
MRS, M. T. CRUMLEY
(Reply:) One should always make comparison of a man's horoscope with that of
the political horoscope of the nation, whether
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his own or, as in th_isinstance, another. This upon them-some children attain the age of
gives his reactions to policies and shows a three or four, and can therefore describe these
great deal of his actual living conditions un- memories, before they lose them back into
der them. But it would hardly account for their subconsciousnesses.
such intense emotion as is described in the
Whatever the explanation, the obvious
foregoing letter.
thing is that Mr. C. has something he must
Four of Mr. C's planets fall in the war 7th solve by working through it, for this feeling
of Japan's political chart (see page 19 of the is impeding his personal progress. You can't
November issue). Included in his four plan- hate and be healthy on any level of human
ets is Saturn, ruler of his own 7th, almost ex- function, physical, mental, emotional or
actly on the Japan 7th. This could account spiritual. As Manly P. Hall says, if you hate
for considerable friction, and probably does. someone hard enough, you'll probably reinBut there is more--and here we step carnate as his or her Siamese twin next time.
lightly off into the realm where scientific t1'he first thing in this case is to de-personalize
proof is impossible-if we would employ it; this can best be done by putting it all_on
the rules for estimating one's previous life a higher plane. The same great powers of
from the·present horoscope. This is, of course, nature that put anyone into this sphere ot
pure speculation and should be regarded as :manifestation put everyone into it They are
such-but it might be the truth, and is therefore to be presumed as necessary to the
certainly not possible to disprove. It's some- scheme--if not, then the great powers of
thing like hell-some believe in it and some nature made a mistake. If they _can be pre•
do not; neither group can demonstrate, for sumed to have erred, they are not divine; if
no one ever returned from such a place and they are not divine,-nothing is right anywhere.
- no one ever proved that he had looked every- Yet the great order of nature shows that
everything is right, whether we understand it
where in space and couldn't find it.
Here is the point: the rules for estimating or not-it is up to us to grow into a better
one's previous life (and the karma there- understanding. This is apparently nature's
from which is brought over into this one)
way of teaching us: when we are wrong we
suffer and try some other way until we find
are chiefly 12th house rules.
In Mr. C's horoscope we see the 12th as the one that doesn't hurt-then we ·are in
a very powerful house, for his ruling planet; accord with the Law. That's why we have
the Moon, is in it, indicating that his life is wars: some or all of us have been slightly.
strongly tied in with karmic necessities out of balance with the Law. It isn't that the
whid1 he is to work out personally-perhaps
Law punishes us, but· that by being off the
more than have to be borne from external beam, as it were, we fail to reach the benefits
attraction from the outside world. This could we might have had.
be allocated to numerous personal matters;
Your solution, Mr. C., lies in philosophy.
but in his wife's letter we have a clue to at If you have this as a karmic debt, and I for
least one of them, for his Moon (ruler) is one think such is the situation, it is not be·
in almost exact conjunction with the Moon cause Japan has done something to you in a
of Japan's political horoscope. His Moon is past life; rather it is that you did something
Gemini 28°23' and that of Japan is Gemini to it. For we always reserve our most intense
27°10'.
dislikes for those to whom we owe something.
Queer thing that she should mention he In our faltering ignorance we accept the fal~
boycotted Japan all by himself-with this 'lure of trying to substitute a counterfeit
conjunction of ,Moons in the Jap money superiority for willingness to make amends.
( 2nd) house, isn't it? Another queer thing
I am here speaking of your personal bias,
( to any but an astrologer) is her statement:
which had nothing to do with this war we
"His earliest memory is one of great feeling all have on our hands. 'le can be fought imagainst Japan"-there is record of numerous personally, as a job to be done, by one nachildren who have hag strimge memory of .tion against another nation. A,fter it is over,
things that never happened to them in this
w...91.:nds
!I!.UStbe healed or the same thing
life. Occultists explain it by saying all babies will go on and on till the race of men
remember past lives and lose the memory as destroys itself.)Your emotion didn't start
soon as the environment of this life bears in because of this-'\varwith Japan, and therefo!'.e
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it will not terminate just because the war gets
co be over in a little while. You would go
right on with your self-destroying emotion
against Japan, sort of like those old unreconstructed rebels our fathers used to complain
abou~ after the Civil \Var. The signincant
fact is not that your bitter hatred is against
Japan, but that you are allowing yourself to
nurse in your character the seed of selfundoing (remember that old 12th house key
word! ) . IThe objective of every human being
is to save himself-no one else ever will do
it for .him. As your first step, therefore,
toward your goal, walk away from that feeling (see "Why Were You Born?" in the issue
of September, 1942) by realizing it as environmental only, something the real You can
take or leave alone. Insofar as it is your debt,
you will worlc it out; but you needn't let it
warp you any longer. It is a garment for
which you promised to pay-you owe the
payment, but it doesn't look good on you
and you won't wear it any more. You made
the error and you admit it, paying gladly for
.the experience that will teach you more
"discrimination in the future.

-,_
_

Not Quite-Yet

I
.

these -great truths in the writings of Manly P.
Hall. If you are seriously interested, get his
LECfURES ON ANOENT PHILOSOPHY. This
will lead you to Blavatsky's nm SECRET
DOCTRINE (get the photographic edition
only, in two volumes bound together), to the
translations of Plato by Thomas Taylor
(practically the only good ones in English),
and to ANACALYPSIS, by Godfrey Higgins.
Other works are available which contain
much of value, but these will give you the
standards necessary to accurate evaluation of
_whateverelse you read.
But don't assume you can read a book and
be wise because of it-the book is only part
of the means to an end. Wisdom is a state
into which you must grow, and growth reqqires three essentials: nourishment, use and
time. Before obtaining any of these books,
prepare yourself for many hours of deep
study such as you never experienced in
ordinary schooling. There is great wealth of
knowledge in them, but it must be mined
with the resolute determination to dig as
long as you live. It is not for the superficial.
Only when a man or woman dedicates himself or herself to the serious pursuit of
~isdom is there any chance of attaining -it.

I

~

I

Dear Wynn: Your first article in the
When Were They Born?
.,
September issue, ''Why Were You Born?",
.
refers to the Oversoul. Is this your own
Dear Wynn: Some months ago, at the First
theory? Or is there further information on Temple and College of Astrology in Los
· 1t that I can obtain? Please let me know.
Angeles, we used the chart of Shirley Temple
L .M.
that appeared in your issue of February, 1936,
(Reply:) You must try to see more of as an example of an outstanding successful
what you read. On page 4, column one, I young movie star.
stated: "These higher portions of man are
The author, Mrs. Erwin, made the point
known under the collective term given us by that the birthdate given as April 23, 1929,
Emerson as the Oversoul. All philosophies Santa Monica, California, reetified to 8:29:03
recognize man's existence above, beyond, pm, PST, was authentic. However, although
outside of the body.... " And: "... the she made out a very strong case to prove
_philosophiesof the world's greatest knowers, that this horoscope accurately reflected the
-including Pythagoras, Placo, Buddha and character and events of the phenomenal rise
hundreds of others . . . " And on page 5 I to fame of Shirley, I was not entirely satisfied
quoted fr?m- ISIS UNVEILED, by Blavatsky. that her Moon could have been in Scorpio 6°,
There you have the names of at least five conjunet the cusp of the 12th and opposed to
of the sources from which my material was the Sun and Mercury.
drawn: Emerson, Pythagoras, Plato, Buddha
Recently a friend secured a copy of her
and Blavatsky.You are in no way to imagine birth certificate, which was recorded as
that I could claim any direct inspiration con- April 23, 1928, 9 pm, Santa Monica, Cal.
cerning the great truths discussed in that
The horoscope for this date and moment,
article. I am a student, not a superman.
although not rectified, shows many points of
You will find excellent introductions to ali accuracy in connection with her abilities and
JANUARY, 1943
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career-I think even better than the .1929
horoscope submitted by Mrs. Erwin. Yours
very truly,
C. A. M.
(Comment:) Your point is well taken and
is verified by a mysterious change that has
taken place in succeeding issues of WHO'S
WHO IN AMERICA. The preceding issue
(1940-1941) gives her birth year as 1929;
but the latest edition ( 1942-1943) gives it
as 1928.
This is just another in a long chain of
unreliable birth years given out bf actors
and actresses, most of whom apparently want
to seem any age but the correct one. Just at
present it is desirable to have Miss Temple
as old as possible, for box office purposes,
whereas when she was physically smaller it
was desirable for the same purposes to create
the impression that she was even more of a
prodigy than she was.
There is, however, still a lingering doubt
'in my mind about all this. Mistakes have
been made in the dates and years on birth
certificates, and if one was made in. this case,
the entrepreneurs of la Temple's business
affairs would be willing to leave the date at
the figure where it would do the most good.
They were not in the least averse to listing
it in WHO'S WHO as 1929, if they knew the
correct year was 1928; or they are not in the
least averse to listing it as 1928 now, if they
knew the correct year was 1929 when they
so gave it to the MOTION PICTURE ALMANAC
(1938-1939), and dozens of motion picture
magazines.
This uncertainty is really very unfortunate,
for the proof or disproof of astrology is
much stronger when applied to the lives of
people whose careers are in the limelight or
the news. It is a matter of public record
when a public character does something or
something happens concerning him or her.
The positions of the planets are also a matter
of public record. If the two synchronize,
astrology is demonstrated. But if we are
limited to investigation of the lives of obscure Jack Smith and Mary Jones because
they are the only ones of whose birth data
we can be certain, demonstration of astrological influences is not easy to make in a
public way. How many people are going to
go to the trouble of verifying a statement
about Jack or Mary?
Astrology is working everywhere, all the
46

time. When Jack Smith, of the enterprising
vill.;i.ge of Jackrabbit, Kansas, marries his
next door neighbor's beautiful daughter,
everybody in town knows all about it and
there is copious local demonstration of astrology in the event. It is the outstanding
factor in the lives of these two hopeful mares
so far; it undoubtedly reunites two temporarily hostile families (just like Abie's Irish
Rose); it may even reach out and have an
altering effect on the business of the leading
hardware dealer, who is also the mayor, of
Jackrabbit, Kansas. But just try to get this
item published out of town!
These are just as good demonstration of
astrology as any. And Mrs. Jane Walters, the
local astrology teacher, knows it. So she
gathers all the data on those concerned1 writes
up a really scholarly article on it, and sends
it in t9 a national astrological magazine.
The editor likes it, recognizes it as a good
job-but does he purchase and publish it?
Not if he respects his circulation figures. He
knows the public ( those lovely men and
women who have coins to leave at newsstands) is interested in people, not scientific
facts. They will, however, take a few scientific facts along with write-ups of people that
are interesting in a big way, and the magazine
that ignores this psychological-point withers
and is seen no more. For the paper manufacturer, the man who sets type, the company
that makes ink and the news dealer all want
their shares of those coins; if the coins are
withheld, the magazine appeareth not and the
editor seeketh sustenance from unwilling
relatives.
I have chatted amiably from time to time
with practically all editors of astrological
magazines and all of them bemoan the fact
that they are limited in the amount of space
they can give to technical astrology, interesting but unknown lives; all ru:egiving all they
dare and answering violent letters from the
very few serious technical students who are
hungry
for more an.d demand less "popular
__ an
S~uu

•

The solution of the problem would be to
print articles that combine accurate scientific
work on cases of famous people. Everyone
would like that. But where is the accurate
data on famous people? At what moments of
what dates in what years were Roosevelt,
Stalin, Churchill, Hitler, Rommel, and countless others born whose lives are marvellously
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recorded except for the most important
astrological facts?
Hearsay, speculation, conflicting evidence
-these are the materials with which astrologers must work in the cases of nine out
of ten big name people, with hostile materialistic scientists standing on the sidelines
demanding proof, proof, proof concerning
the very cases where proof would be so much
more easy if only we had incontrovertible
facts concerning moment and place of birth.
It's a mess.But the astrologer gets around it to
some extent by studying diligently the cases
which he does know are correct as to moment
of birth, although they be Jack and Mary,
applying what he learns from them to the
possibilities of the big name data that are
available. This is all we can do now, plus
preparing a better set of conditions for the
astrologers of tomorrow to work with. Because of the efforts of present publications to
show the necessity for accurate birth data,
those who apply astrology's laws to famous
men and women of 1970 will be much better
off than we of today are--and the science
will then come into its proper place in the
minds of men.
Appearance by Ascendant

Dear Wynn: My hobby is appearance by
ascendants. When I find a picture of a person
in a magazine I cut it out and paste it on
notebook paper and then wait till I find the

ascendant-usually from astrological magazines.
If any of your readers knows the ascendants
of the following, I hope they will answer
to Third House Stuff.
1. Richard Halliburton, born January 9,
1900, in Tennessee.
2. Pope Pius XI, born May 31, 1857, at
Milan, Italy.
3. Consuela Vanderbilt (Duchess of
Marlborough, now Mrs. Jacque Balsan).
4. Queen Elizabeth, born August 4, 1900.
I have a picture of you, Wynn, clipped
from American Magazine. I have your :as·
cendant as Aries, Sun in Aquarius, Moon in
Cancer-hope those are right. Would like
to know where your Mars is.
SUN IN ScORPIO.

(Commont:) Pope Pius XI was born it
is generally accepted, at 8 am, giving him
Cancer 28 46' at the ascendant. Queen Elizabeth was born, according to English astrology
magazines, at 11: 31 am, giving her Libra 24 °
50' rising at the ascendant. Her chart was
,JWblished in the July, 1939, issue.
As to my birth data, it has been published ,
so many times that I suspect you of not guess.ng the position you mention-you could be
·remembering subconsciously. I was born
/ February 10, 1892, 9:00 am CST in Chicago.
Ar1es ismy-ascendant. My Mars is in Sagittarius. But if you got those points solely
rom the photograph, you are very, very good.

Planting for Victory

in 1943

(Continued j,rom .page 12)
ABOVE

15 Sat.
16 Sun.
17 Mon.
18 Tue.
19 Wed.
20 Thu.
21 Fri.
22 Sat.
23 Sun.
24 Mon.

14 till 10:40 am; then 9
9till 3:04 am; then 7
7till 5:18 pm; then 12
12 all day
12 till 5:13 pm; then 10 till 8:30
pm; then 5
·
5 all day
5till 7:03 pm; then4 till 9:57 pm;
then 9
9all day
9 till 11 :26 pm; then 4
4allday
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BELOW

10 till 10:40 am; then 5
5 till 3:04 am; then 7
7 till 5: 18 pm; then 12
12 all day
12 till 5:13 pm; then 14 till 8:30
pm; then 9
9allday
9till 7:03 pm;then 8 till 9:57 pm;
then 13
13 aJl day
13 till 11 :26 pm; then 8
Sall day
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BELOW

ABOVE

25 Tue.
26 Wed.

4allday
4 till 1:57 am; then 9 till 6:06 am;

27 Thu.
28 Fri.

10 till 5: 24 run; then 9
9till6:13 am; then 4 till 10:17
pm; then 6
6allday
6till0:24 pm; then 11
11 all day

then 10

29 Sat,
30 Sun.
31 Mon.

8 all day
8 till l: 57 am; then 13 till 6 :06
am; then 14
.
14 till 5:24 am; then 13
13 till 6:13 am; then 8 till 10:17
pm; then 6
6 all day
6 till O:24 pm; then 11
11 all day

JUNE

1 Tue. 2 Wed.
3 Thu.
4 Fri.
5 .Sat.
6 Sun.
7 Mon.
8 Tue.
9 Wed.
10 Thu.
11 Fri.
12 Sat.
13 Sun.
14 Mon."
15 Tue.
16 Wed.
17 Thu.
18 Fri.

19 Sat.
20 Sun.
·21 Mon.
22 1·ue.
23 Wed.

24 Thu.
25 Fri.
26 Sat.
27 Sun.
28 Mon.
29 Tue.
30 Wed.

11 till 8: 30 pm; then 6
6 till 6: 33 pro; then 8
Sall day
8 till 6:44 am; then 13 .
13 all day
13 till 7:08 pm; then 8
8 till 8: 12 am; then 7

7 all day
7 till 8:00 am; then 12
12 all day
12 till 7 :21 pm; then 7
.7 till 1:06 pm; then 5
5 till 8: 33 pm; then 4

4 till 2: 56 am; then 9
9 all day
9till 6:38 am; then 4
4 all day

4 till I: 14 am; then 2 till 7:27 am;
then 7
7 all day
7 till 7:34 am; then 2

2 all day
2 till 3:13 am; then 3 till 8: 35 am;
then 8
8 alldav
8 till 1i: 52 am; then 3
3 till4:44 am; then 5
5 till 5:48 pm; then 10
10 all day
10 all day
10till2:28 am; then 5
5 till 5 :46 pm; then 4

11 till8:30 pm; then 6
6till6:33 pm; then 4
4allday
4 till 6:44 am; then 9
9allday
9 till 7:08 pm; then 4
4till8:12 am; then 3
3 all day
3 till8:00 am; then 8
8 all day
8 till 7:21 pm; then 3
3 till 1:06 pm; then 5
5 tj.118:33 pm; then 4
4 till 2: 56 am; then 9
9 all day
4 till 6: 38 am; then 4
4aUday
4 till l: 14 am; then 6 till 7 ; 27 am:
then 11
11 all day
11 till 7:34 am; then 6
6 all day
6 till 3: 13 am; then 7 till 8:35 a.Ql;
then 12
12 all day
12 till 11 : 52 am; then 7
7 till4:44 am; then 5
5 till 5:48 pm; then 10
10 all day
lOallday
10 till 2: 28 am; then 5
5 till 5:46 pm; then 4

JULY

1 Thu.
2 Fri.
3 Sat.
4 Sun.
5 Mon.

4 till 1: 15 pm;
9 till 8:44 am;
11 all day
11 till 1:34 am;
6 all day

then 9
then 11

.
then 6

4 till I: 15 pm; then 9
9 till 8:44 am; then 7
7 all day
7 till 1 : 34 am; then 2
2 all day

(Contimted on page 124)
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7.01-General
prudent to judge generally than to interpret
The keynotes of Neptune's
influence specific forecasts for a local place. Frequentweatherwise are variability, low visibility, ly, while the south wind is operating, the
ascending air currents, prevalent southerly squalls will build up around sandy soil in
winds, lower barometer, humidity, excessive the warm months, especially along the seastatic and vacuwns in the higher air stratas shore or waterways. The lows sometimes
rhat often prove hazardous for aviation. In build up in the north and follow waterways
cool seasons it induces fogs; in summer, sud- southward, picking up in intensity as they
den changes varying from dead calms ·to wend their way to the coast and lowlands.
squalls and destructive cyclones within nar- Action will frequently depend on the charxow geographical areas. Impressions are sud- acter of other planets configurated therewith.
den in proportion to higher ranges of tem-• In any case, expect sudden changes, threatperature. Dead calms with attendant exces- ening weather. In warmer . seasons, under
sive humidity and rapidly declining barome- adverse aspects from Mars, Sun or Mercer are potential danger signals.
cury, small sailing craft on open waters may
As the extreme expression. of the Venus encounter sudden squalls. The official weathi nfl.uence, this planet induces the heaviest
er forecasters issue coastal storm warnings.
downpours in the shortest space of time, Increasing haze, accompanied by _a peculiar
During spells of heat, combined with ex- calm are signals of this approaching phenomcessive humidity under Neptune's influence, enon. In hot summer the severest sunburns
surface air currents ascend vertically, carry- are experienced during these Neptune asing dust particles in large quantities into the peers.
upper atmosphere. Disturbances in the upper
In winter and cold, seasons, smoke fogs
air levels are sometimes generated so quick- develop over the larger cities. Sunlight is at
ly that a spiral motion is set in operation,
a minimum, but temperatures are mild. The
forming like an inverted cone. These cloud atmosphere is "sticky." When Neptune ocformations have the effect of vacuums. As cupies the lower meridian at the December
rhese lowering dark clouds sweep in from or March solar ingresses, sudden thaws
the western horizon, preceded by increasing threaten flood hazards. Many years of pracw,~
velocity, intense atmospheric turbutical observations lead us to the conclusion
lenc~ng
narrow paths rarely more that the planet Neptune ·is indicative of exthan a mile wide ~ross country. Such storms cessive moisture. When Venus adds its inare intensified in di . ~ands
and along Buence, the downfall is abnormal and heavwaterways, when attended by ~eding
high iest .downpo~rs occur in Ji.le sl.\d).'t<esY
period
.remperature.
of tune. It 1s a m,,w peculiar phenomenon.'I:he temperature invariably rises u~W:a!-}'€nu;;"£6riJ°unction
Neptune downpours
.che Neptune influence. Even in the midst of , are accompanied by a perfect calm-absowinter, humid, calm atmospheric conditions lurely no wind .
.first develop mil.d weather, resulting in heavy
Neptune conjoined, opposed or squared
fogs, partirularly at night. Because Neptune
by Jupiter, Saturn or Uranus inclines to epidisturbances are confined to such narrow demic diseases arising from extremes of
limits and seldom continue in a direct line weather. Probably it will be found to be
but rather follow the lowlands, it is. more related to contagion.
JANUARY, 1943
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7.02-Major Stations and Aspects
Since the planet Neptuqe attains extreme
declination or crosses the equator at periods
of approximately 41 years, the chief positions for more frequent observations are
when occupying the meridian (particularly
the lower meridian) of the seasonal ingress
charts or in lunation maps, when in square
to the meridian, when apparently stationary
in longitude, or when in conjunction, parallel
of declination, opposed or squared by the
Sun. All these stations or configurations incline to lowering barometer which may be
rapid in mild seasons. Excessive humidity
and precipitation, with stagnant atmosphere
which is enervating. In. summer, peculiar
calms followed by squally storms. In cooler
seasons, expect fogs, particularly at night.
The Sqn's sextile, tiine and minor 30 and
150 degrees aspects are conducive to fair and
mild weather with breezy atmosphere, favorable for sailing craft. Nevertheless, when
Neptune is concerned it is advisable to carefully weigh all attendant planetary phenomena. We suggest noting in preceding lessons
the effects of other planets when in positive
or negative aspects with Neptune, includ-.
ing the conjunctions. When the slow moving planets Jupiter, Saturn or Uranus, are in
conjunction or adverse aspects with Neptune, weather may be greatly disturbed
throughout the world · intermittently for
months at a time.
Neptune was in the equator May 15 and
August 22,. 1862, and again on March 15,
November 25 and November 28, 1863. On
January 3, 1942, attaining a stationary position in Virgo 29° 53' and again stationary
in IJbra 2° 04' on January 5, 1943, these
major stations so close to the equator gave
ample opportunity to study the planet's influence on weather. On November I, 1943,
-Neptune will occupy Libra 3 ° 05' with
0 • 00' declination, thus marking its actual
.ttansit over t~ equator. Venus conjunction
.,....,-Nepmne 'i;; Libra-~• 28' and both in th~equator on November Y3; l.91_3,should provide a good opportunity to smcfythe ·fnffence of this planetary combination for inducing excessive downfall within a short
petiod of time. On July 2, 1944, Saturn,
occupying the North Tropic in Cancer
l 34', will form an exact quadrature to
Neptune in the equator (Libra 1° 34'), thus
tending to upset weather conditions through~

O
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out the northern hemisphere due to excessive atm0spheric depressions, abnormal mois-rure and threats of floods where either Saturn
or Neptune occupy the meridian at the preceding Summer Solstice.
January, 1945, indicates a period of unusually foggy weather with attendant anomalies of weather. On January 10, immediately
following Neptune's stationary position in
the equator (Libra 6° 26'), Saturn will again
square this planet from Cancer 6° 26' in the
North Tropic. Immediately following the
preceding Winter Solstice in December
( 1944), when the Sun opposes Saturn and
squares tJie degree held by Neptune the combined influencej of these major bodies will
be generated in the atmosphere. For detailed
interpretation refer to 5.04.
No,rth Tropic: Neptune attained extreme
north declinatfon ( 22 N 23) or North
Tropic station during May, 1903, the Sun
forming a conjunction with Neptune in that
position on June 26, 1903, at New Moon.

Neptune on the Meridian
The immortal A. J. Pearce, in his Textbook of Astrology, which is replete wit.h
valuable astro-meteorological instructions
and statistical data, records the fact that at the
Summer Solstice of 1879 the planet Neptune
tenanted the lower meridian at Greenwich.
The Sun ( in sextile aspect to Uranus) and
Mercury were setting in the chart. A cold
and wet summer was disastrous for agriculturists in the British.Isle~ At the Royal Ohservatory, rainfall in July, 1879, was
3.72 inches, 1.35 inches greater than the
average for- the previou; 38 years. That
August the rainfall was 5.19 inches, being
2.77 inches greater than the average. We
quote this record to compare· with subse- .
quently observed characteristics evid c~
weather when Neptune oc. _ ·, a similar
angle in ingress chart over the United
States.
·em- . , observations concerning Nep_ • on the meridian of the solar charts for
the beginning of the seasons lead us to befieve that 10th house ( south angle) positions are equally important as provocative
of veering lower barometric pressure areas
and static conditions southward, with accompanying excessive
condensation of
aqueous vapors in the lowlands and colder,
wet weather over the interior as winds blow
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7.01-General
The keynotes of Neptune's
influence
weatherwise are variability, low visibility,
ascending air currents, prevalent southerly
winds, lower barometer, humidity, excessive
static and vacuums in the higher air stratas
tnat often prove hazardous for aviation. In
cool seasons it induces fogs; in summer, sudden changes varying from dead calms to
squalls and destructive cyclones within narrow geographical areas. Impressions are sudJen in proportion to higher ranges of temperature. Dead calms with attendant excessive humidity and rapidly declining barome[er are potential danger signals.
As the extreme expression ,of the Venus
influence, this planet induces the heaviest
downpours in the shortest space of time,
During spells of heat, combined with excessive humidity under Neptune's influence,
surface air currents ascend vertically, carrying dust particles in large quantities into the
upper atmosphere. Disturbances in the upper
air levels are sometimes generated so quickly that a spiral motion is set in operation,
forming like an inverted cone. These cloud
formations have the effect of vacuums. As
these lowering dark clouds sweep in from
che western horizon, preceded by increasing
w 11"ildvelocity, intense atmospheric turbulence~ng
narrow paths rarely more
tban a mile wide ~ross country. Such storms
are intensified in di ~ands
and along
waterways, when attended by ~eding
high
-reµ1perature.
The temperature· invariably rises under
che Neptune influence. Even _inthe midst of
winter, humid, calm atmospheric conditions
:firstdevelop mi/,d.weather, resulting in heavy
fogs, particularly at night. Because Neptune
disturbances are confined to such narrow
limits and seldom continue in a direct line
but rather follow the lowlands, it is. more
.JANUARY, 1943

prudent to judge generally than to interpret
specific forecasts for a local place. Frequently, while the south wind is operating, the
squalls will build up around .randy soil in
the warm months, especially along the seashore or waterways. The lows sometimes
build up in the north and follow waterways
southward, picking up in intensity as they
wend their way to the coast and lowlands.
Action will frequently depend on the character of other planets configurated therewith.
In any case, expect mdden changes, threatening weather. In warmer . seasons, under
adverse aspects from Mars, Sun or Mercury, small sailing craft on open waters may
encounter sudden squalls. The official weather forecasters issue coastal storm warnings.
Increasing haze, accompanied by a peculiar
calm are signals of this approaching phenomenon. In hot summer the severest sunburns
are experienced during these Neptune aspects.
In winter and cold, seasons, smoke fogs
develop over the larger cities. Sunlight is :i.t
a minimum, but temperatures are mild. The
atmosphere is "sticky." When Neptune occupies the lower meridian at the December
or March solar ingresses, sudden thaws
threaten flood hazards. Many years of practical observations lead us to the conclusion
that the planet Neptune ·is indicative of excessive moisture. When Venus adds its influence, the downfall is abnormal and heaviest downpours occur in .!i.'i.e~drt'i!sr period'
of time. It is a m,~ _peculiarphenomenon
-.tb.a.t-V~:m.i:f-C61i.[unction
Neptune downpours
are accompanied by a perfect calm-absolutely no wind.
Neptune conjoined, opposed or squared
by Jupiter, Saturn or Uranus inclines to epidemic diseases arising from extremes of
weather. Probably it will be found to be
related to contagion.
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7.02-Major Stations and Aspects
Since the planet N eptuqe attains extreme
declination or crosses the equator at periods
of approximately 41 years, the chief positions for more frequent observations are
when occupying the meridian (particularly
the lower meridian) of the seasonal ingress
charts or in lunation maps, when in square
to the meridian, when apparently stationary
in longitude, or when in conjunction, parallel
of declination, opposed or squared by the
Sun. All these stations or configurations incline to lowering barometer which may be
rapid in mild seasons. Excessive humidity
and precipitation, with stagnant atmosphere
wh.ich is enervating. In . summer, peculiar
calms followed by squally storms. In cooler
seasons, expect fogs, particularly at night.
The Sqn's sextile, trine and minor 30 and
150 degrees aspects are conducive to fair and
mild weather with breezy atmosphere, favorable for sailing craft. Nevertheless, when
Neptune is concerned it is advisable to carefully weigh all attendant planetary phenomena. We suggest noting in preceding lessons
the effects of other planets when in positive
or negative aspects with Neptune, indud-.
ing the conjunctions. When the slow moving planets Jupiter, Saturn or Uranus, are in
conjunction or adverse aspects with Neptune, weather may be greatly disturbed
throughout the world· intermittently for
months at a time.
Neptune was in the-equator May 15 and
August 22,. 1862, and again on March 15,
November 25 -and November 28, 1863. On
January 3, 1942, attaining a stationary position in Virg9 29° 53' and again stationary
in Llbra 2° 04' on January 5, 1943, these
major stations so close to the equator gave
ample opportunity to study the planet's influence on weather. On November 1, 1943,
Neptune will occupy Libra 3 ° 05' with
0° 00' declination, thus marking its actual
J.tansif over t~ equator. Venus conjunction
,,.,----Neptune 1;;_Libra ~• 28' and both in the
equator on November i'3,-1}?,i3,should provide a good opportunity to srucf{the fu!I ence of this planetary combination for inducing excessive downfall within a short
period of time. On July 2, 1944, Saturn,
occupying the North Tropic in Cancer
1° 34', will form an exact quadrature to
Neptune in the equator ( Libra 1° 34' ) , thus
tending to upset weather conditions through0
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out the northern hemisphere due to excessive atmaspherk depressions, abnormal mois-ture and threats of floods where either Saturn
or Neptune occupy the meridian at the preceding Summer Solstice.
January, 1945, indicates a period of unusually foggy weather with attendant anomalies of weather. On January 10, immediately
following Neptune's stationary position in
the equator ( Libra 6~ 26'), Saturn will again
square this planet from Cancer 6° 26' in the
North Tropic. Immediately following the
preceding Winter Solstice in December
(1944), when the Sun opposes Saturn and
squares !he degree held by Neptune the combined influence~ of these major bodies will
be generated in the atmosphere. For detailed
interpretation refer to 5.04.
NMth Tropic: Neptune attained extreme
north declination ( 22 N 23) or North
Tropic station during May, 19t03, the Sun
forming a conjunction with Neptune in that
position on June 26, 1903, at New Moon.

.
Neptune on the Meridian
The immortal A. J. Pearce, in his Textbook of Astrology, which is replete with
v al u a b 1e astro-meteorological instructions
and statistical data, records the fact that at the
Summer Solstice of 1879 the planet Neptune
tenanted the lower meridian at Greenwich.
The Sun ( in sextile aspect to Uranus) and
Mercury were setting in the chart. A cold
and wet summer was disastrous for agriculmrists in the British Isle::-.At the Royal Observatory, rainfall in July, 1879, was
3.72 inches, 1.35 inches greater than the
average for- the previou3 38 years. That
August the rainfall was 5.19 inches, being
2.77 inches greater than the average. We
quote this record to compare with subse- ,
quently observed characteristics evid c in -weather when Neptune oc n ·
a similar
angle in ingress chart over the United
States.
- ·Oar
. • observations concerning Nep- - on the meridian of the solar charts for
the beginning of the seasons lead us to believe that 10th house (south angle) positions are equally important as provocative
of veering lower barometric pressure areas
and static conditions southward, with accompanying excessive
condensation of
aqueous vapors in the lowlands and colder,
wet weather over the interior as winds blow
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formed a conjunction with Saturn and opposed Neptune. Based on these testimonies,
interpretations prepared in December, 1936,
were submitted in writing to a syndicated
newspaper columnist as a conservative test
of the principles involved.* It was definitely
stated that these combinations indicated
hazards for aviation over that geographical
area as the result of ice forming on wings
of airplanes in transit. This forecast was confumed by the large number of airplane disasters. Official investigations disclosed that
invariably the crashes resulted from ice rapidly forming on the wings.
The winter season was colder and more
inclement over the weste-rn portions of the
United States. Over the Middle West and
Eastern States, on the contrary, comparative·ly milder temperatures and lower average of
precipitation were attested to by Mars in the
north angle of the chart. The midway point
between Neptune and Mars measured
geographically to the longitude of Chicago.
Therefore, on January 25, 1937, devastating
floods swept down the Ohio and Mississippi
valleys and on January 29 the reported toll
was 330 persons dead (225 of them in Ken7.03-Statistical Data
tucky) . In ten different States from -Penn(a) Neptune on the Meridian:
sylvania to Mississippi, 1,035,000 persons
The Vernal Ingress on March 21, 1927, were rendered homeless.
9: 59 a.m,. 75th meridian shows Neptune in
It should be borne in mind that maps,
the 4th angle. During the spring season of for either solar quarters from which to inthat ·rearthe rainfall was considerably above terpret seasonal indications or weekly lunar
the average in the Ohio valley and over the quarters from which to discern weekly
Eastern States generally. Uranus, entering the changes in the character of the weather, may
equator, was upsetting norin~eather
con- be erected for the longitude and latitude
ditions all over the world, particttlarly in of the place in which you reside.
Europe where it occupied the upper meThey may also be transposed to any deridian. According to newspaper re_R<>rtsn sired point in geographical longimde by deApril 24, 1927, the Mississippi River was ducting four minutes of time for each deoverflowing its banks and spreading c:flf,S<>la·gree west and adding in the same manner
tion. Appeals for relief were sent out by the for meridians eastwardfrom any given point.
inhabitants along the lower Mississippi w~en
their homes were washed away by the B 1.
( c) Seismic and Volcanic Phenomena
(b) A map of the heavens for the Sun's
The frequency of volcanic eruptions and
ingress into Capricorn on December 21, ·- seismic dismrbances coinciding with out. 1936, 5: 18 p.m. 107th meridian, embodies
reaks of pestilential diseases tends to supsome interesting features relative to the
port tpe hypothesis of planetary action beNeptune influence since this chart was pracng the exciting cause of all these phenomtically applied in a test forecast for a news- 'ena. And electricity may be the agent. For
paper. At that longitude Neptune, occupy- instance, in astro-meteorological forecasts
ing the lower meridian, ~as being oppose<1
(Continued on page 126)
by Saturn from the upper meridian, the a,
O'Hara, New York Post, subsetual opposition having taken place on J~nu1 •Neal
ary 17, 1937. On January 22-2, Venus quently printed verification of forecasts.
downslope toward the centers of atmospheric
disturbance.
The nadir or 4th house position, on the
other hand, induces low pressure areas to
veer northward. Fed by winds from the
southward; the resultant ascending air currents work upslope to the interior. Deluges,
developing in the northern areas, swell the
streams and increase the flood hazards in the
lowlands. When interpreting the meridian
position of Neptune, it is important, therefore, to observe whether the planet occupies
the lower or upper meridian. Likewise note
those longitudes where Neptune exactly
squares the meridian for in each case these
points are critical for excessive downfall o.t;
abnormally wet seasons.
Should Venus transit the place of Neptune,
or oppose it while thus stationed, the tendency to induce excessive downfall of rain
within a short space of time at_ such con:figurations is accentuated. In most cases the
effecrs of Neptune are extreme. Rapid fall
of barometer, accompanied by heavy mist
and calm atmosphere are approaching signals of such phenomena.
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CAPRICORN

If YouWere BornDecember

22 - January

19

More important to you than anything else upward-if you are living up to Neptune .
.in your coming year is the position of the
If you fail in doing this, you may make
planet Neptune, now commencing its transit the mistake of renouncing at the wrong times
of your house of ambition and worldly or for the wrong reasons things that would
record, the 10th, natural position of your bring big regrets. You could allow some emosign Capricorn. You experience this only tional experience to so affect you that you
once in your lifetime.
would grow careless of your reputation and
There is a certain bond between your own position. This same emotional confusion
planet, Saturn, and Neprune-the
bond is might cause you to do impractical things in
some form of renunciation, denial, self- the heat of feeling;. or: because .of some
discipline, in favor of g,oals unreachable
hunch.. You could adopt odd occupations; or
otherwise: comparable to the throwing over- find unusual factors in whatever you were
board of ballast in order to rise. So in your
doing. There is possibilicy that you will meet
next twelve months don't be surprised if you with trickery or fraud in your occupational
are called on by circumstances or people to contacts from now on; and in contacts with
do something like this; not even if it is a superiors, representatives of government 1
call from inside yourself. For under the in- higher-ups generally. If not fraud, then misfluence of Neptune your whole direction of understandings or illogical situations.
effort is going to change; it may be so gradNow in your 6th house and continuing
ual as not to obtrude on your consciousness, there for the whole of your year ahead are
but it will be sure. For any purely personal the two planets Saturn and Uranus, the pz,scambition you now acknowledge, you will and the future meeting. Wherefore, i£ you
substitute aspiration of some kind. Neptune
look back of you honestly, JOU can siu-mise
refines and spiritualizes; and Neptune will pretty well what will take place ahead of
you in the affajr:,, of this house; for Saturn
remain in your 10th house for approximately
fourteen years. From mid-April to the be- is weighing--'and maturing your deserts, and
ginning of August it retrogrades back into Uranus i,s"providing the opportunity to move
your 9th, but thenafter you will feel it con- on onqi the past has been evened. What has
stantly at your mid-heaven.
been ;,our record with those who look up
If you react wisely to its influence, you to yQ>u,who follow you, who support you,
can look forward to bringing your ideal oc- seryfe you, or depend upon you? What is your
cupation nearer; can look forward to being prlesent status with those who work with
in the position of yourself becoming an ideal
·u? Are there any responsibilities overin the eyes of others through your efforts. hanging or avoided? Any injustices? WhatYou may find chances to make of your pri-... ever your past holds will now begin to revate creative potentialities a career. At so~
appear; and if it was good only, then you
time during this transit your occupation will.~ will now experience only pleasant after•
place you in quiet places, secluded or isy;': maths. Otherwise, otherwise.
lated, or you may work alone. You cor.,1'-1 _ While Saturn and Uranus stay in· this
have occupational experiences connect< · house, conserve all your vitality and do not
with social service work; with places of CQ,
~ put any proionged or unusual strain on your
finement or restriction; with mental pursu,
· nerves; mental overwork should be taboo.
ruch as local teaching, publishing, etc. Wh;
you may feel inclined to take on more work,
ever the form or forms your life efforts ta,ke accept new responsibilities, and may even be
from now on, the trend w.ill be distinctly
forced to do so; but you can still go through
52
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downslope toward the centers of atmospheric
disturbance.
The nadir or 4th house position, on the
other hand, induces low pressure areas to
veer northward. Fed by winds from the
southward; the resultant ascending air currents work upslope to the interior. Deluges,
developing in the northern areas, swell the
streams and increase the flood hazards in the
lowlands. When interpreting the meridian
position of Neptune, it is important, therefore, to observe whether the planet occupies
the lower or upper meridian. Likewise note
those longitudes where Neptune exactly
squares the meridian for in each case these
points are critical for excessive downfall or
abnormally wet seasons.
Should Venus transit the place of Neptune,
or oppose it while thus stationed, the tendency to induce excessive downfall of rain
within a short space of time at . such configurations is accentuated. In most cases the
effects of Neptune are extreme. Rapid fall
of barometer, accompanied by heavy mist
and calm atmosphere are approaching signals of sucq phenomena.

formed a conjunction with Saturn and opposed Neptune. Based on these testimonies,
interpretations prepared in December, 1936,
were submitted in writing to a syndicated
newspaper columnist as a conservative test
of the principles involved.* It was definitely
stated that these combinations indicated
hazards for aviation over that geographical
area as the result of ice forming on wings
of airplanes in transit. This forecast was confirmed by the large number of airplane disasters. Official ihvestigations disclosed that
invariably the crashes resulted from ice rapidly forming on the wings.
The winter season was colder and more
inclement over the western portions of the
United States. Over the Middle West and
Eastern States, on the contrary, comparative·ly milder temperatures and lower average of
precipitation were attested to by Mars in the
north angle of the chart. The midway point
between Neptune and Mars measured
geographically to the longitude of Chicago.
Therefore, on January 25, 1937, devastating
floods swept down the Ohio and Mississippi
valleys and on January 29 the reported toll
was 330 persons dead (225 of them in Ken7.03-Statistical
Data
rucky). In ten different States from Penn(a) Neptune on the Meridian:
sylvania to Mississippi, 1,035,000 persons
The Vernal Ingress on March 21, 1927, were rendered homeless.
9:59 a.m., 75th meridian shows Neptune in
It should be borne in mind that maps,
the 4th angle. During the spring season of for either solar quarters from which t_ointhat rear-the rainfall,was considerably above terpret seasonal indications or weekly lunar
the average in the Ohio valley and over the quarters from which to discern weekly
Eastern States generally. l)ranus, entering the changes in the character of the weather, may
equator, was upsetting no.rin~eather
con- be erected for the longitude and latitude
ditions all over the world, parzjrularly in of the place in which you reside.
Europe where it occupied the up,i:,er meThey may also be transposed to any deridi~n. According to newspaper reports on sired point in geographical longitude by deApril 24, 1927, the Mississippi Rivl<!rwas ducting four minutes of time for each deoverflowing its banks and spreading d',r-sola- gree west and adding in ·the same manner
. !ion. ~ppeals for relief were sent out by the· for meridians eastward from any given point.
mhabltants along the lower Mississippi wl}en
( c) Seismic and Volcanic Phenomena
their homes were washed away by the flo&.'.
The frequency of volcanic eruptions and
(b) A map of the heavens for the Sun's
ingress into Capricorn on December 21, • seismic disturbances coinciding with outreaks of pestilential diseases tends to sup1936, 5: 18 p.m. 107th meridian, embodies
port t!ie hypothesis of planetary action besome interesting features relative to the
ng the exciting cause of all these phenom•
~eprune in_flue?cesince this chart was pracAnd electricity may be the agent. For
t1cally applied 10 a test forecast for a news- ena.
instance, in astro-meteorological forecasts
paper. At that lo°:g~tude Neptune, occupy'
t:,, rh,a. 1nnr,=. .. e'V\..,..to,..-t1-,..-..
..,.,,..,.,.,.
i...,...;__
.-..-------'
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THE YEAR AHEAD FOR CAPRICORN

it with a relaxed attitude, favoring yourself
all you can. Do not worry, fear, or tighten
. up. Be prompt in treating any ailment, so
rhat it has no chance to become chronic;
and just deny yourself the luxury of taking
physical risks, especially in a hurry.
In your work and service, there may come
restlessness, boredom with habit; the way to
change is slowly and practically, but in no
haste, even when things change suddenly.
From now to July, Jupiter continues to
pass through your 7th house, giving you
some months yet of opportunity to benefit
through the good will you earn from others.
There will be a tendency for those things
heretofore private or hidden in your life,
co come out through other folks. Those with
whom you are on a basis of equality, and
your partners, will at present·be more to you
in the way of guides, counsellors, patrons;
more tolerance and appreciation will come
your way. You may find yourself trusting
others more, leaning on them; but a word
of caution here-for if you go too far with
this there could be liability to credulity or
misplacement of trust or generosity.
On July 1st Jupiter moves into your 8th
house. This position favors your mutual type
finances. Wherefore if you are in a business partnership, this will be the time to
put on more pressure to bring in returns;
be more receptive to the advice, leads, furnished by your partner-he
or she might
prove to have more authority or strength
than suspected. This advice will hold good
with a marriage partner, too. If you are at
present in no partnership, be ready to consider the possibilities when they appear.
It is possible aoo from this position of
Jupiter that you could benefit through legal
monies, insurance, joint accounts, or wills.
Some secret, or latent factor in your life
and consciousness is apt to terminate in a
manner favorable to you while Jupiter is
here; it would involve your emotional or sex
life.
From now to March 8th Mars contributes its energy and initiative to you by way
of your personality and personal objectives,
your 1st house. This is a time to make needed new starts, to exert personal effort and
action in behalf of your hopes. Feb. -6-17,
however, Mars being opposition Jupiter, you
must be sure these goals are practical and
not inflated. March 1-9 when Mars trines
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both Uranus and Neptune, push your material interests--occupation, finances, services
-and be alert for genuine new_opportunity
and ideas.

From March 9th to April 17th, Mars
passes through your 2nd house activating
your finances of both fixed and movable
type. Some decisions on action will be necessary:There will be more positiveness in your
handling of finances. March 9-18 Mars trines
Saturn: try now to clinch and close financial
propositions, especially those from the past
or with older persons. Take on more financial
responsibility if it seems wise.
From April 18 to· May 27 your mind receives the ray of Mars through your 3rd
house, and you think keenly, -directly, are
able to decide promptly. But Mars square
to Uranus April 14-20 presupposes too
snappy _decisions and shifts that won't last
or be practica~
mo~e slowly. And Mars
square Saturn April 25-May 2 makes you
liable to heated attitudes toward work, elders, the past; makes you want to force
things; and to overwork, injuring your
health. You should put into action your
plans of local nature; should get done what
writing, planning, short travelling, is on
your schedule.
From May 28 to July 7 the affairs of
your 4th house are stimulated by Mars. Domestic conditions become more active, as
do members of your home. You will feel
more inclined to work around your home
and get things done. May 5-15 will be an
excellent time to do it, with Mars trine
Jupiter; enlist the cooperation of your mate,
both with home improvements and in connection with fixed assets. But May 14-26
Mars opposes Neptune: this is a doubtful
time for any decisive action in estate matters, especially investments involving your
occupation: look for hidden factors. And
rone down home and neighborhood con.fiicts.
Look into· new financial propositions connected with income or estate May 29-June 2,
while Mars is sextile Uranus; make home
changes, improvements. June 15-20 Mars
is sextile Saturn: finish up lingering domestic
affairs, rry to conclude old matters involving
your fixed assets. June 30-July 10 the confidence of yourself or your partner may
cause impractical spending.
From July 8 to August 24 your 5th
house feels the transit vibrations of Mara,

so
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and your attitude toward the pleasures of
life becomes positive. You will find yourself
taking the initiative with those you love
too. And if you have an interest in art or
are creative in any of the fine arts, the urge
will be felt to express creatively. August
14-25 Mars is trine Neptune, a very emotional time which can be productive of
more happiness and a clearer concept of
emotional values.
From August 25th to March 28, 1944,
you feel Mars' stimulation of your 6th house
affairs. During its comparatively long stay
here you must be responsible for your own
physical well being, in the sense of taking
extra care of yourself. Resolve not to take
risks; even those you think nothing of as a
rule. You will either be inclined, or forced
by circumstances, to work harder and be
more physically active than usual; but this
can be done with a relaxed mind in such a
way as not to result in physical depletion.
More effort aro9nd your home, or in connection with it, will come about. You may
be under necessity to serve, or assume some
of the responsibilities ot, a dependent, a
family member, or a friend; and your employees or servants or subordinates in work
may seem to present some form of challenge
to you, or rouse you to extra effort-you
.must tone down an attitude of resentment
or force toward them.
From September 30 to Oct0ber 28 Mars
conjuncts Saturn. This activates you personally so that you take an unaccustomed attitude of enterprise and initiative toward your
work and hopes. Even your friends, family,
and inferiors feel it; your old and accustomed attitudes toward them, and your habits with them, take on a necessity for action.
During this time make up your mind to go
after your real objectives in life and put
your hopes to the rest 0f direct, personal action. If you have a chronic physical condition, this would be a good time to take action
in regard to it, and see what can be done to
break it up.
·
August 23-September 10, December 1-30
and again January 11-17, Mars moves
conjunction Uranus. During all three of
these stretches work on putting over your
new financial plans; and be more than usually alert for the new propositions that come
your way. Be sufficiently enterprising not to
turn down thing because it is new and up-
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sets your ·habit or routine; these stretches
can offer you some new growth and new opportunity if you are awake and receptive.
Some clues and tips may come to you through
your inferiors, especially new employees or
servants. If you know there is need to reorganize your work or the way you are doing
it, do it now. You may feel an urge to clear
away some of your physical comforts or
possessions, and it might be well to do so,
replacing them with new ones or with those
of a different type. You could acquire new
pets.
December 13-January 11 Mars will be
trine Neptune, and under this influence you
should deliberately take time to withdraw
personally from overmuch action and .ake
the time to look with detachment at your
current goals and future results; for this vibration enables you. to look at things with
a panoramic eye, and you get a clearer set
of values; you can discard what is not worth
while and see what is, in regard to ·your
work in the world. This period suggests
travel, if the occasion arises.. It also strongly
suggests that you undertake further education
and training; that you read more; that you
take up some hobby or avocation. If you
use your hands creatively, or as occupational
skill, these vibrations will _enable you to
make use of your talent further .

How- to Read

a Horoscope

(Continued from page 25)
When this occurs ( the same sign on two
cusps) the ruler becomes of added import
in application, for it brings the two houses
thus joined to a common application point,
very much like a conjunction.
As an exercise in testing your skill up
to this point, fill in the names of the planets
ruling each of Hitler's houses in the foregoing list. This will fix in your mind the
method used and you can then apply it to
your own horoscope and those of your relatives and friends. Remember that you are.
now working from the viewpoint of externals; you_are dealing in what the native is
most likely to do and how he is most likely
to do it-not in his essential qualities.
Next month we will go still further in
house interpretation. In the meantime,
memorize the house key words given here.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE

Operations

and Treatments

January,

1943

If you are in need of health
attention, whether for beginning a course of treatment,
changing physicians or having
an operation, the best thing to
do is to have the advice of an
experienced and competent astrologer, as well as that of a
good doctor.
The more important parts of
the body under the domination
of the 12 Zodiacal signs are:
ARIES: Head, face, brain,
cranium and facial bones,
TAURUS:
Neck, throat,
gullet, larynx, cerebellum, neck
bones, voice, Eustachian canal.
GEMINI: Shoulders, hands,
arms, fingers, lungs, breath, .
blood, collarbones, bones of
s..
shoulders,arms and hands.
su
CANCER:
Breast, chest~
epigastric region, stomach, di- '1-:"l'.:-"'":t-;;~-+--fi~
gestive organs and functions,
~
breast bone and ribs.
t--FT""-=-1---t---t:-~..,,.
LEO~ Upper part of the
i-::---r=-i--+-1+.'M-1',-.,..C
spine and the back generally.
VIRGO: Abdominal and
umbilical region, bowels and
intestines, assimilative functions, lower part of spine.
LIBRA:
Lumbar region,
skin, kidneys, and bones of
lumbar region. ·
SCORPIO: Urinary and sex organs, arms, nose, generative power, bladder and pelvic
bones.
SAGITTARIUS: Hips and thighs, arterial system, nerves.
CAPRICORN: Knees and hams, bones and joints, and caps of knees,
AQUARIUS: Legs, ankles, shin bones, blood circulation.
PISCES: Feet, toes, lymphatic system, bones of feet and toes.

rM;t_t~t;Jfl~;~~

It is not wise to go against a black day on this diagram. When day or part of day is gray,
don't make changes concerning health unlets there is a vital emergency. Do all pos$ibl.eto keep
away from the black days under the sign ruling the affected J.)art.
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January, 1943, Opportunities
For those born Mar, 21-Apr. 19

Dear

Arie.,:

Something is maturing in your mind in
gradual but permanent fashion that will soon
or late change your environment and your
direction of worldly effort. This is continuing. It is having its effect on your marriage,
partnerships, and selection of friends. Your
standards are re-forming as brand new concepts enter your mind. This month something
can happen to push this big influence in your
life forward. Be both selective of and attentive to those who surround you. They will
point the way. Especially try to make friend- ly contacts with influential men and women
from the 15th on. See what can be done to
gain through your unofficial hobbies, original talents, inventiveness.
Als<? in a big and significant way, your
domestic picture is now in process of being
rejuvenated in some manner. Possibly
through a change of location. Possibly
through better perspective on your part. The
fast 11 days of your January push this along;
give you a more prominent role to play, or
a bigger example to set; bring more warmth
and perhaps freedom into your domestic pattern. Still, even while you take full advantage of this influence, for your own best interests don't overdo anything.
Your personality is magnetized, warmed,
and made more appealing by the rays you
feel in the first twelve days of this month.
Forward things then that require you to be
seen, to be present in person, to make per- sonal contacts. Put your best foot forward.
You may :find 22-29 stirs up conflicts between your motives and actions; especially
in ambition, career, and partnerships. Be sure
you know all hidden factors. Careful wi~h law
and reputation; but more careful of boiling
feelings that let secrets overflow. Better to
study the other fellow involved and be
guided by him, or her.
From 6th to 20th is best time of your
mouth for making permanencies of new
things and d1anges: record new ideas, test
them. Meet new people: test them. Conceive
new ambitions: test them, Better yourself.
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For tho!Je born Apr. 20-May 20

D~ar Taurus:
Th;-ough last summer and fall an<l continuing, you have known that your financial
affairs and career were undergoing certain
changes and solidifyings. In the work you
perform in a personal way, this larger trend
was also making itself felt: you have been
recognizing your own ideals and goals, and
this has, and will, introduce shifts and refor~, of an enduring kind. Some of your
affairs have crystallized· and matured; others
have led to new factors in your pattern. Now,
in your January, a kind of perspective flows
into your mind, accompanied by chances to
broaden your field and enlarge your furnre
prospects.
From 6th to 20th, but especially 4th to
15th, is your best time this month in which
to advance yourself and begin efforts which
will eventually have profitable effect upon
your occupation, reputation, and money. Be
alert to things at or from a distance; see
where more education or training would
bring you a profit; consider the advantages _
of travel if it appears. And be sure you are
personally in evidence before the people of
influence in your sphere who can give you
a boost in any way. However between 3-11
just don't allow your ambitions to become
impractical, nor expect too much: if investments come up, thoroughly investigate, especially if things look too good.
There is a period, 22-29, which may find
you confused, hesitating to act bec--auseyour
own feelings in the matter are unclear, It
could depend upon a mate, a friend, a business partner, or an inferior: pause until the
objective becomes clear to you-it will.
All month your personal affairs will be
more active, and changing more often in
character. Others may_tell you your personality changes often too. From the 28th on
comes a incitement to some kind of personal
change; if it is necessary, then consider _well,
but too quick decision will be an error. From
the 9rh of the month you will be more concerned with your ambitions in a personal
way.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE

January, 1943, Opportunities
For those born May 21-June 20

Dear

Gemini:

It seems as though there was a lot of pressure on you, doesn't it? And in such personal ways. You are continually being forced
to put yourself decisively on record, commit
yourself; and then enforcedly change. Your
usual goals, heretofore taken for granted or
comfortable, seems to be challenged, and to
be subtly altering. Time is pressing you:
things you did, or were, in your past now
condition you-some you forgot, or hid away,
demand to, be acknowledged. You seem to
be held by these things; or bound, currently.
And still something is urging you on; urging
you to work your way out and move into
new life factors. At times you slump; again,
you energize nervously.
You will see just a little more clearly still
by the end of your January the shape of
things to come through this stimulus, Something will occur that makes you feel you
have got a better hold on your personal affairs. All month you will be moving back and
forward between a withdrawing, secretive,
attitude, and one bigger, franker.
From the 5th on favors your efforts to
improve love life and romance: the first four
of these days, 5-9, being especially promising. Also 17-21.
January's financial indications for you are
good on the whole. Accented are the first 12
days; and while they look opportune, there
is need to control impractical hope. Bring
yourself and your interests to the attention
of financial superiors. Actively push your local interests; and your private concerns. Make
social activity count for you financially. Try
to impress favorably those women, and
younger persons of either sex, who affect your
money. You are at present feeling an incoming tide financially and should be up and doing. Make new money starts 6-20.
January's tests may show 22-29. You will
find yourself quite emotional, maybe not understanding yourself: or being confused by
someone you love, a mate, a friend, or an inferior. Results will be noticed and included
•in your reputation; or affect your career.
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For those born. June 21-July 22

Dear

Cancer:

These days the things of real importance
to you don't seem to be getting beyond your-

self, do they? Unless it is that some member
of your domestic picture is the sympathetic
and intuitive one, and helps you communicate. But you are knowing why you recurrently feel like being by yourself, indeed
why you seek quiet and privacy as though
it were a friend, currently. Something in the
nature of a maturing of your depths is
taking place, isn't it? A sort of revelation,
or insight, occasionally comes to you under
these circumstances. Your problems with
your mate, and with your equals of every
day, tend to sort themselves out and focus
thus. Now in January your equals, your
mate or partner, loved ones, and those in
your domestic circle will seem more responsive than usual, more inspiring possibly; yer
between 22nd and 29th this will'be upset,
and there will come some situation demanding action and decision which will not be
immediately easy, due to cross fire within
you. Some factor in your career may be
involved.
.
In the personality others see, a sort of
renewing is taking place: a rejuvenating of
you. Perhaps your vitality, and your bodr
itself, is showing this too. While this influence is shaping, you find it easier to draw
people- to you, and easier to make allowances
for them, be magnanimous. The first 12
days accent this. You might even be able to
attract a former opponent or antagonist. But
if · you find your generosity or trust being
stimulated to an extreme, pull back; especially financially.
You can give your personal concerns, and
your personal appearance, a new start and a
new lease on life between 6th and 20th.
After the 5th, you will find yourself more
susceptible to friends.
Finances: best forwarded this month in
new ways that are intended to be permanent. Best time between 15th and 26th:
in both personal and mutual finances, and
movable or fixed assets.
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January, 1943, Opportunities
For those bom July 23-Aug. 22

For those born Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Dear Leo:

Dear Virgo:

This month, people you meet on a footing
of equality are going to seem to you to have
the advantage; or to be placed by circumstances of the moment in a position to grant
or withhold certain things you desire. Yet
these same people will seem more attractive
to you than usual and will rouse your
warmer feelings, while minds stimulate
mutually. Go over to their side as much as
possible, because by so doing this month
you will stir up some opportunity connected
with your ambitions. For some time now life
has been thrusting you into situations where
you have been forced to try to reconcile the
superior-inferior human factor in order to
maintain your progress and the serenity of
your social circle; in January this necessity
will be keener.
If January's vibrations bring to a head a
desire to begin some new relation to one or
a number of human contacts-friends, allies,
panners, inferior!r-it will prove to your
advantage to put this into .effect 6-20.
This opening month of your new year can
be a romantic one, if this is currently a
factor in your life. Otherwise, it will take
the form of an active vitalizing and rejuvenating of your a.ffectional bonds with
those you care for. Motives will tend to
become more open; confidences to come
more readily. You will respond more this
month to the active type of pleasure and
relax better by exchanging one type of
activity for another. 22-29, however, is a
dubious though intense emotional period:
you may be confronted with some kind of
termination or transition: be slow.
The first twelve days of your month are
opportune to put yourself over in some
personal way with your superiors, and with
women who affeC!t:your reputation or your
ambitions. This will be more solid and lasting if you will be moderate in all efforts;
if you overreach nothing will be gained.
From the 28th on you will meet some new
trend in occupation, possibly a new idea of
your own. Investigate, .but be cautious.

lately there has been a conscious sense of
being judged in your mind: judged as to
your worldly record, your standing to date
in your career and financial affairs. Certain
factors in your occupational past have seemed
m mature; others have completely changed.
Your whole piaure has been, and is, in
process of undergoing revision, not alone
from outside factors, but also from within
yourself. More responsibility is being demanded of you; habits are changing. New
faces are influencing you: both as fellow
workers and inferiors, as well as those in
top spots to you.
And there is gradually coming about an
expanding and rejuvenating of your more
real and desired goals: your friendly or
fraternal contacts are infiuencing this, as
are your family members.
Now in your January your career, your
job, your reputation, your finances, your
relation with labor or those who serve you,
is going to take better shape. Certain things
will tend to harmonize themselves: inclusive
of human factors as well as old and · new
situations. Things formerly behind t~e scenes
in working surroundings may come our.
Your increased executive sense will bring
improvement in work; your personal planning and thought will have good results. In
a word, this is the time to concentrate, because it will pay you.
The other side of your life, your affections
and your pleasure and your cultural side, receive January's secondary stimulation. There
is a period 22-29 which may confuse you, or
bring misunderstanding with those who matter in your life. You will notice that you are
more susceptible and sensitive at this time;
for this reason don't exaggerate. All through
the month encourage loved ones to take the
star role; help them develop themselves. The
first 9 days can be romantic, 3-11 expansively
so, but avoid embarrassing consequences.
Jn home life, there will be need to compromise and relax against temporary positiveness on the part of family members.
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January, ,1943, Opportunities
For those born Sept. 23-0ct.

23

For those born Oct. 24-N ov. 22.

Dear Libra:

Dear Scorpio:

This is a very significant time in your life,
as you are sensing; a time when you are
maturing faster than usual, refining your
perceptions, attracting dignity and power in
several senses. Pleasant and profitable new
experiences are showing up: some in your
emotional life, and some in your religious
and philosophic life, some connected with
distance, travel, education, home, and in
your purely personal contacts. You do feel a
greater need to give and take emotionally:
if you lack emotional expressioq at this time,
you may be feeling this as a problem. For ·
your curreht stimuli are fast ripening, refining, making more positive, your emotional
pattern-potential. Through this you are, or
will be, attracting people to you who rouse
your feeling. It is likely that some of these
persons will be somewhat inferior to yourself, yet appealing.
Career ambitions continue to be under
favorable influences £'or progress. 1-12 a
friend~ contact with a superior, active cooperation from a brother or sister, or some
benefit through a friend, a home member,
or a neighbor, can further your objectives.
Be alert. But also, be as strictly practical as
you know how, especially with your fixed
assets.
If in January you are convinced that the
current trend of your life i.s aolling for deliberate re-directionalizing, then make such
new departures between the 6th and 20th
in positive ways.
'
The days between the 22nd and 29th are
different. This is your test period. Personal
extremes or lack of self control are indicated;
feeling will rise until one outlet or another
is provided: so guard against problems in
your current environment, with antagonists,
and also guard your health. This can be done
by simply relaxing under pressure, or having
recourse to humor. Legal affairs are not well
indicated.
Some personal pleasure, attraction, gratifying experience looks probable 5th-9th; it
could be romantic.

Major significances behind the scenes in
your life, which have been forming sin~
last spring and will continue for some time
ahead, are this month speeded up by fortunate vibrations. You can expect certain
reorganizations or shifts in your relations
with your near kin, family members, neighbors, that should prove beneficial. If these
persons bring you ideas or plans, listen
attentively and take the time to test these. _
You may be able to reach some conclusion
or termination in your affairs that will benefit
you. If this is the case, probably the best time
to select for the new start or conditions
will be 6-20.
·
The wider and more far reaching factors
in your ambitions or career are favored in
January. In the first twelve days your plans
and exceptions may be too big or impractical; yet these same days offer some
opportunity connected with your superiors
and with your own mentality or skill, especially manual. When sure you have all the
fact~ and that plans are solid, push financial
interests: 10-12 looks best for it. From 15th
to 26th be ready to finish occupational interests that have been awaiting completion;
and ready to forward new factors. This
period may also bring a forward movement
in your home, and neighborhood environment.
From 22nd to 29th some confusion or
complication looks probable in your love
life, relations with inferiors or children, and
in connection with confidential matters. If
you find yourself taking a forceful or challenging attitude, relinquish it in favor of one
personally adaptable. Be sure what you are
feeling isn't substituted for thought. There
may be something misunderstood.
From the 9th work with home folks to
make home, and home life, more attractive.
You could earn some useful good will from
other people at this time by accenting
hospitality. From the 28th on, if some change
intrudes, take time to reconsider and rediscuss with family.
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January, 194-3, Opportunities
For those born Nov. 23-Dec. 21

For those born Dec. 22-]an. 19

Dear Sagittarius:

Dear Capricorn:

Something about a partnership, a marriage,
a legal affair, a relationship with an equal or
ally will be much on your mind in January.
1t probably has been on your mind before,
in some form; perhaps off and on for some
time. Sorting out your feelings- about your
friends and equals is-before you in a lasting
way just now; so is achieving your rightful
standing among them. Some person may be
standing to you in the light of an example,
an embodying of your ideals, and this is a
clue (or.challenge) you should be accepting.
January finds you perhaps making up and
un-making your mind more than once on
some important decision, connected with
equals, mate, partner, law, money or just
attitude toward your circle.
January will be a physically active month
for you; your presence, and your energy and
·vitality, will be in demand. Your warmer
and more lovable side will show more to
other folks. Some of your private concerns
may, too: in this connection, you will be well
advised to be extra discreet 22-29, when
temptation to bring about the end of some
matter in an impetuous or rash way will
show up. Don't be too sure you know all
there is to know-ask, and listen, whether
it concerns a friend or someone for whom
you care.
This is a good month for concentrating
your mind on career plans and details. With
the help of others, especially: some ally,
partner, or your mate should be able to
furnish you with inspiration, knowledge,
ways and means, or a plan which can be
immediately useful. Listen for tips too from
brothers, sisters, and those close to you in
environment.
The first twelve days, while they bring
finances to the fore, should find you in a
particularly praetical mood. Then actively
push your interests with those higher up or
nt a distance. Appear in person. Make friends
of fellow workers and inferiors: especially
women. A change in mind is likely from 28th
on, regarding your work.

Don't be impetuous this month.
There is forming in your mind an altered
aspiration of some kind, and it is tied with
your position, reputation, prestige, and
worldly accomplishment. This has been
growing now for some months. With it has
been forming a new set of concepts in regard to those who support or serve or look
up to you, and in regard to the work or
service you yourself contribute to others.
Your pattern is changing. This is for the
best, ultimately. And perhaps for most of
your birth month ( and many happy returns)
it will continue to shift in a good way,
toward progress for you. But the fact
remains that around 22-29 there will
come urge, or temptation, to commit yourself by some hasty, or forceful, act or
decision or speech in a way that will cause
you regret and problem in reputation,
position, career, ambitions-and possibly in
your domestic picture too. Careful with
friends and inferiors. It may be a strong
feeling, but you can master' it.
First to twelfth looks like comparative
optimism and opportunity in some strictly
personal way, coming through other people.
Mutual endeavors or mutual funds can bring
profit your way. Exert your executive side,
believe in yourself more, throw in the weight
of your personality. Be with people who
matter, and who can aid you. If you were a
native of another sign, you might need a
warning against impracticality in these days,
but you won't need it, will you?
:.fy{ostof your January some financial
consideration will be in your mind. It wilJ
be in connection wirh personal work and
service; or with your health. Either a decision
must be made more than once, or you will
change your mind.
From the 28th a change in love life, 01
in career, or in connection with an inferior,
will enter your mind; perhaps unexpectedly.
From the 9th on earning money through
a creative talent, or through social sources,
is possible.
-
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January, 1943, Opportunities
For those born Jan. 20,-Feb. 18

'Dear

Aquarius:

It will be other people who turn to you
this month, not the reverse. Your monthly
vibrations, especially from the 9th, mag•
netize and quicken your personality, what
others see of you and react to. Much small
activity, or many small trips, or much detail,
is likely to come your way; continual need
for decision, too. Interests or people at or
from a distance bxome immediate. Some
concern with those you care for, or family
members, occupies you personally. There
may be necessity for you to discuss more
often or at greater length; or to make
speeches, or write more, or more often.
These vibrations give you an opportunity to
make yourself better understood.
You are going through a period-a major
period-of
re-shaping of your mental and
emotional understanding. Subtle vibrations
are playing upon your higher mind, and you
are responding by becoming aware of higher
standards for yourself. A certain maturing is
happening to your emotions: this will ultimately lead you to re-value those you care
for, appreciating what is deepest, soberest,
and most worth while in them. It may also
lead · to certain changes in your love life;
these will be for the best. All through
January -this big development will be going
on harmoniously.
But there is a stretch that doesn't look so
harmonious, and that will be 22-29. It could
happen that a lower and a higher motive
came to grips inside you; some inhibition or
complex could obtrude; some secret become
a problem. You may be _concerned about
someone at a distance, or from a distance.
But all through these days keep your good
reputation and standing in mind.
The first 12 days give you opportunity
co expand your prospects in work, or with
superiors; to earn good will of inferiors; and
ro build up good health. Because there are
conflicting vibrations, be sure your attitude
is not extreme, or thoughtless; in health, go
co no extremes. Then these days will bring
some gain.
JANUARY, 1943

For those born Feb. 19-4-'Iar.20

Dear

Pisces:

Whatever winding up and beginning
again is in your mind could be done this
month and be beneficia~ provided of course
you did it as wisely as you were able. 6-20
would be a good stretch. The trend of your
January is toward easy; or pleasant, finishing
off, completing. And because you are Pisces,
_a lot of it won't be seen by the rest of us:
it will be within that hidden consciousness
of yours.
Certain shifts, minor or major, can come
about in your domestic life, and in relation
tO your fixed assets, in January.
All through the month your usual_contac::s
with your equals will seem to exercise you
way down in those depths of yours. You
may want to decide something in connection
with folks, and think you have; only to have
to turn it over in your mind again. le looks
as though all this private and secret stimalation would have to wait until ne>..i:month
to come tci the surface of your affairs.
In your love and affectional life you are
in a stretch of what might be termed rejuvenation. Perhaps your lasting bonds and
relations are having a sort of other birch.
Perhaps your attraction to and for people is
now more vital Or possibly you are finding
yourself attracted to younger people. In tbe
first twelve days of January your awareness
of, and feeling for, your friends, acquaintances, and loved ones will expand and warm.
Only don't let it oxerexpand or cause you
to make mistakes. Be discreet and somewhat
selective.
There is a period 22-29 which does look
like a personal error of some kind connected
with a friend, with money, with distance, or
with your philosophy of life. This will be
because you couldn't realize at the time that
you were too v."Iought up, and eJ1..iggerating
things because you were susceptible anJ
impressionable to a greater extent than you
knew.
From the 28th a personal change affecting
home, perhaps involving something confidentia4 may appear.

Gl

Your

Daily Horoscope
Friday,

1, 1943

January

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.
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In effect all day
Mercury-Jupiter parallel till 2nd
Saturn-Pluto sextile till 3rd
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Venus-Mars parallel till 3rd
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1;!6W. Mercury-Uranus trine till 3rd
Sun-Mars parallel till 5th
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All day and till 8th: Mercury-Pluto opposition
Moon in Libra till 5: 36 am
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Business: Detour tendency to make mistakes, especially in contracts, from 11 am to
3 pm. Otherwise excellent for selling distribution, advertising.
Love and Romance: Could be romantic, demonstrative, to extremes, especially the
morning. Afternoon more sober; evening good for emotional exchange.

Heahh: Till 5:36 am: have no kidney or genital operations, avoid stimulants. After
~:36 am: have no operations to bladder, genital or rectal regions.
Hospitality:
Unless you notice plans are getting to a large scale, go ahead and be
hospitable as desired. Food: everything desired within reason.

Advising All Signs fur Today
For Aries: A day of terminations; don't
For Taurus: Other people intrude more
be alarmed or dismayed if there is unpleas- definitely into your affairs; be there to meet
antness-it isn't as real as it seems and will
them willingly and cooperate as far as is
wither if not given nourishment from your
reasonable. Watch legal angle till 5:30 pm,
own strengths. Let the past die if it wants
being particularly attentive to causes of"'acto. Be diplomatic and tactful with those feel- tioa by others against you-if against them,
ing an overdose of self-pity. Strongly per- don't magnify; let it wait. Make the best
sonal at noon hour for showing your best, side of your personality count, especially
getting it done through your own effort. from I to 3 pm. Evening: opportunity to
Evening good for home, social contacts.
smooth things out with mate, partners.
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For Gemini: Tendency to extravagance;
carelessnessthat leads to unnecessaryexpense
should be held in check today. Take no risks,
financially or· otherwise. Servants, employees,
social inferiors may bring up problems during daylight hours; postpone if between noon
and 2 pm, if possible-better to adjust and
settle differences after 5:30 pm. Take care of
improving health conditions this evening, if
ailing; also, seek intelligent, capable people.

For Scorpio: Your results today depend
chiefly on you; and what you do depends on
how you handle the way you feel, which
may be a bit sub during the daylight hours.
You are at your best when consciously applying your philosophy of life, and today is
a real opportunity to do just that. Write to
those afar. Get around among acquaintances.
Evening hours favo_rcareer planning, meeting higher-ups, improving with.parents.

For Cancer: The creative, inventive,
original qualities in your nature are rising to
the surface today, demanding outward expression-somewhat off the beam during
daylight hours, if not definitely held to the
line. Postpone abrupt endings in early hours
( till 9: 30 am) ; your angle toward others
will shift later. Evening, after 6 pm, is ex. cellent for planning financial moves, contact•
ing those in power.

For Sagittarius: Strong feelings rule
this day for you, attracting people with missions and problems into your circle-which
they would like to add to those you already
have. Listen; analyze-you can find in them
a key to solution, if you are willing to alter
your course a bit. Watch causes of scandal;
don't fall into emotional traps. Accent on
confidences, but secrets will eventually out,
so be sure. Evening: study.

For Leo: Relatives come to the fore in
your affairs today, including parents, brothers,
sisters, uncles, aunts-with possible threats
of friction during daylight hours; be willing
to adjust, especially from noon to 2 pm.
Postpone, if you can, till evening, when much
will clear itself up through new moods and
attitudes on parts of all concerned. Evening:
opportunity to reconcile differences in home
circle-also, you can be more popular.

For Capricorn: Come to terminals today-don't try to preserve passing conditions •
or relationships; let 'em go. They will any•
way. Tendency to feel pushed by others,
challenged, with desire to react negatively.
Difficulty in achieving true sympathy for
friends who are old enough to know better.
All this more likely prior to 5: 30 pm. Then
opportunity to smooth it all out, if earlier
flames haven't been fanned.

For Virgo: Friends in trouble may call
For Aquarius: Take your cue from sufor help-assist them to lift their burdens, periors in career and social affairs today.
not to lay them down or get you to carry Friends say or do things that show you which
them. Strong accent today on your analytical · way the wind blows, so pay alert attention.
powers, solving personal and other problems; Those who look up to you in your domestic
good results if kept strictly on constructive circle assist you in achieving some worthy
level. Pay attention to new ideas that come end. Watch tendency to expose confidences
into your mind, particularly after 5: 30 pmor secr{!tsby mistake. Give some thought
they can be polished up and amount to a and time to planning public, social progres6
profitable something later.
in the evening; organize assets.
For Libra: Money matters obtrude their
ugly head-with tendency to worry. But
.worry won't help. Plan by analyzing situation, including relations with social and career superiors, if you can't take your mind
off problems. Better still: wait till after 6 pm,
when advice of a friend' or superior can be
of added assistance. Be willing to accept
clianges gracefully. Evening: excellent for
visiting, hospitality, favors of other sex.
JANUARY, 1943

For Pieces: This is your chance ro move
forward; your early hunches may be correct
and should be put to the test. Advice or
assistanceof those you have befriended helps
definitely in your work, career, reputation.
Put best foot forward. New perspective flows
into your mind, expanding, broadening your
viewpoint and effectiveness.Loved ones play
an important role this evening; pay -attention
to their leads for future gain.
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Daily Horoscope
Saturday,

2, 1943

January

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract 1 hour for Central, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

In effect all day
Saturn-Pluto sextile till 3rd
Venus Mars parallel till 3rd
Mercury-Uranus trine till 3rd
Mercury-Neptune trine tiil·4th
Sun-Mars parallel ti115th
Venus- Jupiter parallel till 5th
Sun-Mars semi-sextile till 6th
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 8th
Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
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All day and till 9th: Sun-Jupiter parallel
111. Moon in Scorpio all day

'J>6 2.! 6:08 am-6:08 pm: Moon-Jupiter trine
l1 II u End of Mercury-Jupiter parallel at 3:16 pm (since Dec. 31)
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3:30-9:30 pm: Moon-Venus sextile
4:22 pm till tomorrow 10:22 am: Moon-Uranus opposition

Business: Better for selling than buying; but if you must purchase, be more cautious,
practical and analytical than your feelings suggest. Deal with women, the public, in goods
andservices that .serve the masses.
Love and Romance: Again today it is romantic and sympathetic. Better in daylight
for rom:;.nce,because evening tempts to sudden breaks or changes, or the unexpected in
your relation. Ho'Yever, wise reforms OK between you.
Health: Tendency is to overdo, both in work and self-indulgence-either of which
will uncover weak spots, or make them. Have no operations or drastic treatments involving the bladder, genitals or rectal region.

Hospitality: Good for entertaining and enhancing social prestige; but in evening be
on guard against sudden trends you didn't expect. Don't ask strangers or unconventional
people. Ask those with influence, children, w_omen,those guests you care for. Food: only
hazard new dishes-anything else.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Taurus:

For Aries: Successful conclusions to power efforts possible all day. A family member
may through certaia information or good will
assist you. Press for advantage in mutual
money and estate matters. Ask deserved
favors from others whose resources could
aid. Terminate or rejuvenate domestic, distant, interests. Later afternoon and e;veniog
friends, women, partners, neighbors, may
upset; react slowly. Be discreet.

''

Open ears and eyes to tips,
advantages, from others in your current en•
vironment. Short moves favored: letters,
round trips, local activity. Collect information: it will pay a profit. Seek those who can
mediate profitably in your affairs. From 3: 30
pm through eve new ideas, hunches; advice
from others, in career-financial affairs look
impractical; don't act, wait. Be with inferiors
this eve. If married, avoid impulse.
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For Gemini: Money
better men t
through something you do personally-work,
service-and through partners, law, inferiors
or fellow workers. A day to go after financial
deserts. Ask just favors of those you serve
or who serve you. Get perspective in place
of details in your work. A sudden shift of
personal sort possible in eve, but impractical.
Don't take physical risk. Attraction to those
who look up to you this evening.

For Scorpio: Feature yourself. Be there
in person. Information from a distance, or
persons there; educational interests; travel;
in-laws-watch these as sources of gain. Put
your mind on majors, big things: see trends.
Day favors some financial step forward; but
spending for pleasure is shown too. Evening
urges to terminate look inadvisable; also
postpone home changes. Compare, contrast
yourself with others. Be social locally.

For Cancer: Look your best, b~ seen; by
showing the magnetic and lovable side of
your personality some personal expansion,
harmony, comes. Inspiration through those
who care for you. Put yourself and your creative possibilities forward in working surroundings. Be with other sex. Late afternoon,
eve, you get quick clues, or sudden changes,
jn love life, secrets, inner awareness. More
popularity with younger persons, loved ones.

For Sagittarius: Go behind the scenes
for the day's most important openings; dig,
intuit, become more aware of latent, hidden,
factors. Quiet surroundings favor you. Give
time to concentrated forwarding of private
hobbies, confidential interests. If other people
upset nerves, mental attitudes, in evening,
just relax: distrust new things proposed or
met abruptly. If restless, seek inferiors and
friends of warm, gracious, artistic types.

For Leo: Try co close, settle, quietly
forming enthusiasms and hopes: get verdicts
on private creative-original activities. Family and those loved will be more disposed
and able to do you some favor, or contribute
a piece of information, which brings gain.
From mid afternoon on a quick challenge or
change appears through others, affecting
private and home life; wait, don't be impulsive. Evening good for local social activity.

For Capricorn; A friend made today
will bring expansion. Seek cultured, professional, travelled, aristocratic types, legal persons, who will join you or assist you in forwarding some current hope, wish, perhaps
confidentially. But late afternoon and eve are
unfavorable for you with strangers; friends
met may be impractical. OK for your personal appeal, being more popular-or romantic, Still, avoid anything sudden.

For Virgo: Look forward and hope: rhis
attitude will lead to something. Show your
friendly side in every contact: ask advice,
information-some of it promises gain, especially in fixed assets and home. Your mind
will pick up quicker today; push studies.
Also train hands. Strong day for planning,
even the details. But evening, although
promising socially and affectionately, brings
abrupt shifts, affecting mental poise.

For Aquarius: Attract patrons, favors,
today. Cultivate your friends and be receptive
to their counsel, and indirect tips; they may
point out factors you didn't know about.
Listen. You are favored in working surroundings and in career, and can make an advance.
OK for appealing to public if desired until
mid afternoon. Then on, personal mistakes
set you back in career, with loved ones, and
in health, so postpone new things, changes.

For Libra: Drop non-essentids and.give
yourself to pushing your ambitions. Contact
people of influence; also financial persons,
bankers, etc. If desired, public appeals can be
made; your reputation enhanced. Show your
intellectual side. People in yom near environment are sources of benefit today. Gean up
correspondence, minor visiting and travelling. In eve distri.Jst too sudden new urges
covering large territory or scope.

For Pisces: You are able to see more of
your future, get a bigger slant on your direction, today: do so, rearrange plans. Travel
OK. Your own originality, education, culture,
if used, will prove fortunate; also be with
peop1e who draw out your greater potentials.
Changes in home or love life not advised this
eve. _Impromptu hospitality would tap secrets
unexpectedly. Be with younger friends,
women friends, artistic neighbors.
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Sunday, January

Time given is Eastern War Time; make correctfoms to your locality-suh.tc.act 1 hour far Central, 2 for Mounta·in and 3 for P~cific War Time.
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7:2i am-7:21 pm: Moon-Pluto tlrioe
End of Venus-M-ars paralleLat 7:28 am (since Dec. 3'@)
Moon enters Sa,gj.ttarius .at ,8: 35 am
1~08 pm till tomorrow 7 ~:0$am: Moon-Mars conjunctioo
Neptune .stationary at 2 pm; then retro~ade
End of Mercury-Uranus trineat 11:12 pm ~since Doc. 31)
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Business: Best time for planning ahead is before 8 am, with rechecking necessary on
a better day. Balance of .day: defer serious decisions if possible.
Love and Romance;
Early morni,o.g restless; make a)liowances. Day and early eve help
each -other counteract doubt, depression. Late eve better for romance.
Health:

Till 8:35 am: Avoid operation or ,drastic ttea-tmen.t to hlad<ller,genita1s, rec•

tu:m. After 8: 3 5 am: defer operation 1t0lungs, shoulders., -arms.

Hospitality:
For gay parties, not so ,good; but .more serious for dutiful ones., .can he
OK. later evening plan to be more actiye. Ask guests to be coun1ted upom.; and active,
uninhibited guests. Food: dependable, rather hearty.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Partners, mate, stimulate you
to added effort in career today, developing
your understanding of the inner motives of
important people around. you. This is a
growth producing day and will :add tO your
evenmai happiness: Those in top spots are
showing you, perhaps unconsciously, what
yo1101.1;ghtto know-analyze their methods
for your own profitable application. Put personal plans to test in pm.

'6'6

For Taurus: Early ideas (prior to 9 am)
re assets, money, business or social progress,
are to be relied on-put them to work for
you. Advice .of others in same departments
to be taken with a gtain of salt. Where others
participate in finances with you, family
'budget, coR.tracts, don't cban_ge your mind;
be diplomatic, wait till a better time if possible. Cu1tivate inner life in evening. If teasion arises, relax against it.
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For Gemini: You're going to see plenty
of other people's opinions on parade today,
some of them opposed to your own. Don't
back down, for yours are at least as good and
will prove so in the long run, if you lean a
bit toward the practical for the time being.
Misunderstandings with close associates
should be faced frankly, openly, and without
rancor; seek the facrs seriously. Evening offers opportunity to profit through labor.

For Scorpio: Take care of money matters by seeing people whose opinions in fi.
nance you respect and weighing what they
say. If serious problems face you in this
department, get legal advice. Temptation to
act abruptly should be curbed-think of consequences. Not a good time to institute reforms i:>rstart new ventures. If new people
are met, wait till after the 5th before com•
ing to a definite opinion about them.

For Cancer: Health and vitality may
need consideration. It may not be easy to
remain calm) but if you do it will be worth
the effort. Simply refuse to be annoyed by
those near you, and don't fret over domestic
problems. PM is opportunity to advance affectional program, plan action in career or
occupation, and adjust difficulties of children.
Don't expose inner feelings to any but most
trusted and proven associates.

For Sagittarius: You'll want to do
everything yourself, have it your way, today
-and you'll be right in nine-tenths of what
you'd do. But there is such a thing as compromise in little things. Be "filling to give cooperation-you'll be more likely to get it,
later when you need it more. Be cautious
with people who have radical notions; and be
kind to elders. Excellent vibrations for improving position with loved ones.

. For Leo: Don't permit misunderstandings to creep in between you and loved ones;
above all, hold impulse to mak~ quick
changes in important relationships. Your
idea factory is working in high gear and can
be made to pay big dividends with today's
product. Be alert to interpret moves made
by inferiors, servants, employees. A good aft-·
ernoon and evening for fixing up the home,
doing needed repairs.

For Capricorn: Be willing to work silently behind the scenes--this isn't the day
for you to be too assertive. Changes present
themselves, but don't be too eager to adopt
them; something may be missing that would
make you wish you hadn't later. Afternoon
and evening bring tension in your domestic
circle, but you can be diplomatic if anyone
can-this is the time to do it. A good evening to spend with tested friends, cronies.

For Virgo: Plenty of action, with possible tension, in your domestic affairs today.
Might involve assets, property, parents, loved
ones. No day for coming to conclusions-put it off and relax. Be careful of what you
say or write; best to rehearse and edit ideas
in private before releasing them. Business,
relations with higher-ups, can also be profitably postponed. PM favors you in intellec~.
tual, Iiterary activities.

For Aquai·ius: There is a subtle shifting of emphasis for you today, as from
focusing on the past to focusing on the future.
Roll with the new mood. You will see this
cropping up among friends and loved ones,
too, and will gain if you cooperate. Both
old and new friendships are important to
yoµ today, in building your popularity and
in furthering your career. Avoid criticising
superiors, but don't avoid contacting them.

For Libra: Carelessness, lack of attention, faulty information c.:an cause loss or
difficulty for you today; so keep the mind
focused, not merely active. Hospitality and
affection are your best bets; surround yourself
with those with whom you can easily harmonize. Financial ideas flow your way; capture them for application later in furthering
career and building with those you admire.
PM favors expanding your ideals.

For Pisces: Worrying and fretting are
not the way ro do it-use the same energies
in planning, analyzing, balancing the pros
and cons of career, occupation, relations with
those higher up socially and in business.
Adopt new methods while retaining the best
of the old-do this consciously and you'll
welcome the results you get. Evening is
excellent for writing to ~hose distant and
for contemplating the philosophical side.
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tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.
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In effect all day
Sun-Mars parallel till 5th
Venus-Jupiter parallel till 5th
Sun-Mars semi-sextile till 6th
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 8th
Mercury-Saturn trine till 8th
Sun-Jupiter parallel till 9th
Sun-Jupiter opposition till 11th
Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
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All day and till 6th: Mercury-Uranus parallel
All day and till 9th: Venus-Uranus trine
All day and till 20th: Mars-Pluto parallel
Moon in Sagitta1ius all day
» Y. 0 1:59-5:59 am: Moon-Sun semi-sextile ·
» 7i. 2! 2:25-6:25 pm: Moon-Jupiter quincunx
t;j b. W End of Mercury-Neptune trine at 4: 55 pm ( since 1st)
» Y. 5i? 10:22 pm till tomorrow 2:22 am: Moon-Venus semi-sextile
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Business: A combination of optimism and desire for action here that needs harne.ssing
and careful directing. Active, forceful people to deal with-don't let them carry you
away. Watch all deals for evidence of impracticality.
Love and Romance: This looks like what you want for romantic purposes, and all
affectional meetings. Plan dates. Express what has been unexpressed; put things to the
test. Vision future ideals; come together.
Health: Avoid excess in food and drink; use untried regimens sparingly; be willing
wait a little longer for complete diagnosis, if necessary. Avoid operations or severe
treatment to lungs, respiratory trace, arms, shoulders.

to

Hospitality: Make plans with reasonable assurance of satisfaction. Larger parties, reunions, children's affairs, celebrations, stag parties, or cultural doings all OK today and
this eve. Food: your choice.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Taurus: Talk less, listen more, toFor Aries: Fortunate influences play upon your career ambitions: feature your exec- day: inner promptings too can be heard this
utive capacity, yow: initiative and enterprise. way, and will point the way. Adapt, re-plao,
Bring efforts to attention of higher-ups, pa- career and work this way. Afternoon's
trons, and generous women of influence. Con- hunches should be carefully investigated,
trast with a friend, inferior, ally, who em- tested: used if worthy. Push interests conbodies an ideal that will inspire you. Com- . nected with mutual money, joint accounts,
municate with, see persons, from, distance. law, resources of partners. Evening finds you
Give affections, social seose,-free play this more susceptible, impressionable, inclined
toward graciousness and generosity.
eve; _plaohospitality, mutual pleasures.
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For Gemini:

It's the other fellow's par-

you can gain financially, legally. Earn good
will, by your attitude of generous cooperation. Contact those in money and legal pursuits. Actively clean up mutual resource
problems. A loved one; a person at, from, a
distance; or an io-law or family member can
stimulate plans, creativeness, originality, that
brings results. Later eve affectional, romantic.

For Scorpio: At home or in other quiet
places, or in quiet moments, you can bring
through some hunch or insight that will
mean greater inner serenity. Your kindness,
generosity, tolerance to some other also
proves a fortunate boomerang. Afternoon is
good for attending to money matters and
future financial plans; for meeting those in
financial pursuits. Meet local superiors, take
part in local social doings this eve.

For Cancer: If you make the first gesture, your generosity will bring some favor,
kindness, from another today: mutual pro.fit
is shown. But be content to play a slightly
subordinate role: offer your service and
y;ork rather than rely on personality. Fellow
workers incline toward you, ally with your
purposes. If weight is unwanted, don't overeat today. Evening favors pleasure through
contacts with other sex.

For Sagittarius: Give yourself the star
role. Dress, groom yourself to make impressions; get around. And take personal initiative in your affairs, especially in the afternoon. Put money matters to the test of action; contacts with financial higher-ups look
promising. Friends, inferiors, dependencs,
may need your help. Someone in your current close environment can rouse mental insight this eve, forwarding some hope.

For Leo: Make the most of your organizing, executive qualities; bring them to the
attention of superiors. Get system into work-.
use your creative talents. Hunches in quiet
surroundings, advice from those loved, can
benefit-listen. Recognize genuine inside infom:\ation. Friends, allies, close kin and
neighbors w~ll be sources of inspiration and
information if you will tap them this eve.
Some happiness or cheer in later evening.

For Capricorn: Inner motives become
open motives; secrets become known, on this
date. You yourself may reveal. Activ~ inner
enthusiasm is going to show as JtErsonal
initiativ~-go to it. Present yourself, your
case, to those who have the power or influence. You attract more affection, sympathy,
patronage from others by allowing your heart
to show-can you? Be free with yourself today. Evening can be romantic later.

Fm:. Virgo: The end of matters forwarded today looks fortunate for you; so
dispatch matters of estate, fixed assets, home,
friendships, and love life. Your opposite
sex will be disposed to be more receptive.
Good for laying plans in career, finances,
employment that satisfy your ideals. Plan
to have your relaxations, pleasures., at home
this evening rather than in public places of
amusement.

For Aquarius: You're a friendly, fraternal sort-show it today for best results.
In afternoon show it to inferiors, fellow
workers, friends in generous ways, and reap
accordingly. Hidden friends will show up,
both day and evening. Think over distaor
interests and future plans: vision goals, nor
means; gain perspective. Favorable this eve
for talking over your ideals with those you
car~ for-or writing them if folks are away.

F 01· Libra: An intuitive, sensmve day
and eve for you; desire for emotional outlet
uppermost. You incline toward all that is
beautiful, inspiring, ideal. Family members
are possible sources of occupational progress;
and obversely, your career can benefit home
folks in some way. Your initiative will bring
uncompleted matters to active, profitable
close today.· This eve, show hospitality to
those to whom you look up.

For Pisces: Encourage the friendly atti•
tude of superiors and higher-ups today; show
them more of your social side, and more of
your creative side. Men of active, positive
type favor you. This evening promises more
social, or romantic, success-as wished. Seek
pleasure in public, or at others' homes. If in
your own home, some heretofore behind-thescenes factor could appear clearly to you and
crystallize your plans.

ty; you attend, attentively. Through others
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Daily Horoscope
_Tuesday, January 5, 1943

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.
In effect all day
Sun-Mars semi-sextile till 6th
!;! II r~ Mercury-Uranus parallel till 6th
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 8th
!;! 8 ~
Mercury-Saturn trine till 8th
!;! td>
0 11 2+ Sun-Jupiter parallel till 9th
~ ,6. r~
Venus-Uranus trine till 9th
0 8 2+ Sun-Jupiter opposition till 11th

0=i

1 hour for Cen-

Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Venus-Mercury conjunction till
16th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till
February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

~6W

All day and till 9th: Venus-Neptune trine
Moon in Sagittarius till 8:34 am
1: 48-11: 48 am: Moon-Neptune square
End of Sun-Mars parallel at 3:30 am (since Dec. 30}
)) 7i I!'{ 6:14-10:14 am: Moon-Uranus quincunx
ll in VJ Moon enters Capricorn at 8: 34 am
» '!I. !;! 9:32 am-1:32 pm: Moon-Mercury semi-sextile
~ II2+ End of Venus-Jupiter parallel at 10:56 am (since 1st)
.» o 0 2:37 pm till tomorrow 8:37 am: Moon-Sun conjunction
2:47-6:47 pm: Moon-Saturn quincuox
)) 7i ?
·» 7i~ 2: 54-6: 54 pm: Moon-Pluto quincunx
·» 82+ 11:13 pm till tomorrow 5:13 pm: Moon-Jupiter opposition

»in l'»ow
011i

Business: Be alert for people with tricky 'schemes; ask for real reasons if in doubt.
Executive thought and cautious action OK; be sure service angle is included. Novelty is
good, but not alone--indude it with the substantial.
Love and Romance: Don't be touchy or misunderstand in morning: try directness,
talking. Outside of this, the clay and eve can be produetive of desirable romantic and
emotional results. Late evening, after 11, somewhat extreme.
Health: Till 8:34 am: defer severe treatment to lungs, leg operations. After 8:34 am:
avoid operations to knees, joincs or any of the main bones.
Hospitality: If plan making in morning, get details, instructions, dear; and avoid
emotional spins yourself. Otherwise, can be a good day and evening socially. Invite
superiors if wished. Food: hearty, wholesome.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Taurus: A change for the better enters your orbit today, broadening your viewpoint, giving you increased grasp and added
ability in formulating long range plans.
Don't pay too much attention to unasked
advice from friends during morning hours
-trust your hunches. Deal with professional
people, those with highly trained minds and
skills, today. You're almost sure to hear from
distant sources; OK for communications.

_For Aries: Today brings out your responsibility and ability to direct others; you
become more powerful by the hout: in matters
where your career, relations with superiors
( social, business, governmental) are concerned. Your personality and charm count
with your patrons and judges. Use your enterprise to complete old cycles, saving ideas
concerning new starts till tomorrow or later.
W arch mental attitudes of those higher up.
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For Gemini: Others may require your
help in handling their resources today; cooperate if called upon. Attend to insurance;
see that policies are paid up and fully cover
what you want them to. A good day for
winding up, coming to terminals. Your mind
is sharp, alert to values, but there is also
tendency to listen to temptation which should
be avoided. P. M. is real opportunity to put
your intellect to work on fllOneyproblems.

For Scorpio: Take care of writing letters, phone calls, neglected acknowledgments, invitations, shore trips, getting around
among neighbors, local business and patching up neighborhood relationships today. Be
sure all is well between you and brothers
and sisters; if not, you can register improvement today. All these people and depart•
ments of life can help your career, your reputation, your position with those at the top •

For Cancer: This is your day to compromise, to adjust, to see the mutual advantages
in matters that come up. Take partner, mate
and those of opposed views into consideration, for they can help you as much as you
can help them. Compare values in people and
things before deciding, for your value sen~
is keen today. If problems of payment,
spending, income arise, trust own judgment.
P. M. favors progress with other sex.

• in your life
For Sagittarius: The ~ccent
today moves over into the field of earned
assets, bank account, personal productive
a~ility. Opportunity to meet and move ahead
in the estimation of bankers, brokers, those
whose appreciation of your real worth is important to you. Make payments, get accounts
straightened out. Also collect what is due you.
Evening is excellent for adding to your
spiritual assets; srudy, contemplate.

For Leo: Now is your cue to put into
practice the ideas and plans you have had
lately; put them to the practical test of service. This may seem like playing a subordinate role, but it is your best method for
bringing your ability to the attention of
t}:iosehigher up. Also, those who look up to
you need attention, possible help. Thus today
you are both inferior and superior to separate
groups. You can play both parts well.

Fo1· Capricorn: Your personality is plus
today. Do it in person. Be there on time when
the benefits are distributed to those worthy
-among whom you are definitely to be
counted if you don't hide your light. Limber
up. Be seen. Be heard. Maybe you can't do
it every day; but you can today, and good
results can be rolled up. Relations with loved
ones are now more harmonious; evening offers increase of your popularity.

For Virgo: People are willing to appreciate your talents today-they want to judge
you favorably; so put your best foot forward.
Deal with those having alert minds, who
appreciate good ideas, for you have them
now. Use showmanship, inventivenessfurther your projects, especially from noon
till 2 pm. Attend to needs of children, loved
ones. Evening adds to your charm and popularity with other sex through quiet contacts.

For Aquarius: Calm down a bit today;
to make your progress-for you
can make it, definitely-from behind the
scenes. Take stock of your emotional attitudes toward all with whom you intimately
associate and figure out how you are going
to make improvements, particularly with
those far above or below you in intellect,
social position, occupation. Evening favors
your relations with servants, loved ones, mate.

For Libra: An excellent day for you to
bring social and business superiors into your
home, to unveil more of your private life
to those who count in your affairs. Not secrets
or confidences, but hospitality. Real friends
can now be of assistance in building your
permanent estate. Smooth out frictions, if
any, with parents; be sensitive to opportunity
for domestic improvement from 4 to 6: 30
pm. Evening favors business friendships.

For Pisces: Get together with friends,
acquaintances-help and be helped. Attend
to finances of career and money matters
where assets of others are involved in yours.
Avoid impractical "loans" to those who make
personal appeals; keep it businesslike or consider what you part with as a gift. Steer
around clashes with those higher up socially
or in career, especially from 10 am to noon.
Evening: opportunity to use creative talents.
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Wednesday,
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6, 1943

Time given is £3s tcrn War Time; make corrections to your iocality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.
l;1 8 ~
l;1 t::,. ?,

0 II u
!? l::,.W
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In effect all day
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 8th
Mercury-Saturn trine till 8th
Sun-Jupiter parallel till 9th
Venus-Uranus trine till 9th
Venus-Neptune trine till 9th
SuncJupiter opposition till 11th
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th

1 hour for Cen,

Venus-Mercury conjunction till
16th

Satur,1-Uranus conjunction till
February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

II T? All day and till 8th: Mercury-Saturn parallel
'i1 8 '91 All day and i:ill 13th: Venus-Pluto opposition
})in 1/J Moon in Capricorn all day
Till 8:37 am: Moon-Sun conjunction
Dcl0
}) 8 U Till 5: 13 pm: Moon-Jupiter opposition
4:45-8:45 am: Moon-Mars semi-sextile
J) 'i. 3
@I New Moon at 8:37 am
)) cl !j> 11:39 am till comorrow 5:39 am: Moon-Venus conjunction
0 'i. 3 End of Sun-Mars semi-sextile at 3: 31 pm ( since Dec. 31)
t;? II~{ End of Mercury-Uranus parallel at 7:38 pm (since 4th)
».6.W 9: 14 pm till tomorrow 9: 14 am: Moon-Uranus trine
)) cl 1;! 10:47 pm till tomorrow 4:47 pm: Moon-Mercury conjunction
10:56 pm till tomorrow 10:56 am: Moon-Neptune trine,
»6W
t;?

Businesa: Today's vibrations bring out selfishness, greed; be alert to avoid those with
such weaknesses. Be strictly fair in ·execution of "ontracts; best to de.fer making new
agreements if influenced emotionally on your end of them.
Lo.vc and Ro~ancc:
Generously demonstrative and magnetic; but don't overdo it
and have a problem. Good for romantic dates, in evening especially.

Health: Detour indulgences; maintain efficient diet and health exercise. Defer operations to knees or to joints of main bones; caution with skin ailments.
Hospitality: If you plan only what you can perform easily, OK; have almost any type
party day or evening, including something new: child's party, surprise party, study
group, etc. Food: intriguing, surprising, tempting.

Advisi,ig All Signs
For Aries: Promises, honors, that show
up in occupation today may not be wholly
fulfilled, but by adopting a practical slant
you can make comparative gain; if handling
fixed assets, remember "practical." Hunches,
news from a distance, should be verified.
Seek younger and feminine allies for your
causes. You may play a superior role today.
Eve: make new friends locally. Be alert for
new ideas from close relatives or neighbors.
12

/01·Today

For Taurus: Plans of large scope, distant
interests, travel, ask attention today: there is
some benefit, if you don't overreach, undertake. too much. You will have more appeal
for superiors, younger inferiors and the public today: be social. Start practical, long
range, enterprises; es~ially
cultural. Be
with those who admire you this eve. Some
hunch, brand new idea, is likely to show up
that promises future financial gain.
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For Gemini: Your natural keenness will
help you select genuine money chances to•
day and sidestep the too luring; avoid sheer
extravagance too, incited by others. You can
benefit by emotional terminations and transitions today. New starts in your affairs made
on this date ( if praciical) will grow, flourish.
Enthusiastic, active persons will help toward
some hope, wish. Good chance for happy
new outlook in love life, romance, this eve.

For Scorpio: Some idea, news, letter, or
speech today will point the way toward expansion for you: be alert, aware. But not
overenthusiastic. Those close---neighbors,
brothers, sisters, mate, confidential alliesadd to your knowledge, culture, in profitable
ways. Put mind on solving any legal tangles.
Evening: quiet self communion, or private
discussion with family members, opens up
new future prospects, plans, of promise.

For Cancer: Your hope, enthusiasm,
serenity, rise today, urged by others you meet.
Mutual appeal can open opportunities for
you; just discard the impractical elements,
keep the rest. Reconcile opponents. Seek
peace makers if needed. Family and mate,
friends, cause more happiness, rouse your
gender side. At work, show superiors initiative. Home hospitality promising this eve;
some hidden surprise possible.

For Sagittarius: _Your earned income,
your movable assets, your mutual funds, your
collections and payments are under expansive influences, but slightly impractical: you
can make .gains by being selective of opportunities. Profit possible through a friend,
inferiors; direct or indirect. By later evening
new ideas, some unexpected information or
local shift, favors your interests, be especially
alert.

For Leo: More gratifying conditions follow your active efforts to organize work and
service, or labor of inferiors. But be sure
you do it in person; and use your originality.
Sarne with any health problem. If you want
fat, e:i.t more; if not, don't take chances-today's vibrations expand. Be with followers,
dependents, this eve; but also cultivate new
friends who show possibiliti~s of allying with
you. All day, eve, guard secrets.

For Capricorn: It's your turn to play
magnet today, attract others, be more in
demand and liked. Appeal to the public, to
younger persons, to women; and to superiors,
by exerting . your executive, faithful side.
Try harder to reveal to others your unrecognized worth: be less modest. Trot out your
private endeavors. Sarne advice in love life,
romance, today and this evening. Lacer eve:
money, plans can be reformed profitably.

For Virgo: Organize and promote your
pet hobbies, hopes, wishes in some original
way: use showmanship co forward ambitions.
But-don't gamble, speculate, take money
risks, or be led into -unsound ventures by a
friend. Expanding sense of future good,
more happiness, through those you love today and this eve. Higher education, distant
interests, show benefit. Eve stropg for personal planning, working.

F 01· Aquarius: Friends bring to your at•
tention factors unknown to you; listen. Encourage alliances today.· You tend to turn
inward, concerned with secrets, your inner
problems, but in ways that bring you more
serenity, self-knowledge. A parent, family
member, person at or from a distance, helps,
this increase of deeper satisfaction. Temper
overenthusiasm of inferiors. Eve: new romances, reforms in love life, favored.

For Libra : All you have to do is deny
yourself undue optimism, credulity, and your
efforts to close one trend satisfactorily and
start another profitably today will result later
in gain in career, ambitions, assets, and in
domestic conditions. This is day of personal
transition. Eve should be hospitable, can be
romantic. From around 9 pm be attentive for
new tips from loved ones, distant persons,
in-laws; recognize own hunches.

For Pisces: Make a new start toward a
heart's desire: if not disproportionate, your
beginning made today will grow, flourish.
Favorable for happier relations with those
already loved, and with cherished friends.
However, don't misplace generosity.' Expand
occupational interests but with strict corn•
·mon sense; use showmanship and sociability.
Evening favors getting new slants on home
and marriage, turning new leaves.
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Thursday,

7, 1943
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Time given is Eastern War Time; make. corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War•Time.

1 hour for Cen·

In effect all day

ti 8 ~ , Mercury-Pluto opposition till 8th
tl 6 ? Mercury-Saturn trine till 8th
ti 11 17 Mercury-Saturn parallel till 8th
0 11 2!
'i?b,,W
'i? 6 W
0 8 2.!
<;? 8 ~
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t II fl!
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Sun-Jupiter parallel till 9th
Venus-Uran us tdne till 9th
Venus-Neptune trine till 9th
Sun-Jupiter opposition tit! 11th
Venus-Pluto opposition till 13th
Venus-Mercuryconjunction till 16th
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

J) in VJ Moon in Capricorn till 7:42 am
J) b,, W Till 9: 14 am: Moon-Uranus trine
J) b,, W Till 10:56 am: Moon-Neptune trine
J)
1;j i._Till 4:47 pm: Moon-Mercury conjunction
J) 8 ~
0:00 am-6:00 pm: Moon-Pluto opposition
J) b,, 1;> 5:46 am-5:46 pm: Moon-Saturn trine
J) in:
Moon enters Aquarius at 7:42 am

o

Business: Excellent for dealing in solid, concrete matters and for bringing old starts
to completion. Favorable for practical buying. But be on lookout. for surprises. Stress.
original, service rendering angles in your product.
Love and Romance: Deliberate vivifying of past may pay emotionally; something
forgotten or taken for granted may live again. Do postponed things together. Dates with
those neglected OK. Bring things to focus that need it.
Health: Till 7:42 am: caution with skin ailments; defer operations to knees, bone
joints. After 7: 42 am: watch circulation, nerves, legs, ankles.
Hospitality: Pay off parties owed. Issue deferred invitations. Revive neglected social
contacts. Invite older guests, guests of weight. Steer conversation into more serious channels. Food: tried and true, or old fashioned.
1_dvising All Signs for Today
For Aries: You're out in front. today;
For Taurus: This is a very active day
the people with whom you are associated for you, with numerous opportunities ofare looking to you for guidance-and you fered through the favor of superiors, advercan give it. Friends want to assist you in tising, those at a distance, and your comattaining your worthy ends; be willing to munications ( both going out and return~
exchange favors. Your mind is keen, your ing). Deal with professional people. Put
judgment likely to be. correct, so make de- new ideas to work where they will build
cisions you are willing to stand by. A favor- your reputation; make new business and soable day for starting new ventures; make cial contaas. Past experience valuable, but
new ideas more so.
necessary changes. -Evening: routine it.
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For Gemini: Your scientific and judgment qualities are now to the fore, and this
is an excellent day for getting your personality before those in position to help your
career and bank balance. Get out and see
people. Your mind expands to take in far
places; attend to correspondence, family
budget and cooperate with the strengths and
talents of associates for mutual benefit. Legal,
insurance matters may need your expert care.

For Scorpio: Be content to transfer your
purposes to new objectives, even though
some pet idea bas to wait or be swallowed
up in the opportunities that present themselves today. Home affairs, physically and
emotionally, are now favored for your best
attention and effort; excellent for hospitality, entertaining, cooperation .with loved
ones. Mutual finances well aspected, too.
Good day for planning future moves.

· For Cancer: The old and new are borh
accented in your money affairs today; be
willing to come to terminals, as well as to
make fresh starts. Be· careful as to terms
in making new contracts or commitments of
sen>ice; take. nothing for granted. See it in
black and white. Emotions likely to be roused
in a very personal manner, calling for direction and control-can be made to end well
and pay social or affectional dividends.

For Sagittarius: Your writ i n g and
speaking ability is now in high gear, so
make them count, particularly with mate,
partners, brethren and loved ones. Good for
putting on a bit more pressure in business,
career and community matters you would
like to see brought about. Advertise, deal
with others who advertise; publicize your
value, service, ability. Deal with those who
are progressive, seek their aid.

For Leo: You'll probably have to defer
·co others considerably today, for their interests become ·quite important to you on a
long term or service basis. Watch legal an. gles, relations with mate or partner. A day
of action and decision; seek advice of friends
who are better informed on matter at issue.
From 2 to 4 pm is excellent for making adjustments, concessions, conciliations. · New
acquaintances may become friends.

For Capricorn: A fast moving day, with
openings re increased earning power, favorable attention of those in financial lines.
Good for paying and collecting all just debts.
Balance accounts. Your personal service is
called for and pleasant results follow your
giving and doing the necessary. Your dignity
and poise now stand you in good stead with
professional people, in long distance relationships, in-laws and long range plans.

For V1rgo: An interesting_ and pro.fit- able day for you with servants, employees or
social inferiors on the one hand, and with
those whose good wili means much to your
successful climbing of- the ladder on the
other. Your judgment is keen; use it in
career matters, dealing with patrons. Dig
·. up your old ideas and plans-put them to
the test of practical service today. Reinstate
old friends, servants. Hire new employees.

For Aquarius: Now is the day to pm
past plans to the test; add your shining personality to all your efforts. Romance, love
affair ( if eligible) can now be moved ahead
a couple of notches, for you are attractive
and at your popular best. Creative talents in
art, literature, music, invention now rise
within you and can be used for permanent
gains. Adjust problems of those younger. A
day favoring your ideas and decisions.

For Libra: Tendency for yon today is
to stop short of the mark because some good
results, will come easily-whereas you could
put on a little more steam and achieve much
more. Your inventiveness, originality~ way
with people and charm are in top form right
now. Use them in connection with your solid
inner qualities for building permanent assets. Words or acts of a younger person -can
be source of gain.

For Pisces: Accept a change of pace
and direct.ion today; confidential matters
favor your progress. Listen to the inner voice
for keys to your problems. If p~rsonal appearance is required of you, am is better than
pm now. Attend to mending difficulties, if
any, remate, partnership, contracts, law. Old
friends reliable; seek their advice. New acquaintances made today call for investigation
they may be OK, but make sure.
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Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections
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to your

locality-subtract

1 hour for~

In effect all day
Sun-Jupiter parallel till 9th
Venus-Uranus trine till 9th
Venus-Neptune trine till 9th
Sun-Jupiter opposition till 11th
Venus-Pluto opposition till .13th
Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
Mars-Pluto parallel tUI 20th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

All day and till 13th: Venus-Saturn trine
Moon in Aquarius all day
4:42-10:42 am: Moon-Mars sextile
End of Mercury-Saturn trine at 5: 56 am ( since 3rd)
'i'in.::z' Venus enters Aquarius at 6:04 am
~ II 1;, End of Mercury-Saturn parallel at 6: 37 am ( since 6th)
:l).)1_0
7:42-11:42 am: Moon-Sun semi-sextile
1;! ,~
End of Mercury-Pluto opposition at 9:43 am (since 1st)
·
J) 7'. 2! 0:34-4:34 pm: Moon-Jupiter quincunx
□ rJ,I 11:36 pm till tomorrow 9:36 am: Moon-Uranus square

~

.6.?
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»* ~
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Business: Deals with principals in morning, seek the top man. Make necessary
purchase of minor irems; leaye major srock increase till later unless absolutely urgent
or prac!ical analysis reveals rare bargain.
Love and Romance: Encourage the new and inspiring tQ spring up in your relationship: except after 11:30 pm. Follow up new attractions. Mates should re-form bonds
more to their liking. OK for romantic datt$.
Health:
Avoid treatment that will strenuously affect the drculation, nerve action,
varicose veins, etc. ~fer operation to legs or ankles, if possible.

Hospitality: Get out of any social ruts; use initiative; invite new folks.-Good for
all types of cultural, study, get togethers: artistic parties. Ask superiors; larger affairs OK.
Food: generous and hearty.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Morning is the time to
fraternize with those in power in your oa::1.1.pation, and to take initiative in widening
your scope. Active aid from a distance, or
from an in-law, is possible. Ahernoon: bring
pet objectives to successful closes. ·On this
date some new plan involving others should
be consciously begun: close relatives, partners, are concerned. A friendly evening, best
spent with those who.stimulate your mind.
16

For Taurus: -SOmenew and more satisfactory trend in your occupation or ambitions is now gathering, affecting working conditions and finances. Shove it along in morning by making persons of influence more
conscious of your worth and appeal. If necessary, actively terminate some condition. Information or communications will help in
afternoon; use mind, education, to advantage.
Plan career ahead during evening.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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For Gemini: Some wider, longer range,
plan for your greater influence shows signs
of focusing and appearing today; your op-_
timism, good fellowship, and knowledge or
talents is involved. Don't neglect hunches,
Work with enterprising allies in morning.
Travel or a long walk, looks promising. New
personal concepts show need for personal
reforms. Evening favors self-development
along artistic, inventive, original lines.

For Scorpio: Your own knowledge, or
information communicated to you, will help
successful conclusions today. By aid of others
you can find out concealed factors, receive
unexpected aid. In domestic life recognize
new trend, and take a step toward ideals. Push
financial interests; put things to tests. Eve•
ning favors becoming better acquainted with
yourself, through being quiet and by yourself.

For Cancer: Work in unheralded ways
today, quietly. Things you didn't know bring
unexpected help from behind the scenes.
Some factor, or person, in your domestic picture will be a source of inspiration and
change. Your attitude toward financial superiors should be one of mutual cooperation.
Afternoon: make influenti.al allies through
good fellowship; show your magnetic side.
Eve: spend it quietly, at home.

Ftn· Sagittarius: Your mind considers
incentive toward new goals given it by
friends, allies, partners, other people. Some
mutual endeavor is well augured: in the
morning rake active steps, reveal hitherto
private facts. Good day to go after what is
owed financially; and to push personal and
joint financial concerns. Evening: fraternize with neighbors, close kin, friends, and
those who look up to you: be alert for tips.

·For Leo: Seek the support of your other
For Capricorn: Your worldly aifairssex for your causes this morning, especially arobitions, occupation, money, work-are
those of some influence. Play an executive under vibrations that reshape, reform, offer
role in your work and service; organize chances to make more ideal. Institute changes
things. Enthusiasm of loved ones spurs you in your working environment. In morning
to action; morning and afternoon dig up make personality count with higher-ups: and
missing facts, promote your confidential in- - work actively behind the scenes. All day
terests. Some major plan or idea .inv_olving seek confidential supporters. Give your mind
others begins to take shape: in evening, give to the planning of your future in the evening; with loved ones, if sympathetic.
.your mind to it, cooperate.
For Aquarius: This is a star-me day for
For Virgo: A do-it-yourself day promising good results for whatever you put in you. Put yourself and your concerns before
in the form of personal work. Leave details, the public; bring your personality into your
concentrate on the big changes, new goals, work; feature personal contacts. In morning,
different ways·and means in your ambitions, friends can actively futher your pet hopes,
work, money. This day's vibrations will help wishes. All day some benefit can be expected
turn your tide. Morning: use the dramatic through.-inferiors, fellow workers, especially
effect, be original. Afternoon: friends favor . those friendly to you. Evening looks social,
you.· Evening: the shape of things to come helps you become popular, Be wich your
juniors. Seek new types of entertainment.
appears dearer, if you concentrate, plan.
For Libra: · All day and evening take
advantage of new personal trend that places
you in a more creative, artistic, public, popular role. Appeal to other sex· in morning;
also those in near environment of active, enterprising type. Some major shift toward
more· ideal conditions in your emotional life
looks imminent: help it along this evening.
Give some time to rhe developing of your
natural artistic sympathies, talents.
JANUARY/1943

For Pisces: Unexpected new factors- in
your hopes, friendships, and connected with
your home, and fixed assets, can be discovered
all day and evening: be sensitive, intuit; use·
what you recognize for future gain. Collect
inside information in morning; also bring
out occupationally your private endeavors.
Work quierJy today; foIT-1ardconfidential
interests. New domestic attitudes, home
changes, favored in evening.
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Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.
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1 hour for Cen--

In effect all day
Sun-Jupiter opposition till 11th
Venus-Pluto opposition till 13th
Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Venus-Saturn trine till 13th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction tilt February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

IIItt

All day and till 12th: Venus-Uranus parallel
Moon in Aquarius till 8:01 am
:» □ It{ Till 9: 36 am: Moon-Uranus square
9 b,. It{ End of Venus-Uranus trine at 0:18 am (since 4th)
:»)i. 9 6:33-10:33 am: Moon-Venus semi-sextile
J> AW 7:29-11:29 am: Moon-Neptune quincunx
Moon enters Pisces at 8:01 am
:»in*
»or;, 8:33 am-6:33 pm: Moon-Saturn square
0112! End of Sun-Jupiter parallel at 10:16 am (since 2nd)
:»A~ 2:51-6:51 pm: Moon-Pluto quincunx
:» ~ 1;1 5:22-9:22 pm: Moon-Mercury semi-sextile
9 b,. W End of Venus.Neptune trine at 9:18 pm (since 5th)

:»in:Z-

•

Business: Deal with older people and their needs; control pessimism if on the
selling end; use lessons of experience in whatever trading or contracting you do. Wind
up deals in luxury items. Plan improvement of advertising.
Love and Romance: Warm feelings in the morning could be offset by some old
problem or current doubt; counteract suspicion, any depression all day. Eve best for
romance and dates, which can be inspiring and happy.

Health: Till 8:01 am: watch circulation, nerves, swollen veins, legs, ankles. After
8:01 am: defer foot operations; avoid strong liver purge.
Hospitality: By planning ways to offset any ice, or dullness, in your party you can
have a good one: otherwise disappoinnnent. Leave out older guests; ask those mutually
pleasing. Food: avoid digestion taxing dishes.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Be ready for unseen inFor Taurus: You experience a change
fluences, even secret opposition, related to
to a faster mental pace today, but accuracy
your past. Avoid actions and words that could of judgment is not guaranteed. Be more than
be misinterpreted, lest there be damage to usually cautious if dealing with those in
your reputation. Accept responsibilities, financial occupations, concerning your own
which will be heavy, without complaint to•
earning power. An old friend may call for
day-it's your turn to carry the load. On help, possibly from a distance; and your past
long distance and long term matters, how- obligations now confront you-meet them
ever, your vibrations are much better, so be with integrity. Seek creative, intellectual ·
patient. Do not force issues.
associates in the evening; listen to counsel.
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For Gemini: Those you meet in business, career, public relations today are sure
to have serious problems-may even be related to your own problems. You will think
of rather radical changes in early hours of
this am; possibly directed against some
superior; but best procedure is to wait for
clearer vision, more facts, which will come in
later. Keep personal feelings out of relations
with those higher up. Evening: improving.

For Scorpio: Eventual good will come
from much that looks unpromising ·today,unless you try to force things. Important ideas,
plans, improvements are forming in your
mind and those of others near you which will
bring benefit out of present disappointment
or confusion. Caution advised with those
older, brethren, neighbors. Avoid being too
·harsh with children and other loved ones.
Evening brings intellectual opportunity.

For Cancer: More goes on inside you
today than meets the eyes of your associates.
Try to realize they cannot see your mental
processes and emotions; at the same time,
try harder to understand yourself-just because others (mate, partner) misunderstand- you could have something to correct. Weigh carefully any news from a distance; defer important writings, contracts,
signature, if possible, till after 8 pm. ·

For Sagittarius: Risk nothing ·today.
Both earning capacity and permanent estate may cause doubts, but hold back on the
urge to take a chance--it would only make
things worse, and they could be a lot worse.
Hold plans till evening or later; something
lacking in earlier hours that would be costly.
Be diplomatic with elders in domestic circles,
both sexes. Your long term program will not
'suffer today: if you don't disturb it.

For Leo: This is a day when you will
learn that the emotions a.re connected with
your state of health. If you let go your feelings, it will be learning the hard way. If
you use self-control, health and vitality ;emain at par. Difficulties with servants, social
inferiors, likely; handle these problems on
basis of practical experience, not theory, or,
better still, wait awhile. Your own service
mayne5tbe fully appreciated-wait.

For Capricorn: This is going to be a
tough day for you to get through if you
drift with the emotional tide-you'd wind up
disgusted with everyone you know, including
yourself. So put on the mask of a smile
(whether you want to 'or not) and try to
grow into it. A day for work on tried and
true lines; stick to the tested method. Let
loved ones help you if they will, and don't
be too particular as to just how they do it;

For Virgo: Loved ones and others of
whom you expect much may not perform
according to your standards for them today.
But this is not a good day for criticism-too
much tendency to say or do more than you
mean. Not favorable for new ventures started today, so let plans remain on the table.
Watch legal angles, avoid contention, misunderstandings. Inspirations, past ideas, still
need polishing, so don't hurry them.

_ For Aquarius: Early temptation to
-shift financial policy, if yielded to, would
leave ·much to be desired-hold it over till
more practicality can be added. If you-have
secrets, they come strolling out into the open
today, and probably by your own word or
act. Stay on the beaten path if you'd preserve
reputation. Philosophical, creative, artistic,
entertainment matters move forward for you
in the ba:c1::ground.
Work and wait patiently.

For Lihr.a: Your career, relations with
those in top spots take on added significance
today. You shouldn't expect to play the star
role-be willing to take a secondary position
and rely on the value of your services to
count in the long run. Unpleasantness may
develop with co-workers, inferiors ( socially
as well as in occupation) ; best be patient,
rather than settling in present circumstances.
Evening: expanding viewpoint helps.

For Pisces: Your sense of responsibility
and duty comes to the surface and helps you·
solve today's problems-some of which are
sure to involve the desires or serious needs
of those who have befriended you in the
past. If able to return the favor, you will, of
course. Opportunity to improve home, cement domestic bonds. Occupation, career,
furthered through cooperation of mate or
associate. Spend evening intellectually.
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Sun-Jupiter opposition till 11th
Venus-Uranus parallel till 12th
Venus-Pluto opposition till 13th
Venus-Saturn trine till 13th
Venus-Mercury conjunction titl 16th
_Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

All day and till 12th: Mars-Jupiter quincunx
Moon in Pisces all day
5:12 am-3:12 pm: Moon-Mars square
□ 3
D .6.2! 6:17 am-6:17 pm: Moon-Jupiter trine
»*0 11:25 am-5:25 pm: Moon-Sun sextile
)) 8 W 8:57 pm till tomorrow 2:57 pm: Moon-Neptune opposition
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))10,€
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Business: Tendency is to plan drastic actions till 3: 12 pm; but late1· hours modify _
them considerably, so it would best to relax instead. After 3: 12 pm, lay de.finite plaas
for selling, shipping, advertising, publishing, travel if necessary. Evening: ;i.voidschemes
and schemers that are tricky or impractical.
Love and Romance: Best stretch for romantic dates is 3: 30 to 8 pm. Vibrations are
stirring, yes; but morning ·and ear1y afternoon could net a quarrel or friction between=
you; while evening stirs up any subtle emotional maladjustroentS. If both can trust
themselves, go ahead all day and evening.
I

Health: Aggravations in the morning and early afternoon should not be exaggerated or harshly treated-after 3: 12 pm will show true state of trouble, if any, more
accurately. All day: have no operations to feet, nor strong liver purge. Caution with
severe cold or congestion treatments. Soothe nerves.
Hospitality: Be on guard against clashes at a luncheon. If entertaining in the evening,
break up groups and whispers, and offset any offended feelings. Outside of these points,
and tendency ro overdo plans, go ahead. Food·: don't p·ovide too generously or too
richly, and don't try too complicated things.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Taurus: Your hopes rise optimistiFor Aries: Something you are, or know,
privately, causes restlessness this morning, cally; you see ways and means of expanding,
and may force your hand-but this is likely nearing your horizons; yet in the morning
to turn out well in the end. There may e
some undetected factor can bring a terminaconflict between home, or family, and dis- tion or alienation you don't want. Friends
tance. In afternoon your reserves, of char- greatly influence your day and evening. Finacter or of accomplishment, should be shown ish things in afternoon; but reduce overto superiors. The evening fav0rs getting optimism. Be practical. If you are with
straight all your secrets, even at the expense friends who look up to you this evening, ~
of temporary complications with others.
sure you don't let them down.
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For Gemini: More public attention
comes your way; others in the mood to reward your actual deserts. Yet till midafternoon some ganger of friction with others,
personal or legal. Finances are under ex/ pansive vibrations, with real gain if you can
sternly control impractical urges. Forward
your ambitions today. In afternoon _bring
ideas, information, to superiors' attention.
Evening: avoid superiority with loved ones.

For Scorpio: Your day favors bringing
what you have of personal creativeness,
originality, organizing ability, to bear in
ambitions, occupation; you will gain. Morning through midafternoon brings impulse
to spend, which you are apt to overdo for
pleasure: money may cause friction in love
life. Some major pe_rspectiveand .plan can
be formed today bettering your future. Eve:
emotional, secretive, so be frank.

For Cancer: Details, humdrum needs,
For Sagitlari ...,; You start off rather
your work itself, may rouse active dissatis- impatient, impulsive, or actually angry, till
faction till midafternoon, while you see dis- midafternoon, · perhaps over some domestic
tant pastures as solely desirable. Some or hidden factor. Be slow to dissipate fixed
message from a distance may bring benefit, · assets. Day can bring financial opportunity,
enthusiasm. Bring your personality to bear personal or in.connection with another: go
with superiors, inilueutial persons. OK for after what you rate. Afternoon: contact finantravel, bur guarl:Ihealth. Domestic emotions cial superiors; if at liberty, a long walk coiild
will cause tangles and regrets this evening inspire. Some complication with friends or
if you self star. Make things clear.
family in eve needing calmness.
For Leo: The unused or hidden resources of partner, mate, equals, can be
brought into play today to your benefit. Uncover your own original resources. Oversusceptibility till midafternoon augurs trouble with loved ones, family. Be passive under
i:emptation··to react forcibly. Your love life
and deeper feelings influence your day; with
some happiness. But feelings look troublesome this eve: don't hide, but declare.

For Capricorn: Optimism beyond your
norm brings better relations with others today, and some benefit through them. Add
to your own self-confidence; show your ideas
and information, be executive. Go direct
to higher-ups personally. Only don't bite
off more than you can chew. Till midafternoon inner resentment heats the mind; get
it off your chest, bring it out. You have some
emotional problem to think through in eve.

For Virgo: Hand the baton to others today, or work with them mutually. During
daylight a friend, ally, partner, family member, or one you love will be a source of some
hope, cheer, or permanent gain. Try to close
legal matters, and any controversies. Good
for beginning alliances, especially with persons of iniluence or culture: they will grow.
Reconsider advice touching money from oth:ers this eve; find the weak spots.

For Aquarius: Till midafternoon forcing toward your hopes won't bring as gratifying results as working will: relax. Those
in your immediate circle may rub you the
wrong way, or cause financial drain. The
unrecognized situation or information will
be what benefits you; including your own
reserves. Benefit also through inferiors, and
those who work with or for you. Financial
hunches in evening are impractical.

For Libra: You have prospects of some
advancement or honor in work or occupation today,_some opportunity of larger nature--so watch, recognize it. But till midafternoon a quarrel with inferiors, fellow
workers, looms: control speech. Push ambitions in afternoon; a friend or family member can support. The evening will be more
testing than the day: there are personal emotions which cause confusion, touchiness.

For Pisces: Lead with your personality.
look well, make an impression, show your
softer and more social, friendly, side. Boch
friends and those you care for are in line
to benefit you directly or indirectly. Making
a friend of an inferior or fellow worker
ditto. But tone self down with those in
author-icy; avoid heat in occupational surroundings. You may cause others confusion
tonight, through some secret.
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Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections tq your loca!lt-:r-subtract 1 hour for Cen,tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.
In effect all day
Venus-Uranus parallel till 12th
J--,,:-2_.f.Mars-Jupiter quincunx till 12th
Venus-Pluto opposition till 13th
~8~
Venus-Saturn trine till 13th
~6?
Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
~ d ti
t 11 '# Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
T;, d Jt! Saturn-Uranus conjuncdon till February 5th
i;,6.W Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
~

II 1t1

All day and till 15th: Venus-Saturn parallel,
Moon in Pisces till 11: 17 am
.
Till 2: 57 pm: Moon-Neptune opposition
End of Sun-Jupiter opposition at 3:08 am (since 3rd)
6:54 am-0:54 pm: Moon-Uranus sextile
10:47 am-10:47 pm: Moon-Pluto trine
Moon enters Aries at 11: 17 am
1: 16-7: 16 pm: Moon-Venus sextile
4:19-10:19 pm: Moon-Saturn sextile
5:40-11:40 pm: Moon-Neptune parallel
10:23 pm till tomorrow 4:23 am: Moon-Neptune parallel
10:46 pm till tomorrow 4:46 am: Moon-Mercury sextile
Business: Deal with original, live-wire people in the morning, and be that way
yourself; be willing to apply new methods-=-but, till 3 pm, beware cloudy schemes of
which the end.is not clear. Deal with elders after 4: 19 pm.
Love and Romance: Until 3 pm hold feelings and don't exaggerate: tackle any
problems in a new way. After that, OK for romance and a.ffectionalexchange.
Health: Till 11: 17 am: Defer foot operations, · drastic liver and cold treatment.
After 11: 17 am: have no operation to eyes, teeth, head or face.
Hospitality: If it's just as easy, have it in evening or later afternoon; morning
till mid afternoon may be tricky. Ask elders; renew contacts; plan pure pleasnre; increase group culture. Food: reminiscent, soft, sweet, juicy. _

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Morning ideas and. plans,
contacts with friends or new acquaintances
will lead to beneficial results if followed up.
Shift of emphasis comes in the afternoon
and evening: highly p~rsonal, your cue tO
step out in front with the best you have to
offer--opportunity to build reputation, make
good with rhe top man, gain honors. Better
after 3 o'clock, but good before that if impractical tendency is well controlled.
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For Taurus: AM favors minor changes
related to_career, superiors. Control feelings
re servants, social inferiors and the peculiarities of friends till midafternoon. Keep
your work free of complications. Balance of
today asks that you remain quietly out of
the spotlight, for just now you can accomplish much more in quiet effort. Scientific or
other serious application will pay dividends
from noon on. Follow up details.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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For Gemini: Honest
differences of
opinion can be ironed out; ignore all others
today, especially if related to career. Detour
misunderstandings that would undermine
reputation. AM favors distant correspondence, new slants, publicity, long range plans.
Contact friends for mutual benefit in pm;
adjust long standing financial problems. Acquaintances met today can turn into firm
friends if cultivated. Late ideas are good.

For Scorpio: You will be called upon to
play a somewhat subordinate role today,
with rewards and other profitable results
to follow because of it. Don't be too self.
assertive, but use' your head-keep eyes and
ears open. Note. well am ideas that come
your way--and remarkable people, too-for
they will prove helpful in home, re estate
and future progress. After 4: 15 pm: associate with serious people.

For Cancer: Real opportunity to advance career plans; but avoid those with
plans that are too good to be practical. Contact new people, strangers; make acquaintances-till pm. Deal with those younger
till 7: 15; with those older from 4 to 10: 30
pm. Breaks favor you with those in position
to say yes, after 3 pm. Solve domestic puzzles; improve with mate; determine legal
angle-in late afternoon and evening.

For Sagittarius: Today you are at your
best with loved ones; your charm is in top
form; your creative abilities bubbling over.
Organize this flow of power that is now
running through you into constructive channels, for now you can get_done much more
than usual. People want your ideas, your
service, your ability to show the way. Be
practical concerning savings, property, however, don't be over optimistic.

For Leo: Follow up am ideas concerning
mutual money, budget, insurance. PM is
Grade A opportunity to increase your sphere
of operations. Deal with broad minded people of both sexes, old and young. Your natural showmanship now proves valuable if
used in connection with sober facts; may
have a confidential angle, too. Study ways
to be of service to elders from 4: 15 on-they'll mean a step up the ladder.

For Capricorn: Morning is excellent
combination of head and heart, if you are
willing to see both sides of the questions
that arise. Financial ideas, and opportunity
with banker, broker, money advisers are
yours till 1 /m. PM is beneficial to you
through love ones, those younger, romance,
the arts and your own creative talents. Personality counts in afternoon and evening, so
bring your self-confidence to bear.

For Virgo: Personal service ideas that
arrive this am have originality and valuegrasp them firmly. -Be guarded in dealing
with mate, partners, legal affairs till midafternoon. Be willing to come to terminals
in pm, and make new starts based on past
experience or advice of elders. A hunch is
good in afternoon, connected with personal
earnings or assets of others. A good time
to check insurance, pay and collect just debts.

For Aquarius: The right plan for your
financial progress appears on your mental
screen this morning-be alert to grasp it.
Your initiative counts big in today's am;
likewise your personality. PM brings shift to
mental side, with your mind keen, able to
handle whatever comes up. Get around, communicate with brethren, neighbors, attend
to business. After 4: 15 pm: meet those higher up socially and in career matters.

For Libra: Your ability to choose, decide, evaluate is powerful today, and the
shifts that are going on around you bring
opportunity to display these qualities. Morning brings change related to your mode 9f
service, or relations with loved ones, or both
-results will be distinctly good, if emotional
vagueness is sidestepped. From 4: 15 pro on
is excellent for domestic progress and adjust•
ment with elders.

For Pisces : Your inner vision is clearer
this morning; you can see further ahead in
your affairs. Afternoon brihgs a shift of emphasis to necessity for redirecting your earn•
ing power, paying, collecting, dealing with
those in financial occupations. Friends and
acquaintances play an important pan in
your pm; your opportunity to make co~unity progres.5through pleasant social contacts.
Good for adjustments with loved ones.
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In eff~ct all day
Venus-Pluto opposition till 13th
Venus-Saturn trine till 13th
V enus-Satum parallel till 15th
Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

»in 'l'

Moon in Aries all day
11:57 am-11:57 pm; Moon-Mars trine
1;31-11:31 pm: Moon-Jupiter square
}) 02!
5 7\ 2! End of Mars-Jupiter quincunx at 5:44 pm (since 10th)
»00 5:48 pm till tomorrow 3:48 am: Moon-Sun square
~ IIJtI End of Venus-Uranus parallel at 8:12 pm (since 9th)
J)

.6. 5

Business: A day when it is very necessary to make careful choices, both as to whom
you deal with and in your methods. Avoid overly optimistic buying; don't succumb to a
smooth sales talk and prices higher than you ought to pay. Keep service angle uppermost, buying or selling. Evening: let business worry wait.
Love and Romance: Safest time would be morning, second afternoon; but evening
does incite the extremes, from which later regrets, although it is romantic enough. If
situation needs extreme stimulation, then go ahead. Good for both to become more
conscious of the value of the past, and of continuums.
Health:
Not a favorable day for changing doctors or method of treatment, unless
absolutely necessary. Avoid excesses, overdoing, in pm. All day: don't overload digestive
system; defer operations to eyes, teeth, or any part of the head or face, lest complications
develop.
Hosµitality:
If a lunch were to be over early, by one-thirty, it would be today's best
bet. After that mixed influences could bring excess cost, conflicting opinions, friction with
superiors or between guests of opposite sex; yet social routine with habitual guests looks
good: or with old fashioned guests. Food: the accustomed and the eye appealing: but not
too generous or rich.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries : The conclusion of some dis•
tant or long range matter may be brought
to a satisfactory conclusion today, only if
you do not overestimate--on the other hand,
the day encourages you to put fortli your
initiative and be extra active personally. But
in practical ways. Some pet idea, some hope,
is gradually maturing. OK for new personal
starts today if practical. In domestic matters, affections, leave superiority to others.
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For Taurus: The intangibles-attitudes,
thoughts, secrets-are what you deal with
today: you are more conscious of what you
know and others don't. By afternoon this
seems to be leading t.9some termination, but
of an overoptimistic nature, or through
credulity. An old matter in your occupation.finance-work picmre now matures so that
you see the new trend: push this along. Eve:
care_with other sex in near relation.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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For Gemini: What you have visioned,
planned, hoped, in recent past in regard tCl
personal changes and throwing off of past,
seems today nearer, more possible of realization, perhaps confidentially. Active, enterprising friends and partners will aid in afternoon; but you do the guarding of money,
be practical. You feel more friendly today;
but in evening your susceptibility leads to
muchiness, or inharmony with other sex.

For Scorpio: Work at it today, do it
yourself. Get down to details, clean up jobs.
There is a false and a real chance to improve
your money matters: the false looks too good,
and is. Weigh and judge mutual finances
with family members: you can find a new
way to improve: same with legal concerns.
Distrust hunches. Be with those who need
you or follow you this evening, mutual stim•
ulation results. Care if with superiors,

For Cancer: Enthusiasm for work leads
you to take initiative in ambitions, occupational surroundings, and with inferiors, fellow workers: something can be started today
and flourish. Unknown resources of others
aid in new ways. But beware personal overconfidence. Situations thrust you into superior role. Lingering domestic situations
should be focused, brought to conclusions.
Eve: others rouse your credulous side.

For Sagittarius: Give energy to promoting the affairs of loved ones, children,
and your own more secret concerns near the
heart. Gain self-expression in artistic, creative ways. Your personal susceptibility
mustn't take you by surprise: watch, be
yourself. Accustomed relations within your
close environment bring pleasure. Make new
allies, supporters, day and eve. Romantic,
affectional evening, but extreme.

For Leo: Old friends, accustomed allies,
For Capricorn: Conscientious work
partners, aid work ambitions in practical promoting financial-career interests stemways. Cultivate old fashioned women today. ming from the past brings practical results;
Hunches, inside information, likely to prove but secret hunches, extreme enthusiasms, do
erroneous or exaggerated: don't plan by it, not, especially those born of contact with
All day and eve your affectional life is stim- · others you meet today. Fixed assets best left
ulated, expansive, but you tend to reveal, as they are. Work quietly to better your doexpress, widertake, too much. Be active so- mestic picture: encourage home activity.
cially in evening; but if with those who set Better for public amusement than home
the pace for you, guard against inharmony. hospitality this eve. Let others boss.
For Virgo: What your friends, family,
close associates, advise you or tell you will
be meant well but may not be practical today,
so don't be swayed by enthusiasm, especially
with mutual funds. However, use domestic
enthusiasm to get home, home life, organized. Serious, old fashioned, types in working surroundings prove of benefit, help with
your ambitions, point the way to new things. ·
Eve: rising emotion, but care with other sex.

For Aquarius: Something you do personally, some personal grace or charm, helps
along with an old situation in love life,
changes it for the bet~er. The mental type
of friend who is enterprising is your bet
today to actively further your hopes-men
particularly. Inferiors may be in an impractical mood; but you could be too without
knowing it, so analyze. Afternoon and evening; resign from gossip.

. For Libra: Your gracious, charming
side brings some type of power your way
coday; and helps you with old domestic situations. New romantic attractions possible.
Others met today rouse undue hopes, ambidons, not practical: tone these down and
you will see some real opporruuity. Take
action on it. A short journey or local visit
is beneficial. Avoid domestic rivalry for
dominance this eve.

For Pisces: Gambles come up in occupation, ambitions, that look worth taking,
but won't be: remove the risk, then go ahead.
Action will bring financial improvement:
journeys, distance factors, too. Pleasure costs
more on this date: both in cash, and p06Sibly
in reputation. At home, or in quiet surroundings, some inner attitude matures and brings_
inner serenity, a change. Eve: tay awar
from superior, dominating friends,
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In effect all day
Venus-Saturn parallel till 15th
Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

Moon in Aries till 6:23 pm
End of Venus-Saturn trine at 3:06 am (since 9th)
First Quarter Moon at 3 :48 am
End of Venus-Pluto opposition at 8: 38 am ( since 6th)
3:-59-7:59 pm: Moon-Uranus serni-sextile ·
6:17-10:17 pm: Moon-Neptune qtiincunx
Moon enters Taurus at 6:23 pm
8:30 pm till tomorrow 6:30 am: Moon-Pluto square
11:00 pm till tomorrow 9:00 am: Moon-Venus square

Business: Be active, 1eal with those who are alert, during business hours; put to the
rest your plans--see if t!hey are as good as you expected. If they are not; they require
adjustment. A void selfishness, greed,· in self or others, in contracts made today. Evening
favors planning ahead till 8 pro.
Love and Roinance: The earlier th~ better: plan to have any mmantic dates over
by 11 pm at least. After that romantic friction,_or mistakes. Afternoon and early eveni0g
favorable for letting the other in on deeper feelings. Take the initiative, have courage
.ro change things for the better.

Health! Inf!anmiatory ailments likely to appear worse than they are during daylight
hours today; avoid stirring them up. Till 6:23 pm: defer operations to the eyes, teeth or
any part of the head and face. After 6:23 pm: same with throat, neck, ears, thyroid,
teeth, cerebellum and genitals.
1-IQspitality: Go ahead with your plans, keeping in mind that after eleven this eve
the influences are less favorable: break up before that if feasible. Do- something socially
new. Excellent evening for art, music, all forms -of culture, learning. Food: the untried;
and some delicate dish.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Taurus: Relax against tensions today; don't stir emotions of self or others.
Steer around opportunities to spread scandal
or indulge in confidential matters that don't
concern you---or that do. Late afternoon and
evening improve in relations with those
higher up, but not sufficiently to justify radical changes ·or propositions. Unwise -w
launch untried ideas: too much below the
surface that'would hinder later.

For A1·ies: Clean up past starts; stay
with proven routines and deal with those
familiar to you today. Not favorable for
exerting too much personality. New vefltures
hegun now will run into -serious difficulties
er be changed (probably by yourself) later.
13veniog brings shift to financial matters,
~ with tendency to worry more than work;
best to postpone important dedsions. Rest
or have a quiet social evening.__
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For Gemini: Your desire today is to
take in more territory, but it should be confined chiefly to mental pursuits, rather than
putting forth expansive effort and investment in physically personal matters. The
long run is better for you now than the immediate moment, so don't disturb ·chings
that are moving forward. New acquaintances
made today will require definite testing later.
Evening calls for application to career plans.

For Scorpio: Attend to insurance, matters related to home, permanent assets, property today; mop up-don't
mal<;e radical
changes. Best not to alter arrangements with
servants, employees, social interiors; defer
changing treatment for ailment, if any. Evening after 6:30 throws emphasis on matrimony, law, relations with those of opposite
viewpoint-good for adjustments, compromises that will further mutual interests.

For Cancer: Efforts put in trying to
convince or impress those higher up socially
or in occupation today are likely to be wasted
better put 'em in on turning out your usual
excellent product and being willing to wait
for results. New ideas re business, boss, personal success should wait for reinforcements.
Accent on friendship after 6: 30 pm; be
with those who are original-and make new
contacts; exchange favors in evening.

For Sagittarius: You are favored where
logic, manual skill, business or social judgment are concerned today-but only for carrying forward another seep what has already
been begun. Best to postpone important new
moves; await developments. Discover the
desires of those higher up and diplomatically
cater to them through improved service on
your part-not just talk. Evening brings unexpected help or suggestion from inferiors.

For Leo: Mate, partners assist in promoting your career, but more generally than
specifically, today. Be willing to wait for
results on a long term basis, without changing plans, especially prior to 6: 30 pm. lest
there be wasted effort. Defer correspondence,
advertising, relations with in-laws till evening. Accent moves over into occupation,
reputation matters, with warning against
misunderstandings, with superiors.

For Capricorn: Opportunity for steps
leading to promotion; increase in earning
capacity; expanding viewpoint now yours.
But don't ask cash or immediate recognition
it's in the works; be content. Home, estate
problems, if any, that can wait should be
allowed to do so; forcing won't help today.
Shift to intellectual pleasures after 6: 30 pm;
be with_those who can teach you; be willing
to help those not as far along as you are.

For Virgo: Talk things over with those
who look up to you or depend on you; financial and efficiency results will follow cooperation. Perfect details of regular performance, service-best to hold new starts till
a better day, especially if friendship, fraternal matters are involved. Evening becomes
personally strong for you; opportunity to
shine among appreciative, intelligent people.
Sidestep secret causes of scandal.

For Aquarius: You gain through legitimate use of personal charm, plus quick
thinking, today. Best to use these assets for
keeping things on the track-not so much
for switches from the _main line. Continue
scientific pursuits. Make no radical changes
with employees, hiring or firing. Make no
unusual moves in neighborhood affairs. After
6: 30 pm: keep fi.nancia~ home, estate matters as practical and simple as possible.

For Libra: Your public, social and occupational affairs, together with those people
related to them, call for gentle handlinglet them proceed normally if they will; don't
lean against them too heavily. Adjust, compromise with partners, equals, mate during
daylight hours; not wise to instigate new
starts in law or contract matters prior to 6; 30
pm; after that, not unless necessary. New
ideas re budget, mutual money, fair in eve.

For Pisces: Financial matters that are
still on the fire do not call for as much action
as might appear; wait if possible. Risk no
assets today; play it safe and sane where resources and those who could affect them are
concerned. Evening after 6:30 brings new
and interesting local experience. But your
real opportunity is in self-communion, analyzing your own inner reactions with a view
to making them count more in the future.
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Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

] hour for Cen-

In effect all day
V cnus-Saturn· parallel till 15th
9 o ?;1 Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
t 11 ~ Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
1? 0 Jtl Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
? 6 ii! Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
9

II ?

1lin i)
1l D 9
J) 'Ji. T?

J)0t.1

Moon in Taurus all day
Till 9:00 am: Moon-Venus square
1: 56-5: 56 am: Moon-Saturn semi-sextile
4:50 am-2;50 pm: Moon-Mercury square

Business: Caution advised in writings, contracts, legal moves; watch effect of plans
and action on estate, holdings, condition of enterprise. Be willing to accept a change of
pace to a slower tempo if necessary; deal with solid, practical people. Avoid appeals to
indulgence in self and others. Early morning inspirations will need improvement, so let
'em cool awhile.
·
Love and Romance: Until around three this afternoon you be rhe one to set a watch
on the tongue, so. that no hurt, argument, or misunderstanding arise. Be sure communication is clear. Don't conflict over plans. Not good for writing letters from the heart.
From then on through the evening lean on habits and the mutual _past. Simplicity, honesty, bind closer.

Health: Results of self-indulgence, if any, during recent past rise co the surface, especially this morning early. May experience recurrence of old ailment involving nerves,
lungs, arms, shoulders or respiratory tract. Avoid overdoing, particularly before 3 pm.
All day: have no operation or major tr.eatmem to throat, neck, ears, thyroid, teeth, cerebellum or genitals.
Hospitality: If it's possible to postpone entertaining itself, and also planning for it,
until midafternoon, so much the better: plans, derails, and things said are apt to miscarry and go awry previous co that. The evening suggests inviting elders you are fond
of, women who are "old fashioned," guests who are a pleasant habit, and guests you had
almost forgotten. Food: re-viveneglected dishes; have some reminiscent dish.·
Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Two kinds of friends influFor Taurus: Speeches misplaced, small
ence your day. The talkative, gossipy, deceit- things overlooked, plans misunderstood,
ful kind has an adverse effect upon your hinder occupational progress and prestige,
finances, especially till midafternoon. The
morning till midafternoon. Hold your
affectionate, steadfast one is the real source tongue. Personal concerns may clash with
of gain today and all evening. Watch your those of loved ones. Yet all day and evening
hands, that you do not drop, mislay, lose your career and finances go forward through
· things; in your work, keep details in order. noticeably older or younger persons, and
Small money can get away. Eve: be with
those. of old-fashioned type, especially
friends, close relatives, you can rely upon.
women. Be in public this evening.
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li'or Gemini: Personal power and dignity is built up through distance, loved ones,
and your own sociable and creative side on
this date. Yet through morning till midafternoon be wary of secrets, gossip, false
whispered information, especially if it comes
from a distance. You could reveal your own
secrets. If domestic situations secretly worry
you, relax till evening; they'll seem different.
Eve favors. educational, cultural activities.

li'or Scorpio: Earlier snap judgment involving human contacts will prove by later
afternoon to be error. Others may be critical
of you, but you win by being silent, postpon•
ing judgment. Domestic and legal plans weak
in either derail or mutual understanding;
but from midafternoon on the reverse-hidden factors appear. An evening spent at
home or quietly with others of per5-onal
weight, depth, earns you good will for future.

For Cancer: .Gossip with friends, tactlessness, writing what you will regret, must
be before you when with friends, acquaintances, this am and till midafterooon. Whatever you hear as speech or communication,
aon't accept as gospel. Best to steer around
snap judgment that leads to terminations.
All day and evening the unspoken, background, bases of your hwnan relationships
steadies and brings comparative heart glow.

For. Sagittarius: Pick the io.fluence of
partners, equals, allies, friends rather than
that of inferiors, fellow workers, at least until midafternoon. Your mind shifts today
between logic, feeling: let feeling win. A
person in near environment, long accus•
tomed or older, will have good influence
on your finances, legal affairs. From late afternoon through eve revive forgotten contacts; be ready with help others will need.

For Leo: Equals encountered today are
two kinds: one misleads you by poor or snap
judgment, lack of logic, lies, especially till
midafternoon. The other is kind, steady,
practical, rather old fashioned, ·and will help
you with your hopes and goals. Career-money
plans made early will prove inadequate.
Don't sign today uriless very sure. Tonight
be with sober, or older, people who work;
and whose practicality aids you.

For Capricorn: What happens or ap-pears quickly, or what needs immediate results, will have a bad financial effect; what is
slow, requires maturing, or dates from the
past is good, should be your choice. Some
practical originality of yours improves career,
ambitions, money. Sober or old-fashioned
workers are sources of gain. Morning, early
afternoon, stir up coo.flict berween your
heart, material outlook; but evening steadies.

For Virgo: You, or those who serve or
work with you, will get details wrong, mislay objects or information, write inaccuracies, show poor judgment through most of
the day. You yourself may have your mind
on larger or distant things and find perry
necessities irksome. But folks, plans, patient
and practical win today. A woman, or ari
older person, an inferior, someone from or
at a distance, points the way.

For Aquarius: You will seem contradictory to family, loved ones, today, and they
to you: unreason, criticism, sharp speeches
alternate with kindness, loyalty, patience in
the impulses of each, Until later afternoon
be sure of truth; don't lose things; don't
argue. After that, the old bonds give pleasure. A good evening for mutual· gaining of
culture, education, information of a prac ..
tical nature. Listen to older folks.

F..,r Libra: If a heart problem, or other
secret, reaches . speech today, encourage it
but try to keep misunderstanding to a min·imum; after midafternoon both minds will
- be clearer. More happiness, _serenity, from
your past than your present; an old emotional experience can reappear in mind or
in person. This evening favors doing some
practical beautifying of home. Duties to
loved ones, family, are pleasant this eve.
JANUARY, 19.t3

For Pisces: What head-heart conflict
comes in morning and early afternoon wiU
nevertheless show good results later. Listen to
your heart, be guided by the past, with those
in your near environment or in your heart,
A false rumor or hasty conclusion leads to
a break. Don't shift fixed assets; let them
mature. Evening: be neighborly, assist with
home obligations, help older folks, and yet
be by yourself a bit for inner steadying.
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In effect all day
Venus-Mercury conjunction till 16th
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Satum-N eptune trine till February 5th

0.t:.W

All day and till 21st: Sun-Uranus trine

~

cl ~

i II '!f
l;,oW

~

Moon in Taurus all day
End of Venus-Saturn parallel at 0:17 am (since
J) )t<2.! 2:12-8:12 am: Moon-Jupiter sextile
6:33 am-6:33 pm: Moon-Sun trine
j) .t:.0
J) 7\ J
8:48 am-0:48 pm: Moon-Mars quincunx
'J) d W 0: 10 pm till tomorrow 6: 10 am: Moon-Uranus
Mercury stationary at 3 pm; then retrograde
!.1Sta.
:j) .t:.w 8:36 pm till tomorrow 8:36 am: Moon-Neptune
l> d T;, 10:30 pm till tomorrow 4:30 pm: Moon-Saturn
j)

~

in

1 hour for Cen-

II r;,

11th)

conjunction
trine
conjunction

Business: Today's urges are powerful and consequently call for more accurate planning and direction. Excellent results to be obtained through novel ideas, ·dealing with
leaders who are both practical and original. May make important change; if so, have all
the details worked out in advance. Hold down risk.
Love and-Romance:
Do some solid emotional building today. Tackle £u0:damenta1s
that are weak. Give, take, invite, adjust. Evening is strong for turning over new leaves;
and for giving new stimulus by means of new attitudes, new appreciations, new habits.
Seek art, music, inspiring reading together.

Health: A good day for diagnosis and improvement of treatment, possibly involving
change of therapeutic method. Guard against overoptimism, sense of false power----<lon't
eat or drink too much. Have no operations or major treatments to throat, neck, ears,
thyroid, teeth, cerebellum or genitals.
Hospitality:
Entertain your superiors ( any type) at the noon hour; or have a child's
party, then or in afternoon. Evening good for surprises, new guests, costume affairs,
charitable causes, any cultural meeting. Plan co have it more or less iaformal. Food: the
unusual.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Your judgment concerning
For Taurus: Thi_s is your day to step
out in front and stay there. Get all possible
:finances is now in high gear; deal with
personal contact work done with those in
bankers, brokers, those who can open the
top spots; be seen, heard-but diplomatically,
way for your security. New acquaintances
not sell-assertively. Women can be of help
made today can be turned into good friends
in polishing new career plans. An excellent
for future entertainment and intellectual
pursuits. From noon on, be creative, use day for decorating, improving home, inshowmanship, seek peop~e of power and new creasing permanent assets, dealing with doideas--exchange favors. Your popularity in- mestic problems, if any. Romance can be
furthered. Attend to needs of children.
creases with both sexes.
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For Gemini: You may have to direct
your forces from behind the lines today;
but your viewpoint expands, you perceive
much more clearly. Excellent for distant
communications, entertaining those from
afar, advertising your product or service.
Attend to confidential matters; be alert for
inside information, but ignore mere gossip.
You can be of help to superiors from behind
the scenes. Evening: prepare the future.

For Scorpio: You are called on to play
a prominent role today. This starts in the
intimacies of home life and extend to social
and career affairs. Definite progress to be
made with those in executive and leading
positions. New plans will prove effective
and profitable. Make contracts; settle out of
court. Mate or partner proves helpful in your
success story. Evening favors entertainment,
places of amusement.

For Cancer: Plan your home budget as
far ahead as you can see today-and you can
see further than usual. Your hopes and desires are well favored through acts or words
of friends, patrons, those placed well socially
and in business. Go after what you know you
deserve; pay and collect; you are well received in all circles. But be sure your head
has final say over your heart. Seek philosophical, religious friends in evening.

For Sagittarius: Use your head to
further your career, improve your position,
today; judgment keen; can obtain accurate
facts and advice. Ideas come in that show
how you can be more valuable to othersi
those who look up to you are of real assistance. Good for settling with new or old
servants, employees. OK for seeking new
physician or mode of treating ailment, if any.
Seek professional people, those of influence.

For Leo: You glow and grow today; you
are sought by those who count most in your
affairs; but don't wait to be found-be available in the right places. Real opportunity
to make new contacts, settle legal disputes,
if any, put new ideas re career into action.
But avoid risking reputation through overoptimism or the causes of scandal. Evening
is pleasant, entertaining; but detour tendency
to overindulge. Be truly sympathetic.

techniques appeal to you and should be used;
your creative faculties are on the job, making
you more attractive and valuable to those
who matter. Your just cause is favored at
law. An excellent day for you to entertain
superiors in social or business relationships
in places of amusement. Be a bit conservative, however, in taking on added expenses.

For Virgo: Your magnetism and persuasive ability are now in top form; your long
range plans prosper. Use these excellent vibrations by seeking the highest personages
you can reach. Take care of distant correspondence, interests afar, people from out of
town. Good for personal travel, expansion
of your social and career horizon; make careful note of hunches-they will prove valuable. Evening: hospitality with home folks.

For Aquarius: Get around and see people in person; your skill and tact now add
to your popularity. Valuable additions to, or
progress in, your estate are now being attracted, for the benefit of your future
security. A good day for changing your base
of operations in minor matters. Listen to
others, but make up your own mind-your
hunches are mighty close to right. Excellent
vibrations for adjusting with mate.

For Libra: Your creative talents are
highly stimulated today; be inventive, express your artistic ability. Your popularity
is on the rise; romance, if eligible, favored;
combine intellect with charm for all worthy
purposes. But don't permit mere sensation or
feeling to dictate your acts and decisions.
Excellent vibrations for settling mutual fi.
nances, arranging budget, checking insurance. You may be secretly befriended.

For Pisces: Your tendency today is to
use up a good deal of nervous energy, but
within reason it will pay, for your mind is
accurate, alert, able to fit the pattern of your
environment together, seeing who's who and
what's what. Benefits come to you through
inferiors, service. New ideas that arrive in
pm are definitely valuable, whether usable
immediately or not. Evening is your opportunity to put personality on display.

JANUARY, 1943

For Capricorn: Loved ones important

in your success pattern today. New ideas and
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1 hour for Cen,-

In effect all day
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Sun-Uranus trine till 21st
-Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
T;>t.W Saturn-Neptune.trine till February 5th

II~
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?dW
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0111-1All day and till 20th:

Sun-Uranus parallel
All day and till 22nd: Mercury-Pluto opposition
All day and till 23rd: Mercury-Saturn trine
»in t Moon in Taurus till 4:35 am
»ti. W Till 8:36 am: Moon tri_neNepnine
)) d r;, Till 4: 30 pm: Moon-Saturn conjunction
»in II Moon enters Gemini at 4 :35 am
» II 1.1 10: 57 am-4: 57 pm: Moon-Mercury parallel
11:12 am-5:12 pm: Moon-Pluto sextile
)) 6 1.1 1:48 pm till tomorrow 1:48 am: Moon-Mercury trine
_
)) 6 '? 2:45 pm till tomorrow 2:45 am: Moon-Venus trii:Ie
'? d l;i End of Venus-Mercury conjunction ar 6: 57 pm ( since Dec. 11)
l;i 8 ,r;;
l;i 6?

))*~

Business: Trading, shipping become more active; keep in step with tomorrow's needs.·
Pessimi~ts will view with alarm today, but they will be wrong. Be practical, but go after
what you know you deserve. Deal with progressive people.
Love and Romance: Continuing relations, emotional habits, get the best of it
through the morning and most of the afternoon. But then on, romance and affection rise,
with better expression. Make dates.

Health: Chronic ailments accentuated till 4:30 pm-this is normal, so don't worry.
Till 4:35 pm: defer operations, severe treatment to throat, ears, genitals. After 4:35 pm:
avoid operations to lungs, trachea, respiratory tract.
Hospitality:_ A lunch, accustomed or old<:rgue~ts; the hahimal. Evening: the sittiest,
most interesting, most gracious and pleasing among your acquaintance. OK for short
trips. Food: moderate, but served with all appeal.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Your mind brings up the
For Taurus: Follow up previous finanpast, weighs present achievement. Some one cial plans of long range or slow maturing
older in your environment can give good type and carry them along. Seek advice of
counsel. A slow maturing career plan formed settled professional persons. Time moves. In
today has good prospects. Afternoon and all afternoon use your personality in ambitions,
evening younger friends of intellectual and employ social means, get public verdict on
artistic type develop your mind, add to your your progress. Speak your heart this eveeducation and culture. Good evening for ning to those you care for, and those who
working on your avocations and hobbies look up to you; help each other mutually
with plans and ambitions.
with the help of others.
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For Gemini: Your personal dignity and
authority rise today with increase of perspective; show others, the public, the scope
of your knowledge, culture, your inner reserves, your personality and talents. Feature
yourself. Start personal matters that you wish
to make permanent. Hunches, communication from distance, something said by family,
loved ones, will give valuable clues: follow
them up, afternoon and this evening.

For Scorpio: The pooling of fixed
assets, yours and another's, timed for gradual
maturing into permanent gain, is today's
best bet for you. Experience and old plans
should be used. Joint efforts in afternoon
. will make home, marriage, better in some
way. Confide secrets, confidential affairs, to
friends and family members; they help with
your hopes. Entertain, be with, younger
equals with depth and reserves stimulating
to you in eve.

For Cancer: Play a background role today, listening to others older, more settled
For Sagittarius: An attitude of reliable
chan yourself. Be alert for lingering factors cooperation toward those in your near enthat are just coming to light. Some comparivironment brings some lasting satisfaction
son provided by an equal throws light on an today. Those you meet ru:e inclineg to be
inner concern. Work quietly on joint ac- practical: listen to them in money matters,
counts, mutual funds, settling and clearing up and in timing efforts. Workable plans for
details, this afternoon. let neighbors, close linking avocation and career can be formed
kin, family, friends, have the spotlight to• this afternoon. This evening get around sonight: you observe, lisreo, record, play sup- - dally in your community. Seek those friends,
porting role.
neighbors, who add to your education.
For Leo: Ask older, wiser friends for aid
For Capricorn: What is in the keeping
or counsel on problems of work, or of of the past in regard to your record with
health. Hopes continuing from your past
inferiors, employees, followers, dependents,
should be pushed along: in afternoon and and in your own work, today comes up in
this evening others you meer will be in a some pleasant guise; and finances are linked.
position to do you some good. Turn ac- -Patient personal work and responsibility betcustomed antagonisrs into friends this eve- ters your money and occupational prospects.
ning by fifty-fifty admission. Seek allies of Through afternoon and evening, persons
wit and artistic leanings. Vibrations today connected with distance, your social life, or
your heart, see your worth more dearly.
favor reviving neglected, contaas.

For Virg~: Some public - occupational
responsibility shows in your vibrations today.
Old aspirations claim you: in afternoon you
may feel like working on them for pleasure.
The type of entertainment or amusement
you seek will lead to dearer view of future,
better perspective on yourself, your efforts.
Evening favors socia~le relations with those
who look to you for examples; you play a
superior role.
·

For Aquarius: Through the day an old
private ( or secret) factor in love life, or in
your social life, emerges to steady present
circwnstances. Your lasting emotional bonds
seem more desirable. Afternoon's plans
should include relaxation of some permanent
worth to you and those you care for. Evening favors you· personally, so make the
most of your appeal, your appearance, your
wit and charm-be seen, appreciat~d.

. For Libra: Harmony and sense of freedom come your way; you express your inner
self in ways that attract liking, appreciation,
love. During day try to close and settle old interests of _wide scope; consult professionals
of authority in their lines. Afternoon and
rhis evening favor outdoor activities, traveL
seeking pleasures w:ith loved ones. Put your
besr foot forward in your own behalf: get
around.

For Pisces: Favorable for bringing to
satisfactory conclusions your old domestic
plans, your regretted enmities whether open
or secret, your private endeavors not yet
known publicly. During day friends and
family members help with factors from past
not yet eliminated. Afternoon and through
th.is evening are strong for short trips and
visits locally; for being sociable with close
relatives, neighbors, loved ones.
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In effect all day
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
0 11 J!{ Sun-Uranus parallel till .20th
01'. W Sun-Uranus trine till 21st
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 22nd
~ 8 ~
Mercury-Saturn trine till 23rd
~ 1'. ?
1?o:W Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
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All day and till 22nd: Sun-Neptune trine
Moon in Gemini all day
10:30 am till tomorrow 4:30 am: Moon-Mars opposition
3:17-7:17 pm: Moon-Jupiter semi-sextile
6:31 pm rill t0morrow 0:31 am: Moon-Venus parallel

Business: More favorable for looking ahead as far as possible than for trying to
work out the details of tomorrow's contacts. Petty irritations, thoughts of unpleasant
people ( even if you must deal with them) are of little profit today-emotions too much
to the fore. Plan ahead to meet and deal with those higher up. Attend to confidential
items from 3 to 7 pm today.
Love and Romance: It's lovers' choice today: whether to be and give happiness, or
to make the second a quarrel. If you choose the former, then just relax at any challenge.
, And be sure your impulse t0 action isn't unwarranted, or premature, or overdone. Later
afternoon, eve, romantic.

Health: Keep the mind and emotions calm, if at present below physical par, ·especially if nervous system is affected. Anger and resentment are poisons as real as arsenic.

Defer operations to limbs, arms, hands, fingers. Have no strenuous treatment directed
to lungs, trachea or respiratory tract.
Hospitality: Mixed influences, all through the day and evening. But good, if you can
manage the simple trick of not getting heated yourself, nor permitting friction between
your guests, or accident to them; and of not inviting guests who want to dominate or
challenge. Otherwise, have a more generous party than usual. Food: same-more generous,
richer, than usual.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: While background vibrations
For Taurus: Control mge t0 be extravfavor your protects in the long run .at agant; watch partner or mate who may be
present, today's more immediate stimuli call similarly inclined today. Added expense will
for holding back impulse co say or do more smely follow carelessness in handling acthan you mean. Judgment t00 quick to grasp counts-take nothing for granted where asall factors. Caution advised in dealing with sets or earnings are involved. Close assoneighbors, brethren, on minor matters. ciates may cause loss, friction, tension, so
Don't force the issue. Detour tension re be tactful. This is a minor hump to negotiate,
money and distant matters--also in-laws. for the trend is better than the momentdon't worry and don't rake chances.
Evening good for hospitality._
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For Gemini: Tendency today is tO be
self-assertive in the wrong way, particularly
with those weaker than yourself-not
a
pretty picture, and one you don't have to
make come true. Control it at source-inside. Opposition -is present, but it will fight
fair if you do; opportunity to compromise.
Don't spoil long term prospects by haste.
Postpone important decisions. Watch budget,
servants and health.

For Scorpio: Your deeper emotions are
stirred today; but do all you can to keep
personalities out of it-don't blame people
too definitely, especially in word or act.
Recognize the feeling as what it is: an inner
pressure. Best not to shift plans re money,
budget, resources of others. Remember that
your personality is more intense than you
realize; be more than useally careful not
to offend or hurt th06e whom you contact.

For Cancer: Be cautions lest unseen opFor Sagittarius: R-elations with assoponents be stirred up today. Be guarded
ciates likely to need a bit of oil on the
in relationships with social or business in- troubled waters today. You supply the oi~
feriors. If inwardly disturbed or restless, at
not the troubled waters. You may feel more
least keep the tension inside-don't release romantic than does the object of your affecit in ill-considered emotion. Better still: retions; be willing to wait without feeling
lax against it. An excellent day to display
badly about it-it's only a matter of moment.
your poise. long distance and future _affaits Give no cause to those who would oppose
will not be affected by today if you rest
your purposes, for your long term affairs
or maintain usual routines.
will never know today existed if you do so.
For Leo: Don't expect friends to be too
reliable; be soothing with them today;
avoid seeking excitement, even with best
pal. There may be plenty anyway. Be the
peacemaker, especially if tension comes up
with relatives, home folks, in-laws or those
at a distance. Guard property against loss
by fire, violence or carelessness. Heed all
warnings in time. Evening fair if spent with
tried and true associates or loved ones.

For Capricorn: The way you feel reacts
on your health today; maintain complete
inner poise, regardless of outside circumstance. Servants, .those below your station in
society or business, may make trouble; if so,
defer settlement to a more peaceful time.
Best not to change method of service or
health treatment on spur of moment. Evening offers opportunity to adjust or cooperate with associates and, if married, with mate.

For Virgo: Resentment against supervision might be much worse if this were a day
when superiors had. to be met or dealt with;
even so, keep it out of your thoughts and
feelings, for things are now better than they
appear on the surface of today's vibrations.
An excellent day for scientific pursuits; put
your energy into improving your education ..
Evening: work or rest at home; spend a bit
of time figuring how to increase savings.

For Aquarius: An excellent day for
your creative talents, in'Ventiveness, artistic
leanings, self-education, if you will apply
yourself. Loved ones may have difficulties,
but you can -assist in smoothing them out.
Friends in trouble approach you; be firmly
just with them, not antagonistic or over-emotional in sympathy. Be slow to criticise children or others not as well developed as
you are. New acquaintances unimportant.

For Libra: You are one of the few who
For Pisces: Take care of permanent asdoes not feel the full pressure of today's sets by routine inspection only-no worry or
tensions; you are therefore the one to come alarm will do any good. Avoid carelessness
between contestants, or to be the judge in with fire and in travel You may feel resentminor disputes-but only if both sides re- ful of someone higher up, but it is best to
quest it. Personally, this is an excellent day forget it, as such a matter could not be
clearly or fairly perceived under present
for expanding your viewpoint, teaming your
lower with your higher mind, catching up on
feelings. Another day will reveal it as less
c-0r1:espondence.Be tactful with mate, if he or · important than it n.ow appears. Evening:
mental exercise and emotional relaxation.
she is upset; be understanding, calm.
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1 hour for Cen-

In effect all day
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Sun-Uranus parallel tiil 20th
Sun-Uranus trine till 21st
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 22nd
Sun-Neptune trine till 22nd
Mercury-Saturn trine till 23rd
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

All day and till 26th: Sun-Pluto opposition.
Moon in Gemini tilJ 4:54 pm
8: 14 am-0: 14 pm: Moon-Sun quincunx
10:59 am-8:59 pm: Moon-Neptune square
2:24-6:24 pm: Moon-Uranus semi-sextile
Moon enters Cancer at 4:54 pm

Business: Deal ,with women, in their needs, and with the public--stress service
angle till noon, at least. Afternoon and evening: don't overplay your hand; be sure you
don't yield to impractical schemes; guard position and estate. late afternoon: hold back
if tempted to take money risk or shift financial plans.

Love and Romance: This is the kind of day and evening when emotional dissatisfactions previously submerged are shown: accompanied by feelings that might get out
of good control. If you don't know why you feel so, don't. Evening is more romantic than
day, but this hazard continues.
Health: Watch nervous reactions; be _calmunder all circumstances-especially if you
don't want to-after 11 am. Till 4:54 pm: Defer operations to limbs, fingers, ribs; defer
strenuous treatment of lungs or trachea. After 4: 54 pm: stomach, breast, pancreas,
womb operatiops to be postponed.
Hospitality:_ Be prepared for illogical or extra-fastidious offenses taken if entertaining on this date; also for whisper campaigns and social hypocrisy. Select guests carefully
and avoid problems. Don't be touchy yourself! Food: unpretentious, nothing too complicated or tricky.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Begin new and better relaFor Taurus: Attend decisively to the
tions with, attitudes toward, superiors in handling of movable and fixed assets, inoccupation this am: bring your ideas, train- come, estate, this morning, contacting supeing, plans, to their attention. Go to higher- riors where necessary: communications inups in local activities. Afternoon's new ideas, volving distance may influence. New finannew propositions, will prove unsound and cial factors in afternoon are only safe after
bring complications-look for secrets. Home impractical, or unseen, factors are recognized.
and family concerns in evening subject to up- Inferiors may be emotional this afternoon.
set feelings, the hidden factor. Looks best Evening tangles with friends, those who folto postpone home entertainment.
low or support you, must be avoided.
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For Gemini: This morning something
should be worked through which involves
money and your superiorr-do it personally.
Afternoon's yens for change, restlessness, will
complicate relations with those cared for.
Avoid all forms of gambling. The evening's
vibrations bring up money and ambitions
in your life, and you may find yourself
hatching visionary schemes, or hearing them
from those cared for. Be extra thoughtful.

For Scorpio: Encourage others to take
the lead in mutual endeavors, mutual finances, this morning; give attention to their
ideas, . plans. Afternoon brings behind-thescenes activities touching your occupation,
reputation, and your heart: your own secrets
sway you. Avoid gambles, any type. lo the
evening there will be more possibility of
freedom, but some limitation, felt inwardly,
complicates; love life affected.

For Cancer: Something in your private
life involving equals and money can be
brought nearer realization-get the larger,
impersonal view. In morning be attentive to
others who know things you don't: let them
have the authority. A secret urge, or hunch,
in afternoon relating to change, distance,
does not look sound, may tangle home affairs.
In eve some unusual emotional factor is
present in home; with women, in public.

For Sagittarius: If you need others'
support in those new plans and ideas now
forming, seek it this morning by means of
offering services of your own. Communications, travel, contribute benefit. But the conclusion of new things conceived this afternoon looks chaotic, tricky-don't be swayed
by friends no matter how sincere. This evening's secret hopes are impractical Friends,
family, rouse crisscross emotions.

For Leo: Confide in friends, inferiors,
1ellow workers this am, they can set you an
example, lead you. Give employees, servants,
some authority. Afternoon's new contacts
seem to rouse impractical aspirations in your
mind; new alliances, partnerships, will prove
tricky. This eve is not the time to dwell
too much on your secrets, your inner feelings,
_private yens for power: your mood will be
out of .perspective.

For Capricorn: Those wbo work with
or for you look likely to be in a position to
aid you with their resources this morning:
let them play the superior role. But io
afternoon be very sure new work, money,
plans are practical. Institute new routines,
but watch details and timing. Others may be
unpunctual or difficult this evenfog, in illogical mood. But be sure you don't offend
their feelings carelessly.

For Virgo: If in contact with superiors
this morning re organizing things, proving
your originality, be sure you aren't being
an enemy to yourself, or overlooking some
covered factor; otherwise, go ahead and get
things started leading to new occupationalfinancial opportunity. But afternoon's financial outlook is tricky; care with law, intrigues.
Friends and allies, mate, may be touchy this
eve: don't hurr deeper emotions.

For Aquarius: Encourage those you
care for to confide in you this morning:
some vital but secret controversy can be uncovered. At work, show superiors your ability to work cooperatively. Afternoon stirs
your original streak, but with it also your
visionary, impractical urges--discriminate,
and you can improve work prospects. This
evening indulgences will affect health adversely. Big dreams won't prove out.

For Libra: Plans and hopes of long
range or involving distance are growing toward some new manifestation: t.his morning,
help them along through the aid of friends,
home folJ{s,super~ors, able to lead you. New,
original hunches or circumstances this afternoon conflict with personal feeling, and look
impractical Personal ambition this eve, but
if in public don't risk scenes. Personal misunderstandings if you masquerade.

For Pisces: At home, at work, with
friends, let these folks have the lead this am,
and you attentively realize where they are
leading; the result can be improved domestic
conditions and better inner outlook Afternoon and through eve your own feelings become confused and too sensitive; you tend
to bide things; this brings false conditions
with those you care for. Better to insist on
your owo frankness.
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In effect all day
Mars-Pluto parallel till 20th
Sun-Uranus parallel till 20th
0 6 ItT Sun-Uranus trine till 21st
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 22nd
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All day and till 23rd: Sun-Saturn p'arallel
Moon in Cancer all day
0:48-4:48 am: Moon-Saturn semi-sextile
1 : 35-5 : 35 am: Moon-Pluto semi-sextile
8:00 am-0:00 pm: Moon-Mercury quincunx
1:30 pm till tomorrow 7:30 am: Moon-Jupiter conjuncti,on
6:37-10:37 pm: Moon-Venus quincunx

Business: Excellent for planning, writing, calling on customers, advertising. Stress
home needs, domestic products, food, real estate, distribution. Good for replenishing
stocks, if prices are right; slightly more favorable for seller than for buyer. Deal with
progressive executives-seek the top man.
Love and Romance: Look forward to a romantic, or affectional, evening, and make
your plans accordingly. Both should be in a more receptive and sympathetic mood~
Afternoon is second best. Deepen bonds.
Health: Excellent for pursuing plans to renew vitality, but avoid optimism that
leads to overindulgence. Defer stomach or breast operations; also pancreas and womb.
No strenuous treatment of chest or epigastric region.

Hospitality: This is good both for pleasure through entertaining and for raising your
social standing. A more elaborate affair would be OK; or one for charity or causes, or to
honor a traveller, or for reunion, or add to culture. Or have a child's party. Food: generous
and more pleasingly served.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: This is your day to bring to
fruition all possible past starts, and from
them evolve plans for the coming two weeks
at least. A day for summing up, coming to
conclusions, making decisions, dealing definitely with those who can further your
cause in exchange for your best services.
Expand your horizon; home conditions improve; estate increases; deal with women re
widening interests; play your hunches.
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For Taurus: Pay every possible attention
tQ ~deas, methods that appear today; listen
to everyone, for there is valuable instruction
to be gleaned in all that is now prominent .
with you. Your mind is keen, active. Judg- •
ment good, but a bit on the overoptimistic
side, so look twice and go ahead. Settle disputes, if any, out of court. Advertise, publicize your good points. Deal with professional and well to do people. Adjust budgets.
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For Gemini: Partnership, law, mate and
associates play a big part in furthering your
projects today, particularly where money,
earning power is involved. Go directly tO the
center of problems, for you can settle them
wisely now. Examine contracts that lead to
expansion-if they look good, sign up. Minor
domestic difficulties should be sidestepped
diplomatically. Influential people take your
side. Use your ingenuity.

For Scorpio: C o m b i n e the practical
with the idealistic today, for this is your
opportunity to bring down into daily
living, daily contacts with others, the
sum total of what has been growing just
below the surface in your mind. Deal with
financial advisors, those who can improve
your earning power, teachers, travellers, experts in all. lines. Your cultural side expands.
Be generous, but not extravagant.

For Cancer: You are more magnetic,
For Sagittarius:· Other people's personmore impressive than usual today. The re- alities and affairs touch yours quite definitely
wards of work well done now arrive. Imtoday-mostly with good results for all conproved means for pleasing those who count
cerned. Your own emotional nature is likely
most in your affairs are available. Confiden- to be stirred, appealed to; you are more
tial arrangements prove beneficial. A void ex- tolerant; but there is danger of too much
travagance, promising more than you can relaxing of your defenses--so be careful to
perform, however. Deal with servants, em- avoid indulgence. Your personality, roo, is
ployes, those who look up to you-they can ' more vibrant, more magnetic-you are atbe of much assistance. Be generous.
tractive; use these qualities.
For Leo: Your inner powers shine
through your words and acts today; those
higher up in social and business affairs approve your work and ability. Your hunches
are accurate. But full expression is withheld;
don't worry about it-earned reward will appear in due time. Don't overplay your hand;
say less than you think-=-store up your plans.
Influential friends are working for you;
Those you meet today will be important ..

For Capricorn: You are very powerful
today and can successfully handle the situations that arise. And much will be required
of you: personal service, special missions
for those higher up, directing of -inferiors,
legal affairs; cooperation of mate, partner or
associate should be enlisted for mutual gains.
Increase of understanding matures in an important matter. New plans and ideas should
be put to the test of practical use.

For Virgo: Your projects prosper today; your estate increases. Opportunity
comes through friends, influential people
( probably women). Openings for you to
meet new acquaintances who will help you
up the ladder socially and in career. Put
your service rendering ability on display.
Be willing to accept more responsibility;
your sphere of influence is increasing. Note
well your ideas concerning future.

For Aquarius: Your brotherly love gets
opportunity today to come down out of the
abstract into the realm of personal service.
You are called on to deliver your best. And
that requires extra effort, whid1 you are now
well able to give. Inferiors help your projects. Your inventiveness is plus, as are your
artistic, literary, creative talents: Friends are
made. New starts will do well. Your magnetism is high. OK for romance, if eligible.

For Libra: You play a superior role to·
day; everyone's eyes are on you-and you
have the ability to make the grade handsomely. Your plans dick. You know the
ways and means and are helpful to those
in top social or business spots. You are
called upon for confidential work or information in the morning; watch for and avoid
causes of scandal. Deal with neighbors,
brethren; get around; see many people.

For Pisces: Take care of assets; you can
add to savings, improve home conditions,
roday. Your personal charm is Grade A
with loved ones. Your creative powers, originality, stimulated in ways that help you with
career, relations with the· .top man, reputation and worthy ambitions. Go after results
-they will materialize. OK to change location if you have thought the matter through.
Attend to problems of children.
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Wednesday,

20, 1943

January

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

1 hour for Cen-

In effect all day
Sun-Uranus trine till 21st
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 22nd
Sun-Neptune trine till 22nd
Mercury-Saturn trine till 23rd
Sun-Saturn parallel till 23rd
Sun-Pluto opposition till 26th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

0b..T;> All day and till 26th: Sun-Saturn trine
»in§

Moon in Cancer all day
0:48 pm till tomorrow 6:48 am: Moon-Sun opposition
End of Mars-Pluto parallel_at 2:11 pm (since 4th)
j) r. t
5:19-9:19 pm: Moon-Mars quincunx
OIIJJ;! End of Sun-Uranus parallel at 5:21 pm (since 16th)
Oin:z- -Sun enters Aquarius at 6 :20 pm

»8 0
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Business: Put your ingenuity up against the problems of oppositions you now f~ce;
· look at the viewpoint of those in advanced positions. Take your cue from your best possible estimate of the future, not entirely from the past, for today we can all sense the
changing scene, if we exercise our sensitivity.
Love and Romance: The best way to treat any basic inharmonies that appear on this
date will be by means of making certain changes, reforms, new departures. Start new
habits together. OK for new romantic dates today and this evening. Mates: try to appreciate in new ways.
'
Health: Emotional control is half of health control, especially today; don't take things
too hard. Stomach or breast operations to be deferred; also those to pancreas and womb.
Avoid drastic treatment of chest or epigastric region.
Hospitl!,lity: Opportunity to step out of social ruts by deliberate decision. Use your
imagination and originality in planning today's affair; extend this to guests, and ask new
ones. But leave out your superiors. Enterprisin~, active party succeeds best. Food: novel,
surprises, but hearty.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: If you will pay alert attention to things that are new today, you will
find the right chance to get ahead in occupation, with superiors, in love life, and local
activities. But you 'can spoil it all by insubordination, resenting others' right to authority: let them lead. Do the same with your
other sex, and with those loved. From late
afternoon and through eve strong desire for
emotional expression, but some inharmony.
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For Taurus: New conditions in money,
occupation, assets fixed and movable are
forming, and can be climaxed today by the
right new moves. Opposition to higher-ups,
or opposing home folks, will bring you some
problem and set-back. You are in two minds
at some time today: choose to listen to those
with authority. Around the dinner hour and
through eve bring what you have been reserving to the light of others', attention.
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For Gemini: Today can reveal a tide
which, taken at the flood, will lead you evenmally to a new personal condition of greater
scope and freedom. Be keenly alert to communications, clues, tips, new ideas, hunches.
However, cut down expenses, conserve rather
than display; financial superiors may have to
be conciliated. People met this evening may
cause expense too; they will bring abouc
exertion but also stimulation.

For Scorpio: You will be in position to
gain authority in occupation, ambitions, today, but won't be wise if you do, for this
will breed opposition and the end will he
negative for you. If you cooperate instead,
a termination and a change looks promising
of good results of fixed nature. Evening
favors you, but there is still necessity to see
the other side with inferiors, home folks,
superiors, or get into enmities.

For Cancer: A new factor heretofore
unknown intrudes into money matters and
can prove of unexpected help. A termination in favor of a new start is favored. All
afternoon and evening you find yourself under necessity to compromise with others for
any mutual gain, or take a financial loss, if
you continue opposing. There is extravagance stimulus. Eve: get some outdoor physical activity; meet those who look up to you.

For Sagittarius: You may feel comparatively eclipsed because of necessity to adjust to others and .find your gains through
and with them. Yet a new chance, a change,
comes about that sets you free mentally by
greater perspective, and prospect of more
scope. Pool resources today: have expenditures justly mumal. By evening your initiative rises, you are more active and seek outlet: good for public amusements.

For Leo: You and those who work with

For Capricorn: There are prospects of a

or for you may be in opposition today, or · benefidal change connected with your work,
striving for superiority. They have the ad- your finances, and mutual relations with invantage, and you will be wise to compromise. feriors, dependents, fellow workers, today:
Your recent new hopes will come nearer encourage it by alertness and timing. Try a
realization today through friends, new ac- • new attitude with men, and with executives;
quaintances, the cooperation of equals who otherwise, you wil find _yourself in antago'
hav.e some power. Make a change for the
nisms. See that mutual funds don't cause
better. Through late afternoon and evening controversy or unjust expenditure. Eve:
family and loved ones encourage.
careful with other sex and in your spending.
For Virgo: New hopes connected with
work, occupation, ambitions and avocations
seem nearer realization: you are advised to
bring out any reserves of worth, private accomplishments, secret knowledge, etc., and
weigh the scales with them in your favor.
But you must be wise enough to sidestep
rivalry, quarrel, ·in working surroundings
and with friends, inferiors. Eve: be active
at home, improving; but care with health.

For Aquarius: Drifting into oppositions with others today can nullify potential
new support and good will that would have
brought personal opportunity. Play up your
inventiveness, originality, with good showmanship. From later afternoon enterprising
friends stimulate your mind and ambitions
with good results: fraternize with this type.
But all evening you still need to use compromise, tact, to offset antagonisms.

For Libra: Make capital of your creativeness, your social abilities, your vision
and perspective; for this date offers new
opportunity fitting in with your desires. Cultivate new contacts, but do not resent their
setting the pace for you. All day use tact,
control, when•with superiors or before the
public. The evening brings keen mental activity, desire to meet others and match wits,
but watch inharmony with loved ones.

Fo1· Pisces: An inward shift of mood,
attitude, should be encouraged today, for it
will lead to good conclusions in home, estate, and work interests. Make changes
quietly, with regard to private knowledge.
Some inner opposition to the attitudes or
needs of those you love, or who serve or
support you, brings a check. Best to conserve
good health by no indulgence on this date.
In evening conciliate loved ones.
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Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain an.Q3 for Pacific War Time.

1 hour for Cen-

In effect all day
Mercury-Pluto opposition till 22nd
0b. t,f! Sun-Neptune, trine till 22nd
Mercury-Saturn trine ti.1123rd
~ b. ?
0 111? Sun-Saturn parallel till 23rd
0 b. T? Sun-Saturn trine till 26th
Sun-Pluto opposition till 26th
08-!il'
? cl w Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
? b. 1;j! Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
1,1 8 ~

0cl~

All day and till 24th: Sun-Mercury conjunction

.6.W All day and till 26th: Mercury-Neptune trine
»in§
Moon in Cancer till 5:40 am
~

» cl ~ 0: 12 am-6: 12 pm: Moon-];'luto conjunction
1:06-7:06 am: Moon-Uranus sextile
»*w 2:20
am-8:20 pm: Moon-Mercury opposition
» 8 li
3:37-9:37
am: Moon-Neptune sextile
»*W
»in &l, Moon enters Leo al 5:40 am
® Full Moon at 6:48am
» II ~ 10:25 am-4:25 pm: Moon-Venus parallel
0.6.W

»* r;,

End of Sun-Uranus trine at 10: 59 am ( since 15th)
11:22 am-5:22 pm: Moon-Saturn sextile

Business: Better in am; continue yesterday's leads. Not best vibrations for contracts
started now. Deal with those who have final Yes or No. Long term view better than
short range. New angles appear today; observe them well.

Love and Romance: More mutual awareness of permanencies will increase love
today. But watch tongues, argument, misunderstandings.

Health: Till 5:40 am: defer operations to stomach, breast, pancreas, womb. After
5 :40 am: defer operation affecting heart, spine, blood circulation.
Hospitality:
By selecting guests of serious, warm hearted, dependable type you can
avoid the social problems that might come through gossips, faddists, wordy persons,
arguers. Food: easiest on digestion.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Pay more attention to big
things than to details today. See the perspective of your past and future, with now
merely the point between them. Your ideas
appeal to those in power. Mate, partner, associate disposed to assist you on cooperative
basis. Romance has rough going-judgment
erratic in heart and entertainment matters.
Careful with inferiors, lest misunderstanding
develop. Defer important health decisions.
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For Tanrus: You are favored in money
and career matters; deal with top man, those
financially interested in you. Assistance or
benefit through personal service or an inferior. Home folks or affairs may conflict
with more public relationships; if so, try
to hold domestic decisions in abeyance. Per-sonal earning power and estate can both be
increased· now. Extravagance or heavy expense re romance or loved ones unwise.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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F01· Gemini: Things are opening up for
you; today's change of tempo favors your
projects for several weeks to come if you
play your hand right. Your long range, long
distance plans prosper. Best to stick to the
old formula today; new ideas require a bit
of further polishing. Scientific matters come
up and you can handle them well. Deal with
elders re local affairs. Romance OK, if
eligible. Your creative talent now in high.

For Scorpio: Reconcile differences between domestic and public matters, if any,
today. Favor public matters a bit. Relations
with those higher up OK on serious side, but
not if risks are contemplated. Mate, partner,
associate is of assistance in financial affairs,
with counsel or loan. Deal only with those
of real skill and experience. New cycle of
several weeks asks that you attend diligently
to securjty of your perma~ent assets.

For Cancer: Go over facts and figures
again before making financial decisions today; stick to past program as much as possible where earnings, money are concerned.
Long term matters more favored than immediate propositions, particularly where savings, permanent estate enter picture. Hunches
for future actions are good-save them.
Unexpected assistance may arrive. Defer to
mate and associates.

For Sagittarius: You are now entering
favorable period lasting several weeks in
which your logic, judgment will pay good
dividends. Today favors winding up legal
matters, deciding definitely concerning contractual matters. Accept the lead or advice
of associate or mate. Mutual money, budget,
however, should be allowed to rest quietly,
if it will. Experience, elders, pracrical people
help your career today; cultivate them.

For Leo: The serious side of your personality is best today; deal with older, more
practical people, especially in afternoon.
Judgment re finances not up to par, so sray
out of intricate deals. Your strong department now is that of friends, whose cooperation you can count on in reasonable ways;
listen to their counsel, pay attention to their
ideas. Law and partnership, including matrimonial, call for your best planning.

For Capricorn: Get to see the top man,
the most powerful, if you can, today. Your
personality is a distinct asset in personal
contact, so be seen and heard. Don't mistrust
your hunches today; they may seem strange,
but they really will work out if you'll· test
them. Best to postpone settlement of accounts or matters in dispute. Careful with
inferiors this pm. Coming several weeks sees
increase of your earning power.

For Virgo: You are now in a combination of vibrations that puts you out in
front, while at the same time stimulating
your most inner life. Don't be too concerned
about inner dissatisfaction, restlessness-they will adjust well in the long run if you
don't prod them. Get around to see those
who mean most in your social or business
career today; they favor your purposes. You
are now entering a personal service cycle.

For Aquarius: Your long distance and
long term prospects are distinctly on the
rise, if you follow plans and methods that
appeal to you personally today. Minor ripples in domestic life not important unless
you magnify them. Don't be too quick with
mate, partner, associates; the serious, sober
part of your nature is more acceptable right
now. Improve your appreciation and talent
in the arts today. Build with those admired.

For Libra; Don't count on others too
much today; self-reliance, however, is a real
asset. Your vision, understanding, perception,
creative powers, are now powerful and can
be used to advance your projects with superiors, old friends ( not so good with new
acquaintances), and along confidential channels. Advice of friends should be calmly analyzed for unintentional flaws. Watch the
causes of scandal today.
~

For Pisces: Stay close to base of supplies today; your best opportunities are related to home, building estate, home folks.
May be friction with an inferior or employee
-----<lon't
build it up; other inferiors, however,
assist your needs, so discriminate between
individuals. Your own service may be misunderstood; if so, wait for rime to reveal
your worth. New trend is your opportunity
to prepare for chances tO come l_acer.
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Your

Daily Horoscope
Friday, January

22, 1943

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

1 .hour for Ceur

In effect all day .
Mercury-Saturn trine till 23rd
Sun-Saturn parallel titl 23rd
Sun-Mercury conjunction till 24th
Sun-Satum trine till 26th ·
Mercury-Neptune trine till 26th
Sun-Pluto opposition till 26th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
!j! "f. 2..(.

All day and till 23rd: Venus-Jupiter quincunx

'9.b.1/J..All day and till 27th: Mercury-Uranus trine ·
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All day and till 29th: Mars-Neptune square
Moon in Leo all day

0:26 am-6:26 pm: Moon-Venus opposition
2;50-8:50 am: Moon-Mercury parallel
3:24-7:24 pm: Moon-Jupiter semi-sextile
End of Sun-Neptune trine at 4:37 pm (since 7th)
End of Mercury-Pluto opposition at 7:19 pm (since 16th)

Business: Look ahead in all dealings; the opinion or relationship of the moment
will change-in which direction? Think it out, judging by habits of those involved, before
deciding. Avoid self-pity, extravagance. Defer buying.
Love and Romance: Mutual emotions stirred and receptive. But this may .result in
jealousy, hurt, avidness, misplaced generosity if each is not careful. Not so good for
romantic dates because of this, but better in later eve.
-<- ·~

Health: Moods and feelings running strong, unless curbed consciously.Avoid stimulants in excess. Have no major operation or treatment involving spine, heart; nor take
strong drugs affecting heart or blood circulation.
Hospitality: All would be socially well on this date, in fact OK, if it were not for
possibility of some social jealousy, or same between guests; or some emotional unpleasantness cropping up. So hand pick your guests, and then go ahead. Food: non-sweet,
non-fattening. Rather delicate food.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Go out of your way to culFor Taurus: A day favoring your ut·
tivate as many types of people today ;is pos- most occupational efforts. Push for conclusible: thtough each comes different stimula- sions, decisions, settlements, in ambitions
tion. Others will be well dispos~d toward and finances-and· in working surroundings.
you; you, however, must not e~aggerate your Plan and carry thtough permanent betterfeelings for them nor subject yourself to
ment in work, with inferiors, fellow workfinancial drains. Flattery brings trouble. .ers, and with superiors. Higher-ups sympaThrough evening strong desire for pleasure thetic to goals. The joker today will be rating
and emotional expression. Be hospitable, yourself too high, hurt vanity. Afternoon,
especially to those from a distance.
eve, subdue personalities, especially in home.
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For Gemini: Movement is your day's
keynote: movement of people or communications to you, your own travel, your own
writing. Recognize bow this can benefit you.
Dress up your efforts with showmanship,
and in social guise: use full extent of your
education. Others favor your serious, practical efforts with their assets, resources. But
afternoon, eve, pleasure costs rise: affections
subject to upsets.

:For Scorpio: Domestic support, that
from a parent, and the support of hitherto
background or hidden facrors comes your
way. The day places you in roles of superiority or authority. Seek satisfactory conclusions tO old plans. During daylight don't fall
for flattery from others, nor reveal secrets;
watch reputation. Eve, especially later, be
friendly close to home or in it; with elders,
or those long known.

For Cancer: Some unexpressed but lingering desire touching marriage, home, subdued emotions, is under vibrations that favor
realization, which some other helps you toward. However, other folks ( friends, family
members, younger persons and women) can
prove costly, especially through any vanity
of yours: money outlook may be satisfacrory, but you yourself drain your purse. Eve
favors home life or quiet surroundings.

For Sagittarius: Your mind throws
sparks, races, sees goals; you can speak, plan,
write, communicate effectively. Against this
is tendency to feel an emotional security,
serenity leading to laxity. Inferiors flatter.
Communications promise overmuch. Be
guided by those in your environment of high
ideals, practical, sober worth. Evening favors
mutual efforts to acquire information, skill.
Seek old local allies.

For Leo: Three kinds of persons come
your way: serious, praetical friends and inferiors, equals with high ideals and possessed of resources, and flattering folk who
tempt you to relax effort. The first two have
benefit for you on this date, seek their company. Your popularity, personal appeal, is
at its best later afternoon and early eve.
Later eve revive old friendships; discuss
hopes, money matters, seriously with mate.

For Capricorn: The <lay accents your
worldly picture: career, ambitiohs, work,
money. Money subject to dissipation through
others, or through taking gambling chances,
or personal extravagance. Yet financial prospects look up through a superior of high
standards, and through aid of inferiors, fellow workers. Afternoon, early eve, you can
turn an opponent into an ally. Later eve,
do practical, long range planning.

For Virgo: Working associat-es.or dependents, servants, employees, point the way
in finances, career, ambition; with good
prospect of aiding you in practical ways.
You take a background role; feel conscious
of things you can't mention. Someone who
looks up to you is not a good influence today: flatters, tempts you to be lax at work
or to feel dissatisfied. Eve: have sober talks
with loved ones re goals, a~d old ties.

For Aquarius: The way you look, what
you say, how you do things, weighs for you.
Others incline to favor but flatter you, making you weak. You swing from this to an
executive, sober mood, in which you have
chances to achieve some old ideal relating
to love life, distance, education, secrets. A
friendly attitude toward supporters, inferiors, later afternoon and early eve wins fortunate good will. Late eve: share secrets.

For Lih1·a: Your heart's desires, hopes,
rise above other things today. ·So when a
loved one, or a friend, stimulates your weaker side and you wish to be idle or selfindulgent, realize you would thwar--ttoday's
chances. Some personal goal of creative or
emotional expression looks possible: work
for it. Promote yourself personally with superiors. In later evening get down to essentials with those you care for; confide.

For Pisces : Cross purposes, shifting
moods, deep inside. Strong emotional susceptibility, desire for expression; which can
take the form of inertia, self-indulgence at
work. Elders in family, some sober family
member, helps you understand yourself better. Afternoon through ~rly eve favors matters of the heart; entertainment in public
places. Later eve be with old friends at home;
open up secret things to chem and family.
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Your

Daily Horoscope
Saturday,

23, 1943

January

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract 1 hour for Central, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

In effect all day
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Sun-Mercury conjunction till 24th
Sun-Saturn trine till 26th
Mercury-Neptune trine till 26th
Sun-Pluto opposition till 26th
Mercury-Uranus trine till 27th
Mars-Neptune square till 29th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

II !? All day and till 24th: Mercury-Venus parallel
})in 61., Moon in Leo till 6:03 pm
})D. t 1:36 am-1:36 pm: Moon-Mars trine
!? l\ 2+ End of Venus-Jupiter quincunx at 2:24 am (since 22nd)
End of Mercury-Saturn trine at 3:57 am (since 16th)
~ D. ?
})ow 9:24 am-7:24 pm: Moon-Uranus square
011T;, End of Sun-Saturn parallel at 2:44 pm (since 19th)
}) 'JI.w 5:57-9:57 pm: Moon-Neptune semi-sextile
})in 1l)l Moon enters Virgo at 6:03 pm
8:45 pm till tomorrow 0:45 am: Moon-Sun·quincunx
}) 7\ 0
7:27 pm till tomorrow 5:27 am: Moon-Saturn square
□ ?
11:06 pm till tomorrow 3:06 am: Moon-Mera.try quincunx
}) 7\ ~
l;i

})

Business: Temptation to make unwise shifts of policy up till 7: 30 am; then leaning
toward pessimism re nature. Hold back both moods, striving for middle course. Morning
favors definite action, dealing in metals; then routine.
Love and Romance: Consciously avoid being possessive; and making sudden decisio~s. Eve: abate demands, make allowances. Not too good for romance.
Health: Till 6:03 pm: defer operation or harsh treatment to heart, spine. After
6:03 pm: defer intestinal, abdominal operation; avoid severe laxatives.
Hospitality:
Don't pick this date, but if committed expect last minute or sudden
new factors until early evening; then on, some social responsibility or disappointment.
Food: non-elaborate, nothing heavy or experimental.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Keep your gaze on major
objectives today, letting nothing swerve you
from your course. Minor matters tend to go
wrong; you are asked to play a minor role
-but these are passing conditions. Accommodate yourself to them temporarily; don't
attempt to force issues, particularly with
inferiors, upset friends and minor executives or social near-leaders. Guard health
against worry and nervousness.
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For Taurus: A strong day in career
matters, most of which favor you. Till 1: 30
pm: take care of legal, matrimonial problems. But there is tendency for little things
to go wrong, petty individuals interfering
perhaps--none of which should be taken
too seriously. Your own sudden inspirations
are not too reliable, so wait. Relations with
loved ones, romantic pursuits, ~tter be
handled cautiously in afternoon and evening.
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For Gemini: You get most of the
breaks today, your personality is aglow-excellent for putting your bettef qualities on
display. Your understanding takes in a wider
horizon; good for dealing with skilled, professional and distant people. Deal with
friends, servants, social inferiors till 1: 30
pm. Take it easy if tempted to make
changes in estate, around home, with loved
ones. Evening asks quiet pursuits.

For Scorpio: You are f-avored in career
and home affairs, particulady till 1: 30 pm;
combine your service with personality and
publicity; take care of accounts, mutual
finances. Avoid secret extravagance all day.
After I: 30 pm: friends are erratic, their advice unreliable; new acquaintances - made
now will prove unstable. Evening calls for
caution with elders, withholding judgment, tact with relatives, neighbors, travelers.

For Cancer: Curb extravagant leanings
in morning and early afternoon; use surplus
energy to further career and social interests.
Attend to mutual money matters with mate,
partner, associates. Pay attention to quiet
convictions that arise within you, for future
application. Confidential arrangements fa.
vored. Emotions strong today, but judgment
otherwise in later hours, so don't leap. Be
tactful with neighbors, brethren. .

For Sagittarius:
Your allies help you
and you help them today; adjust, settle
legal, business, social, domestic differences
as early as possible. Take care of correspondence, people at or from a distance; long
range projects. You have extra energy and
creative talent till I: 30 pm--and you need
it to handle all that is before you. Balance
of today: make no career changes; defer
important decisions, extra expense.

For Leo: Your self-reliance is strong,
your vision accurate, particularly on big, long
distance, long term matters, and in sizing up
people related to them. Best part of day:
before 1: 30 pm. Thereafter, go easy with
the other fellow, who is apt to ·be impractical, erratic. Your own financial judgment
fades a bit, too. Be diplomatic with mate,
associates; avoid causes of legal difference.
Evening: caution with servants, inferiors.

For Capricorn: Morning and early afternoon feature friendship and home folks,
furthering of your hopes and building permanent assets. Deal with those in financial
lines, pay, collect; improve earning power.
All day: detour misunderstandings re
criticism of those higher up; avoid career
risl4. After 1: 30 pm: caution in travel, wirh
those at or from a distance; hold down impulse to spend, promise, sign.

For Virgo: Make early hours (till 1:30)
count with those higher up socially and in
career-you can advance definitely because
of your skill of brain and hand. But there
is a shift thereafter that suggests retrenchment, holding back the impulses that will
appeal to you. Inferiors may cause trouble;
if so, handle it gently, not in a hurry. Evening
is mixed: looks worse than it is with loved
ones, in romance; so don't say too much.

For Aquarius: Loved ones assist your
larger projects; your talent at peak; benefits
through those younger; promote romance,
sincere affections. You are magnetic, attractive to those who count. You are favored
in occupation, in community affairs till
I: 30 pm. Thereafter, go into a quick ti;ans·formation that pulls in the personality and
feelings; don't assert yourself; blend with
environment. Evening: secrets NG.

For Libra: Benefits that have been accumulating come your way today; important personages admire and favor you because of past service or performance. Your
mind is clear, your penetration powerful into
motives of others; financial judgment fair
till 1: 30 pm ( would be better if overoptimism were subdued). Friends, mate, partners assist in early hours. Then go slow
where affections are concerned.

For Pisces: Your estate or savings are
of some specific value in attracting favorable attention to you; but don't risk or compromise them in new ventures. Unseen assistance promotes your interests. Your personal effort or service brings good results
till I: 30 pm. Thereafter: be on guard
against sub-rosa opposition; take no chance
where law, mate, associates would be affected. Friends need help.
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Daily Horoscope
Sunday, J~nuary

24, 1943

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time, ~

1 hour for Cen,--

In effect all day
Sun-Saturn trine till 26th
Mercury-Neptune trine till 26th
Sun-Pluto opposition till 26th
Mercury-Uranus trine till 27th
Mars-Neptune square till 29th
Satum-Uranus conjunction till Febi-uary Stli
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
1>in flJl Moon in Virgo all day
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2: 16-6: 16 am: Moon-Pluto semi-sextile
End of Sun-Mercury conjunc~ion at 3: 14 pm (since 21st)
End of Mercury-Venus parallel at 6:14 pm (since 23rd)

Business: Deal with servants, employees, those less well off than yourself; get matters
of service attended to and settled. This is a day when old cycles end and new ones commence in business, trade, commerce, so be willing to adapt to new tempos, new -circumstances, new people-even new types of people in your affairs. Excellent today for inventive, artistic, creative effort.
Love and Romance: On this date those who care should try for meeting of minds,.
for more mental understanding on both parts. Put it into words. If necessary, write it.
Communication will do something for the relationship. The daylight hours, until around
6 pm, look best for romantic dates; the evening is less stimulated. Taking trips together OK.
Health: Nerve tone ( a medical term meaning state of tension) shows up today for
better or worse, according to the way you have been living. Heed whatever warnings
appear, for this is your barometer. Best to defer all operations, if possible today, especially
those to intestines or abdomen. Slow on laxatives.
Hospitality: If your business entertaining can be done on a Sunday, it might well
be done today; better during daylight than in the evening. Ask your superiors; both in
business ways and in social or other ways. Be st1;reyou have a group who can match each
other intellectually. Short trips are OK. Food: homey, sight appeal, but not heavy.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: You are advised to take an
For Taurus:
attitude of usefulness and service to those
about you on this date; by so doing you
will reap friendship and affection. In subduing your own personality, you bring out
many sides of others you weren't aware of
and which brings you pleasure. Pay duty
visits near at hand. Write letters; especially
those neglected. Someone sets you an example, rouses your own ideals concretely.
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Your underlying mood is
one of affection and desire to give pleasure;
you see the best in others. Be with children.
Take time off to appreciate ( or express) the
fine arts. Calm, sober thought and recognition of your real standards helps you in your
view of career, finances, work; in which
some practical, permanent opening is forming. Use your- relaxation to get saner, more
detached, perspective.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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For Gemini: A. day for self expression
in harmonious ways. Reach beyond you.t
present environment: communicate with,
visit, more distant objectives and people.
In reading, discussi'on, creating, artistic appreciation, select a bigger subject, goal, or
interpretation. Your steadier, more mature
side today will attract more liking. If some
factor, person, from your past reappears,
it will add to your personal development.

For Scorpio: A friendly and hospitable
day, which helps steady and smooth out
your inner perturbances and problems. Open
your home and your heart. Bring matters
voluntarily or involuntarily hidden to open
conclusions. Make up your mind as to your
current objectives. Be with your superiors,
any type; and with your antagonists for purposes of reconciling. Through family members, close relatives, comes inspiration.

For Cancer: The vibrations of your day
will call your attention to certain unnoticed
resources, assets, strengths, possessed by
others in your environment if you will mentally giv.e them deliberate priority. Some
emotional factor begins to give signs of a
termination in your favor. You sense a form
of inward power, half of head half of heart.
If married, go over joint moneys, accounts,
budgets.

For Sagittarius: You feel more' inclined to dispense, play the patron, today
for the benefit of others. Your mind inclines
to weigh, contrast, yourself and your directions with others: those you meet stimulate
this comparison: Revive old contacts with
equals near at hand. Seek those friends with
higher ideals. More wit, expression, dexterity of hand, fluent speech, is yours on this
date. Get around among your neighbors.

For Leo: Other folks have the ascendan-

For Capricorn:

Your meetings and ex-

cy today. Your role is to be receptive to . periences today tend to emphasize your
them, and to merit the advantages possible
wordly position and make you conscious
through them. Those you are in contact
of your possessions and prospects. Yet you
with show you their generous, intelligent,
yourself may feel like an observer, getting
lovable side and t~ereby rouse your own. Be perspective on yourself. Good day for visicin company, not alone, today. If married, get
ing, writing, those away or at a distance,
together on hopes; smooth out any differand for travelling yourself. If there is
eoces. Give a moment to thinking over - necessity to work, or give some kind of
your financial concerns.
service, or plan ambitions, you can benefit.

For Virgo: Strike a balance between
service and responsibility-your usual keynote--and more attention to yourself. Put
on your best front and seek your friends.
You may be called on to advise, help, be
leaned against, but there will be something
in the nature of pleasure in it. Take time
in the evening to plan more of your occu•
pational-financial routine and to improve
the nature of your work. Be with inferiors.

For Aquarius: A glimpse of a more
ideal personal future can be yours through
some of today's experiences; especially if you
will face the past, and old contacts or situations, full face. Others turn to you for leadership: your personality is kindled, you express better, attract more freely. Put on yom
best bib and tucker, get around, meet people.
Time your day so that you carry on accustomed creative, artistic pursuits.

For Libra: Pleasure, given and received,

For Pisces: Even if you are with others
today, you will have more consciousness of
what is transpiring within you than without.
Favorable for a quiet day and evening at
home, with family and dependents, or
neighbors. But be by yourself f!,lr a while,
too; pay alert attention ·to your inner moods
and.conclusions. Visit or invite those underpriv-ileged or restricted in some way, or
temporarily your inferiors. W .itch trends.

in obvious and not-so-obvious ways charac•
terizes your Sunday. Subtle as well as obvious
confidences should be encouraged. Loved
ones and those yon meet socially favor you,
help bring out your witty and charming
side. The time you spend in privacy or at
confidential pursuits will prove well spent
Pay visits, write letters, you owe those at a
distance or from your past.
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Daily Horoscope
Monday, January

25, 1945

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections t.o your locality-subtnct
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time,
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In effect all day
Sun-Saturn trine till 26th
Mercury-Neptune trine till 26th}
Sun-Pluto opposition till 26th
Mercury-Uranus trine till 27th
Mars-Neptune square till 29th
All day and till 27th: Mars-Uranus quincunx
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

·»inTTJZ Moon in Virgo all day
0:11-6:11 am: Moon-Jupiter sextile
,J) 7\ ~
8:34 am-0:34 pm: Moon-Venus quincunx
;l> 0 W' 2:29 pm till tomorrow 8:29 am: Moon-Neptune conjunction
:»~It{
6:01 pm till tomorrow 6:01 am: Moon-Uranus trine
·»□ t 6:06 pm till tomorrow 4:06 am: Moon-Mars square
'J)fi.!;!
8: 10 pm till tomorrow 8: 10 am: Moon-Mercury trine

:»*2.l

Business: Deal with elders, in old matters, heavy or dark materials; seek the man
at the top. Use all the originality you can, but keep it free from dreaminess and impracticality. Morning stresses need for giving best service. Avoid evening clashes of will
or opinion, for it is otherwise very keen logically.
Love and Romance: Influences will foster new and old romances, with one exception: in evening, guard against premature, precipitate, or too forceful attitudes, moves,
otherwise there will be friction, quarrels. Mates: smooth out problems in morning.
Turn new leaves, plan future, in evening.

Health: Kidneys, if at all weak, now (and till 29th) feel results of indulgence, if any,
in recent past. Today: Best to defer all operations, if possible, especially those to intestines or abdomen; avoid harsh laxative or purgative.
Hospitality:
Go ahead with your plans for day or evening; but if it's the evening
you select, relax against hurry, accident, friction, and watch guests in same spirit. Leave
out egoists, challengers, hot heads. Innovate tonight. Food: an 9ld, a new dish.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Taurus: Make most of pocketbook
For Aries: Those higher up recognize
your ideas and talents, but you may not opportunities in am; deal with those finanreap full benefit till later-be patient; carry cially responsible and able to further your
on. Deal with intelligent, skillful people and projects. Combine showmanship with hard
in science, community affairs. An inferior personal work. A well placed person favors
aids you or your cause in am. There is you. Don't reveal plans to inferiors. PM:
promise of advantage re law, partnership, ideas flow into your mind, but are incommate, in pm, but don't invest in it; best to plete and promise more than they or you
postpone new ventures. Caution with wom- can deliver. Watch opposition. Take nothing
en; check emotional display in self or others. for granted with associates or mate.
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For Gemini: You have a wonderful
start today, with magnetism and personality
plus. Use them to build permanent assets,
adjust with relatives and home folks. Place
your proposition before social or business
superiors, but don't urge decision immediately. From noon on: relax desire to push
these very same matters; changes suggest
themselves, or come in communicationsbut wait; all is not yet clear.

For Scorpio: Judgment, logic, better on
long distance, long term matters than where
immediate resulrs count. Settle legal differences, if any, out of court. Compromise mutual money puzzles. Unseen opposition to be
unearthed, dealt with. A friend assists in
minor contest. PM: note creative inspirations, but do not put them to practical test
today-they need ripening. Home changes
and tension with inferiors NG.

For Cancer: Morning is minor opportunity to help or be helped through friendship.
Confidential matters favored re earning
power, finances, impressing those in power;
but stay out of schemes that offer more
than earned reward-something is phony.
Hold afternoon and evening plans till they
become mature, especially where assets of
others are involved; defer investment, new
starts; hold criticism of those above you.

For Sagittarius: Your· opportunity to
improve home affairs; be sympathetic, willing to go half way. Permanent solutions possible, particularly in morning.. Opponents
can be turned into allies and career assets.
Attend to finances; pay;. collect; earning
power increases. A woman or younger person .aids some minor end. PM looks good,
but hasn't quite the solid foundation to
justify a new start. Caution in romance.

For Leo: Follow lead of others in career,
partnership, matrimony, legal matters in am
today. A friend or influential acquaintance
moves you a step nearer desired ends; be
willing to repay in full. Judgment re home
and distant matters less than accurate, so
postpone important decisions. Minor financial benefit through someone close to you.
PM: curb emotions and urge to make
changes till all the evidence is in.

For Capricorn: Seek highest authority,
most influential people, you can contact;
heed their counsel. Calm down tenseness,
especially in home affairs and concerning
friends who may not be all they could be.
Adjust on sympathetic basis with inferiors
and those afar. Use new pm ideas to further
past starts, not new ones. Financial impulse
in evening needs more thought. Don't force
issue with loved ones, home folks.

For Virgo: A strong morning for you
on occupational front and re worthy ambitions; those in top spots assist your projects,
but do not appeal to them too definitely or
directly. They want to help you; let them
do it their way. Avoid risks of assets, unsought financial advice. Go slow in legal
matters and with mate. Romance good for
steady pull, but avoid excitement. PM:
ideas may be good, but will be better later.

For Aquarius: Make the most of cteative, artistic, inventive ability; adjust with
those admired, children, superiors. Combine
head and heart for real progress in domestic circle, legal affairs and in dealing
with opponents. A relative or distant person
does you a service. Shift to slower speed at
noon and stay in it for balance of today.
Your personality i~ plus, but be discreet.

For Libra: Tie up loose ends where distance is involved; ask advice of professionals in their lines; defer to opinions of
elders. Your impulses likely to be too headstrong or tense, without sufficient ballast.
Seek no unearned reward; check all motives
for gain. Minor am opportunity behind
scenes. PM: a servant or inferior may cause
misunderstanding; affectional affairs, entertainment, promise more than materializes.
JANUARY, 1943

For Pisces: Opportunity to make more
secure your permanent assets; yield moderately to home folks and occupational opponents. Good advice or service from one dependent upon you. Favorable for bettering
health condition. Mate or associate assists
your cause in morning. Afternoon: powerful
urge to some emotional expression, with
evening promise of confidential benefits; but
the long run wouldn't pan out on a new
venture; routine it.
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· Tuesday, January 26, 1943
Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your tocality.:...._subtract1 hour for Central, _2for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

In effect all day
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Mars-Uranus quincunx till 27th
Mars-Neptune square till 29th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February Stti
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th

All day and tiU March llth: Uranus-Neptune trine

AUday and till 27th: Mercury-Mars semi-sextile

Moon in Virgo till 4:48 am
3:42 am-3:42 pm: Moon-Saturn trine
4: 18 am-4: 18 pm: Moon-Sun trine ·
:))in~
Moon enters Libra at 4:48 am
~L'iW End of Mercury-Neptune trine at 5:26 am (since 21st)
0 f'i T;, End of Sun-Saturn trine at 8:43 am (since 20th)
» 'it 10:30 am-4:30 pm: Moon-Pluto sextile
» IIw 11:58 am-5:58 pm: Moon-Neptune parallel
~ in VJ Mars· enters Capricorn at 3 :09 pm
5:37-11:37 pm: Moon-Neptune parallel
)) 11 w
0 8 'it End of Sun-Pluto opposition at 6:25 pm (since 18th)
'))in~
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Business: This can be made one of the best days of the month in getting done whatever is necessary-but tendency is to be lazy. Good for buying, replenishing stocks, dealing with important personages, advertising. Be original.
Love and Romance: It's romantic. But it's also a good day for re-valuing the deeper
and more lasting ties between you; especially if married. Try the effect of offering
brand new appreciation of the taken-for-granted things.
Health: Vitality rising; use it as opportunity to improve health, not for wasting
power. Till 4:48 am: defer all operations if you can, particularly those to intestines.
After 4:48 am: no operations to kidneys or genitals.
Hospitality: Daylight hours OK for paying off social debts, routine parties, renewing old social contacts, entertaining superiors. Evening: be enterprisingly different.
Strong for culture. Food: a novelty, a delicate· dish.

Advising All Si~ for Today
For Taurns: During daylight concen. For Aries: The more you can be with
others, the more people you can contact, trate on finishing up old plans, routines,
the more opportunity comes your way on situations, in work and ambitions, and startthis date. Time now to bring to the atten- ing, or planning, what is to follow. Sell your
tion of others, the public, what you know abilities, skills, to superiors. Benefit through
you have accomplished or are, and they don't. fellow workers or inferiors who have become
Seek advice, help, plans, from friends, neigh- friends. Be alert for unexpected financial
bors, close relatives; a good change can opportunity. Daydreams while at work, if
come through this. Cultivate strangers. Eve: not in excess, show clearly some goal. Eve:
set example to those who look up to you.
make it culmraL educational, mutually.
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For Gemini: Recent personal adjust•
ments, terminations, or desire for these, find
some harmonization today. You are in a
comparatively more altruistic ideal, mood:
yournrnrr speaks. Make up your mind
conclusively on lingering matters, then be
equally definite about new, long range plans
for future. Pool mutual resources. Recognize
social chances to further personal interests.
Eve: turn new emotional leaves.

For Scorpio: On this date something is
inwardly changing, crystallizing, taking on
a new twist. Actual termina~ions, transitions,
possible, in favor of some ideal of yours.
The permanent assets of yourself and an•
other, jointly handled, can lead to benefit.
Home changes, those affecting family, are
under favorable vibrations. In love life, and
in pleasures, your standards are higher this
evening, but don't exaggerate.

For Cancer: Your base of operations,
home, family life, fixed or movable assets,
stand to benefit through your quiet efforts to
enlist the aid of others; who appear to be
in an active or enthusiastic moon. Secret or
open antagonists can be won over. Unsuspected resources, others' or your own, tend
to appear. Settle old domestic problems
through day. Eve: new inspiration or aid
through those near at hand.

For Sagittarius: Today's benefits, furtherance of hopes, are to be sought by means
of the right attitude toward equals, friends,
those in your near environment. Live up to
your own ideals and old conditions will give
way to new and improved prospects. Mutual financial efforts favored, especially those
continuing. A new idea or hunch today
and this evening may come through others
and bring future improve.1p.ent.

For Leo: Resolve to be more alert men•
tally today to the clues, trends, advice, etc.,
coming to you from others. Cultivate
strangers. Some sharp contrast makes your
own goal take on different aspect. You can
attract unexpected help. New and old alliances favor you. Put your mental assets on
display for superiors. Read what inspires
you this eve: or study. Seek those friends
who stir you to new concepts, reforms.

For Capricorn: Let your ambitions give
way to your aspiration today; stick to your
standards and ideals. Support of_ practical
nature comes through inferiors, fellow
workers, and your own personal work; probably in some new guise or as a new opportunity. Be alert to shifts, news, at or from distance. New factors in finance should be looked
into: friends, family, may provide incentive. Eve: you set the right example.

For Virgo: A day to wind up t/le outworn and begin the new: in occupation, employment, ambitions, finances, and in your
love life. During daylight appeal to older
superiors: seek practical advice. Initiate re•
forms in work. Try out new personal skills;
offer different service. Eve: catch and develop
new or unexpected openings coming your
way through social contacts, your loved
ones, an inferior. Discuss finances mutually.

For Aquarius: You want to order new
deals today, do things you haven't done,
investigate the unknown, invent. Do. Capi•
talize your originality, in executive ways.
Go direct to higher-ups, especially those
older, or long known. Your philosophy, religion, education, distance interests, linked
with your income and assets. Evening favors
private work on new interests: enlist the
sympathy of loved ones.

For Libra: A day of inspiration through
increasing sensitiveness, receptivity; your
personal appeal is stepped up. Old or lingering matters involving home, distance, education, estate and your love life can be steadied,
matured, during daylight. Let loved ones
and friends have the superior role today.
Use the dramatic factor, showmanship, in
today's efforts. This evening initiate reforms
in social and affectional life.

For Pisces: Surprises connected with
unsuspected assets and resources look likely:
be willing to investigate changes in mutual
interests. Good day for making transitions
from undesired old to desired new in domestic matters, with family members, and
in your estate and confidential interests. You
are more susceptible through your senses;
you get overtones more keenly too. Eve
brings new trends, factors.
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27, 1943

January·

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

1 hour for Cen•

In effect all day
Mars-Neptune square till 29th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trinc till February 5th
Uranus-Neptune trine till March 11th

})in:!=

Moon in Libra all day

})D 2! 4:54 am-2:54 pm: Moon-Jupiter square
6

End of Mercury-Uranus trine at 6:49 am (since 22nd)
End of Mercury-Mars semi-sextile at 8:50 am (since 26th)
t 7i J/;l End of Mars-Uranus quincunx at 11: 59 am (since 25th)
}) 6 ~ 3:28 pm till tomorrow 3:28 am: Moon-Venus trine
~ in 1/J Mercury re-enters Capricorn at 7:52 pm
~

~ lf.

J/;l

s

Business: Many changes appear in business relations today, some of them to be of
lasting effect, personally and in general conditions everywhere. It is the part of wisdom
to adjust, to go along with the tide. Criticism of the old is gaining strength, so don't
hang on to tradition needlessly-join the future. Avoid extravagance and carelessness
rhat leads to expense today.
Love and Romance: From mid-afternoon on throughout the evening, make and
keep dates for romance. The only suggestion is, do not risk wound or offense by
careless or too forceful attitudes: cultivate your own sensitivity. Morning and early
afternoon, while magnetic, could bring regrets through some unwise extreme on your
part or other's.
Health: Strength not likely to renew itself very quickly today, especially in midsection
of the body; so conserve energies. Treat stomach right, or be sorry; watch both excess
and quality of food and drink. Have no genital or kidney operation, or severe treatment
thereto. Avoid harsh kidney stimulants.
Hospitality: You will feel more generous and will plan or spend that way in morning and till mid-afternoon: so realize, and reshape plans, be practical. For the later
afternoon and the evening, plan a theatre party, a child's affair, a wedding, shower, engagement, reunion, or party to encourage romance. Have all women if wished. Food:
the luscious, sweet, soft, kind.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Look out for the false pride,
For Taurus: Till 3 pm: Servants or
over-expansion or risk taking of mate or social inferiors may cause trouble, intenothers in whom you are interested, prior to tionally or otherwise, so be on guard to
3 pm. Be reserved, everJ. to retrenthment,
minimize it. You may have to play somewhere contracts, law, agents are concerned thing of a minor role, or improve the quality
during same period. Your logic is keen, of your service. Take care of health lest
but you must keep it on the job; ways, means there be nervous depletion. Balance of toand ends are apparent to you in major day: better with influential women, those
matters. Evening offers pleasure, opportunity
younger; opportunity to perform task or be
for adjustments; but NG extravagance.
of value to someone who counts.
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For Gemini: Today favors major projects, especially re home, estate; but go slow
with home folks, mate, associates till after
3 pm-routine is best. At some time, your
creative taleqts will be active, but less than
accurate--same with your attitude toward
loved ones, or in romance; so defer changes,
tests. After 3 pm: talents blossom forth;
improving with loved ones, children, those
who are entertaining; get relaxation.

For Scorpio: You may be called upon
to take a retiring role, working without
much appreciation behind the scenes, today.
Your plans misfire till 3 pm and require
recalculation-but don't shift them unless
necessary till after this hour: the change
wouldn't improve them enough. Stick to
tried and true routine. After 3 pm: much
better, with opportunity in mutual finances,
settling disputes, making friends.

For Cancer: Things go wrong around
home or base of supplies up till 3 pm; be
impersonal with servants, those below your
social station. Your emotions want to take
charge, but you won't permit them to, if
you're wise. Wait. Postpone. Take no risks
where estate, savings are involved. Long
distance viewpoint ·expands and will prove
valuable later. After 3 pm: home affairs
dear up; entertain, be hospitable.

For Sagittarius: Make no tests of
friendship prior to 3 pm today. Hospitality
plans go wrong at first, but if allowed to
rest will improve in evening; same with romance and the application of your creative
talents. Don't push them. Legal, personal
and career matters are basically good with
you now, so don't permit false appearances
to sway you into unwise changes. Af~r 3
pm, friends are mutually helpful.
~..____

For Leo: Be careful with neighbors,
salesmen, even relatives, till 3 pm; recheck
their propositions for errors or inflationary
. factors. Your own ideas are likely to be
pretty grand at the same time--will need
having the emotional quirks taken out of
them later, so don't push them quite yet.
Romance may start poorly today; but don't
worry, and don't insist-problems begin to
dissolve after 3 pm. Seek important women.

For Caprlcom: Don't get off on the
wrong foot re legal, partnership, matrimonial, occupational or social affairs this morning and early afternoon; avoid appearances
that_could lead to damaged reputation. Conditions with you are better than they look,
so don't disturb them or worry-just go on
with your work, relying on the long pull.
After 3 pm; you are in favor with higherups, women of influence.

For Virgo: Separate career, relations
with superiors, from your financial affairs
in your mind. Be sure you deliver what
is expected of you; money problems, if any,
can better be adjusted later, after 3 pm if
they .must be taken care of today. After
staying with routine till mid-afternoon, let
your horizon expand; deal with those higher
up; attend to legal or matrimonial matters
tactfully. Evening: make diversions serious.

For Aquarius: Your long range vision
continues good, but .qiay seem to run into
snags prior to 3 pm; don't fret, particularly
about money matters, friends, inferiorsrise above the moment with mental perspective. Caution in travel, with in-laws, re
communications. After 3 pm: these same
matters improve rapidly if previous actions
or words didn't put them in wrong channels. Excellent evening for hospitality.

For Libra: You won't want to take
orders today, but your superiors in career
and social affairs will want to give thembe tactful and helpful, even if they seem
wrong. Your angle on big plans is quite
accurate, but don't push it till later-not before 3 pm. An inferior becomes a problem.
Watch health effect of emotions-no outbursts, please. Evening sees your charm
effective with loved ones.

For Pisces: Your feelings are stimulated, probably with tension or misunderstanding in the picture, prior to 3 pm today.
Control all negative reactions, no matter
how unreasonable others may seem-it'll
pay in the end; it'll pay today, before the
evening is over. If budget items, other people's assets, arise for attention, take care of
them as late ~s possible. Evening favors
you in sincere emotional matters.
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1 hour for Cen-

In effect all day
Mars-Neptune square till 29th
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th ·
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
Uranus-Neptune trine till March 11th
All day and till Feb. 1st: Venus-Uranus square

Moon in Libra till 0:50 pm
1:27-11:27 am: Moon-Mercury square
i)
t 9:31 am-3:31 pm: Moon-Mars ~xtile
J) A f,ll 9:58 am-1:58 pm: Moon-Uranus quincunx
J) 'y_ w 0: 18-4: 18 pm: Moon-Neptune semi-senile
J) in IT\. Moon enters Scoqiio at 0:50 pm
1:46-11:46 pm: Moon-Pluto square
J) □~
:Jl00 6:13 pm till tomorrow 4:13 am: Moon-Sun square
7:06-11:06 pm: Moon-Saturn quincunx
J) A ?
Jl in=
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Business: Doubtful vibrations in trade this am; be sure everything is understood,
read all papers twice for mistakes and jokers. Tendency to act first and try to justify or
explain later~won't work. Service on solid basis pays; detour temptings to make it
merely look good on the surface; be alert.
Love and Romance: Deliberately trust each other, and so relax against today's incitement to violently stirred up feelings. Lower and higher emotional motives will conflict in each. Respect, don't attack, each other's moods, emotions. Or stay apart. Not
good for romantic dates.
·
Health: 95 per cent of health condition is under nerve jurisdiction, authorities tell
us-and today calls for careful nerve control, mentally and emotionally. Till 0:50 pm:
defer kidney and genital operations, and severe treatments thereto. After 0:40 pm: no
operations to bladder, genitals or rectal region.
·
Hospitality: Don't try business entertaining at· noon, nor entertain your superiors
at night. And cry forethought against scenes, or someone's taking otfense. Be extra tactful,
'considerate, on this date; and select guests carefully. Food: realize, consider, combinations.
Nothing very stimulating.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Choppy day, requiring divers
changes of viewpoint. Morning: examine
what you sign, what you say, all details of
work; meet others' arguments with compromise. Don't lose things. All day, evenin,g,
some personal but subtle ( or secret) opposition in ambitions, partnerships, career: find
the hidden factor. Eve: try to either avoid,
or adjust with, your other sex, and those
you love. If married, curb high emotions.
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For Taurus: Friends, equals, those at a
distance, challenge your work and hopes.
Personal restlessness brings tangles. Morning
makes details irksome; careful with speeches
affeeting career, finances. Afternoon: chance
to win over your opposition. Feelings uncertain in evening; you or others are conscious of superiority-inferiority and touchiness results. W ~tch your own health. Compromise, don't force, marital issues.
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For Gemini: Your loved ones, your
friends, those you work with, rouse emotional tension leading to termi"nations; but
if compromised, to more ideal conditions.
You are unusually impressionable, susceptible, touchy. Morning: details of work, or
in communications, or in home, irk or are
misunderstood. Afternoon: drive through
work problems. Evening: relax with in-laws,
dose relatives, inferiors, neighbors.

For Scorpio: Conscious mental attitudes war with what is hidden, private.
You tend to speak your own secrets. Morning is indrawing; keep details of joint
moneys, home matters, in mind, and guard
against thefts, lies, losses. Afternoon your
personality emerges, means more; you sense
more initiative. In evening hidden feelings,
resentments, to the fore again; you feel
others, especially in your home, wish precedence--give it.

For Cancer: You meet some opposition_
or challenge with equals, in home, in ambitions, that requires further understanding,
and can be reconciled by letting your heart
dictate. Be very cautious with law. In morning lost object, thefts, snap judgment, gossip causes worry; but inside you some new
•!1ttimde helps. In evening joint money can
upset. affections. Let those loved command,
if they wish; you be patient, steady.

For Sagittarius: Your payments, collecting, earning investments, in danger today from errors of friends, loved ones, and
any bad judgment of your own, especially in
morning. Pass up gambles. Local cqntroversies, gossip, affects your reputation in am;
refrain. In evening pleasure costs more.
Secrets apt to travel quite a distance. You
feel inharmony between head and heart.

For Leo: Your reason and your desires
conflict. Daydreams oppose working necessity. Those in close environment rouse tension, misunderstanding. All day, especially
morning, your analysis, good judgment, must
be cultivated. Don't forget details, mislay
things. Some minor shift with friends. In
evening home, matrio?,ony, subject to bossiness, desire to win; let others do it. You
cake the mature viewpo]nt, be friendly.

For Capricorn: Careful today-danger
of sharp breaks, renunciations, regretted
later-watch reputation all day, eve. You are
more independent, inclined to fight for ideals
in home and ambitions: do it reasonably.
Minor work changes OK in morning; but
plans,. jtidgment, look wrong-details, fi.
oances, askew. Some pet hope, or·pet friend,
costs money in eve; or money upsets friendships. Be with familiars, and inferiors.

For Virgo: If money and affections conflict, you use your mind to reconcile them.
Risky financial propositions, long chances,
to be vetoed. Personal forgetfulness, overlooking of details, looks like money loss in
morning: and misunderstandings in work.
Minor occupational shifts OK. In evening,
rivalry with superiors, inferiors, your other
sex, to be reasoned through or secrets come
to light, unexpressed enmities accrue.

For Aquarius: Sort out hunches, opinions, and deeper urges-there's something
illogical about them, giving you discomfort.
An inner resentment confuses your perspective. Messages from a distance touch
your secrets. You are ambitious, wanting
more scope. In morning personal errors of
judgment, hasty speeches, tell against you,
and your reputation. In evening you feel
desire for supremacy-it brings friction.

For Libra: Others seem to challenge
your tastes, fastidiousness, feelings, today;
your ideals have to be defended, and should
be, they will become definite. In morning
censor your words, especially with those
loved and in writings, communications; a
new turn or trend in love life. Afternoon
shifts to finances, but still precarious. Eve:
subordinate yourself; let friends, loved ones,
family, take lead; you rest on experience.

For Pisces: Your financial hopes come
up against something impractical; you may
have to deny a friend in money matters.
W arch for the joker in mutual or legal
finances. Some asset or strength of another's
isn't there. Hidden misunderstanding in
home, with equals, in am: ask, tell. Through
evening disturbance of emotions, inner assertions; affects dependents, inferiors, your
other sex, loved ones; an elder can help.
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Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

1 hour for Cen-

In effect all day
Venus-Uranus square till Feb. 1st
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
Uranus-Neptune trine till March 11th
1;1 '::I.~

All day and til 30th: Mercury-Venus semi-sexdle

0111;1 All day and till 31st: Sun-Mercury parallel
]) io TTt Moon in Scorpio all ·day
<if Last Quarter Moon at 4:13 am
t □W

:D.6.2!

End of Mars-Neptune square at 5:22 am (since 22nd)
8:27 am-8:27 pm: Moon-Jupiter trine .

Business: Excellent vibrations for taking care of financial matters, for dealing with
those in money, banking lines. Seek avenues of expansion, deal with optimists;· better for
distribution, selling. If purchasing, be sure price and terms are right. While favorable for
expansion;rendency is co overplay it, missing some important step-so proceed only over
solid foundations.

Love and Romance: Although some of yesterday's incitement will carry over into
this morning ( or later if you keep it alive), still the day will eventually smooth out and
gentle the feelings. By evening it will be good for romance, and fo;: forgiving, demonstration, relaxing defenses. Have date in evening. Good for communicating with distance, or
travelling with emotional purpose.
·

Health: The war of nerves must be won inside ourselves, by each of us individually;
this general period calls for proper physical, mental and emotional nourishment of our
nervous systems-not strains of worry, fear, depression, wrong diet. The happy person is
the self-controlled person. Today: have no operation or drastic treatment to bladder,
genitals or rectal region.
Hospitality:
The better choice of a time today would be for the· evening. Afternoon
is second best. Ask guests from a distance, or those back from travelling, or those you wish
to honor. Plan to do things more elaborately, or to have more guests than usual. Good. for
studios and cultural meetings. Food: more abundant, or richer, than usual. Foreign
dishes OK.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Today favors your projects,
For Taurus: Be cautious where career,
both at home and at a distance. You are more reputation, relations with inferiors, your own
magnetic than usual, drawing important peo- personal service, travel, in-laws, publicity are
ple to you. Deal with career and social oppo- concerned today. On the other hand, be bold,
nents; they can be won over with facts, ex- definite, progressive where mate, law, partplanations. Settle legal contests. Mutual bene- nership, logic, science, neighbors, brethren,
fits through pooling of resources. If in the professional people enter your affairs. There
inferior position, however, avoid show-down are some careful distinctions to make in the
with a superior, especially on major proposi- foregoing; if they overlap, the immediate is
tion. Evening excellent for mental advance. better than the long term.
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For Gemini: You are called upon to
play a minor or serving role today, but rewards of work well down will be worth every
effort you give. Good for dealing with those
less fortunate than yourself, with mates, with
agents. Re contracts, look for the joker before
signing. Avoid misunderstandings, involvements with those higher up socially or in
career. A servant contributes something of
value.Evening favors renewing of old ties.

E'or Scorpio: Distinguish carefully between speculation and earning; the first is
not favored, the second is, for you today,
Your magnetism is strong; you can convince
others; deal with those whose opinion counts
in the long run:; let your horizon expand,
mentally and in the territory your actions
cover. Meet people of means, high in professional life, re your future respondence.
Evening: build with in-laws.

For Cancer: Your emotions are stirred
today, with good results therefrom if you take
into consideration the long term effects of
moves you now make. Tendency to be a bit
too optimistic or impractical, so take a second
survey of the proposition that appeals,
whei:her social, business or personal. Yonr
charm is on the plus side, good for romance,
creative effort, artistic pursuits, entertainment. Attend to children's needs today.

Foi Sagittkrius: You are now called
upon to operate quietly behind the scenes,
but definite progress is to be made in the
line of preparation for reaping the harvest in
the next few days. Friendship, hospitality,
develop tension, misunderstanding; but don't
force the issue. You have minor opportunity
in some confidential capacity today, possibly
in connection with resources of others. Evening favors quiet self-development work.

For Leo: New· ideas become too much
mixed with desires that might not stand practical inspection later, so defer big decisions.
You are favored near the base of your supplies, with people who are expert in their
lines, concerning your own inventive, showmanship abilities. Good for romance in
minor ways. Adjust problems of children and
others younger. A friend may cause misunderstanding; be diplomatic.

For Capricorn: Don't disturb relations
with powerful people today; if they bring
problems up for consideration, follow their
leads in every reasonable way. Friendship is
your strength today, having them and being
one. A friend is working for you confidentially. Don't ignore advice and help from mate,
associates and co-workers. Caution re inferiors in relations involving money. Evening
calls for quiet hospitality with those admired.

For Virgo: Your finances, partnership
(mate), legal affairs and permanent assets
are now brought together under necessity for
solutions; make no major move today unless
absolutely necessary-and if it is, seek the
advice of a professional person, all the better
if he or she is a personal friend. Your own
judgment is above par today concerning
estate matters, so combine your ideas with
those of the expert. Evening favors home.

For Aquarius: Don't worry or become
overly emotional concerning those at a distance; play safe if away from home; avoid
misunderstandings with in-laws, visitors.
Take care of all immediate considerations re
career, relations with social superiors-your
opportunity to move ahead a couple of steps.
Make friends of business associates; entertain
community leaders. A servant aids your cause.
Evening favors your planning of future.

For Libra: You feel more optimistic today than the complete facts justify, so keep
one foot near the brake. Don't depend on
personality or promises of self or others; have
everything clear, definite, understood. Your
financial judgment good in minor ways; but
big commitments, deals, contracts had best
wait. If dealing in estate, savings, home affairs, double check fo;: hidden mistakes. -,J:lvening favors career, community, planning.

For Pieces: Curb feelings of resentment, doubt of friends, retaliations; they'll
evaporate if you'll let 'em. Much better to
follow your creative urges, mingle with those
admired, promote artistic or romantic progress. Good for advertising, adjusting with inlaws, meeting those expert in professions;
bringing expansive ideas into play re occupation or social career. Evening good for
travel, association with those in top spots.
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Sun-Mercury parallel till 31st
Venus-Uranus square till Feb. 1st
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
Uranus-Neptune trine till March 11th

»in TTL Moon in Scorpio till 5 :30 pm
ll 8 JtI 0: 33 am-6: 33 pm: Moon-Uranus opposition
1:50-7:50 am: Moon-Venus parallel
. J) II ~
2:40 am-8:40 pm: Moon-Neptune sextile
»
·»D ~ 4:00 am-2:00 pm: Moon-Venus square
End of Mercury-Venus semi-sextile at·6:04 am (since 29th)
t! 'i. ~
»*!;! 6:54 am-0:54 pm: Moon-Mercury sextile
J) 8 T7 9:04 am till tomorrow 3:04 am: Moon-Saturn opposition
}) .6 'ff 3:43 pm till tomorrow 3:43 am: Moon-Pluto trine
J) in ;?I Moon enters Sagittarius at 5 :30 pm
6:52-10:52 pm: Moon-Mars semi-sexcile
j) 'i. 0
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Business: Tendency to meet and have to deal with people who ate irritable, want too
much too quickly-opportunity
to display tact and diplomacy. At same time, avoid ·permitting negative qualities to rise within you, lest judgment be adversely affected. Caution
fo signing or making contracts, partnerships.
Love and Romance: It's not a good idea, but a poor one, to be off with the old and
on with the new today. Even if the temptation springs from jealousy or hurt. If either
feels subdued, or less sure than usual, make allowances.

Health: Be not alarmed at minor setbacks in health, if pmsuing a sane program. Till
5:30 pm: defer operations or severe tr_eatmentto bladder, genitals, recnun. After 5: 30 pm:
<lefer hip, leg, arm, lung operation or drastic regimen.
Hospitality: Either disappointment or quick reversal could come about today. If entertaining, you may have to swim against the tide for success; if you can do it, go ahead.
Leave out unconventional, eccentric, dull, older, guests. Don't force; encourage seriousness
in eve. Food: easy to digest and light .

•

Advising All Signs for Today

For Aries: Questions of past and future
clisturb you: you weigh your record to date,
but are inclined to disregard hard facts, experience, in favor of hasty changes--<lon't be
swayed by friends, those in near environment.
Your own inner promptings safer than your
logic on ·this date . .AM,early pm, a friend
younger or feminine costs money or brings
opposition-ignore flattery. Restless evening,
but action will dispell grudges or depression.
20

For Taurus: Mutual
and personal
finances and resources are under pressure,
with you inclined to errors from haste or
ambition, especially in am. Weigh by the
long-run method; excess caution or excess
optimism wrong. Friends, fellow workers,
able to point the way; but in am don't rouse
jealousy or flattery. Evening suggests you
take a long walk, or speak out frankly, if
dissatisfied-don't harbor it.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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For Gemini: You and others need to
reconcile and understand; the day forces
comparisons. Responsibilities, duty, -swing
you to yens for liberty and quick personal
changes, or travel; others oppose, or are
alienated. Your heart, and those in it, know
best today; but jealousy, unsureness, may enter in the morning. Your personal success
with others and in emotional matters this
eve depends on your seeing both views.

For Scorpio: Your timing looks poor
t0day occasioned by restlessness, so in your
current environment and domestic picture
avoid the actual break or termination. Money
factors will prove premature or impractical;
others may sway you against your judgment
in am; leave fixed assets fixed for the time
being. In eve some familiar environment
factor rouses your initiative; if calm and
poised, you can better it.

For Cancer: Your impulses alternately
speed up, slow up; a change or final decision
hovers privately, with others concerned too.
In morning a friend or family member disturbs your feelings, but your reason is keener, and can decide correctly. Eve can rouse
depression or restlessness, but the energy of
those you are with can point to action dispelling either. If burdened inwardly· take
your confidences to a loved one.

For Sagittarius: An old situation with
new factors, or a new situation involving
your past, arises through others met on this
date. You feel blocked or upset by others,
change your mind, or p~n, hastily. A compromise is in order; and the matter can end
well. Morning, early afternoon, women
friends, neighbors, inferiors, seem difficult or
rouse your weaknesses. Show initiative with
loved ones this evening.

For Leo: Whatever there is in your domestic picture and love or social life that
falls short at present, will arise today and
demand readjustment and conclusion. You
will be in a mood for decision and ( by evening) action. Both old and new friends present some problems. In evening your affections and aesire for pleasure are active, you
take the initiative; but necessity for com•
promise, second thought, still persists.

For Capricorn: Your present work and
service obligations come up against some personal hope, inner desire. Those who depend
on, work for or with, serve, you are involved
in abrupt or stubborn problems. You can see
farther, philosophize better, in am; if unruly
inrier feelings let you. Wait until eve to take
personal action; try to rid yourself of that
inner dissatisfaction in open, direct ways.
Seek conclusions.

For Virgo: Stubborn factors and hasty
factors condition your ambitions on this date.
Your prospects and aspirations dominate. In
morning be discreet with women, younger
persons, in working surroundings; better arranging, detailing, deciding, can be done. In
evening be with others, those who inspire
you; open your home. Those you care for appear in mood for action and doing: if problems arise, definite action will help.

For Aquarius: It will be the softer side
of your life that requires attention on this
date-yo_ur love life, pleasures, social life,
creative side. An old situation hardens, a
new factor appeals; but both are exaggerated
or premature. Lean on your philosophy. In
m?rning talk, visit,' personally; sell yourself,
use showmanship. In evening some inner
resolve urges you to action, which wins if
emotional haste is left out.

For Libra: All that is distant or out of
reach .concerns you to the point of upset,
dissatisfaction,. iall day and eve. Any travel
impulses look too hasty. Some condition in
your love life, your home, your routine, forms
a problem. In am don't rely too much on
popularity: your mind, education, is better
bet. In evening mental attitudes that penurb
will yield to doing something active around
home.

For Pisces: Your personal sureness and
conviction of right carries you today against
factors in home, friendship, that test you.
Something accustomed gives signs of changing; problems from the past urge impiactical
haste. Your reputation is concerned. If home
folks conflict with your ambition, temporize.
You can talk better in morning. In evening
be direct and confident with friends: one
helps you, gives you perspective:
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·DailyHoroscope

Time given is Eastern War Time; make corrections to your locality-subtract
tral, 2 for Mountain and 3 for Pacific War Time.

1 hour for Cen.

In effect all day
Venus-Uranus square till Feb. 1st
Saturn-Uranus conjunction till February 5th
Saturn-Neptune trine till February 5th
Uranus-Neptune trine till March 11th

in ii'

Moon in Sagittarius all day
5:52-11:52 am: Moon-Sun sextile
J)
0 10: 12 am-4: 12 pm: Moon-Sun parallel
0 ?;! End pf Sun-Mercury parallel at 11:17 am (since 29th)
J)
?;! 11:34 am-5:34 pm: Moon-Mercury parallel
J) 7'i.1!
6: 54-10: 54 pm: Moon-Jupiter quincunx
J)

·» *0

Business: An excellent set of vibrations for planning the future, working out new
ways and means for building with those who counr in your line of work. Give serious
analysis to service problems, relations with servants, employees, inferiors. Also look at
the long distance scene, in time and place: take the funire and people at a distance into
your plans.
Love and Romance: Don't believe it-new pasnires aren't any better. Nor will new
attractions be. Just relax against sudden restless yens. See the gold in your own mate,
sweetheart, or loved one. By evening the affection, sympathy, and romance urge will get
stronger. Still, no impulsive moves, for your own sake. Have romantic dates in evening.
Health: There is such a thing as resting inwardly while being quite active outwardly;
it is known as poise in motion. There is also the false poise of apparent outward calm while
seething within. The inner condition is what makes most difference in state of health-cultivate inward calm. Today: defer hip, leg, arm, lung operations and severe treatment
to respiratory tract.
Hospitality: Vibrations urge that you invite no unusual, non-conforming, unconventional guests, or those strange to you. If arrangements are suddenly upset, take it calmly
with foreknowledge. Evening augurs better social success than rest of day. Good for
charitable affairs; entertaining travellers; for larger affairs. Food: a little more generous
and richer.

Advising All Signs for Today
For Aries: Your optimism and good fellowship today win you support from those
who matter: some offered service brings good
will from a superior, especially during daylight. There is, however, some prospect of
surprise that upsets coming from an equal,
a partner, or a friend. Hold on tight to your
logic re all new proposals, even those of luring nature appearing through others. Evening OK for home, hospitality.
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For Taurus: Some factor in your
achieved position, your reputation, your financial scope, brings dissatisfaction, perhaps in
unexpected ways or suddenly. An inferior
may be the cause of financial drain. During
daylight the support of superiors can be
sought, preferably in social ways. loved ones
are able to add to your reputation. All day
and evening you may be restless, lack continuity: in eve more susceptible.
WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE
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For Gemini: An excellent day for ac.quiring culture, added information, through
earnest cultivation of others: be out and
around, draw out those you meet. In-laws;
professional persons, those at or from a distance, educators, your superiors, are in a
mood to teach, confer. But any quick aboutface on your part, sudden offense, forms a
problem: watch your nerves. Loved ones
may need tolerance, smoothing out.

For Scorpio: Some question of a home
change, or one affecting relations with part•
ners, will take a too-precipitate turn today.
Temporize rather than terminate: and be
very sure you know all that's behind it-even
if you are the actuator. Otherwise, family
members, parents, and friends draw out your
congenial side, quicken your wits, make you
aware of skills. Eve especially good for mental development.

For Cancer: Some private, or deep
,down, matter may come to an unexpected or
quick conclusion today: too much so for
full understanding. Domestic'reactions should
not be hidden, but declared. During daylight
an inferior, dependent, follower, will reveal
strengths, assets, gratifyi~g to you. Evening
is best for your personal popularity, especially
with those who look up to you. Be generous,
magnanimous, if friends are upset.

For Sagittarius: You show your best
side today; your personal impression is
enhanced. Still, those you meet ( including
friends, equals, allies, partners, neighbors,
close relatives) do show signs of presenting
you with the unexpected, or inciting you to
some too-hasty opinion. Make no enemies.
Rely on your wit and mind, which look keener, broader tOdlJi: speak your philosophies.
Eve: seek popularity.

For Leo: Take full advantage of a day
that enables you to be liked, appreciated-,
wanted and sought. But while you are-contacting equals, friends, neighbors, be on
guard against a sudden break or upset
through a surprise. With strangers, do not
be hasty. Superiors, any type, can be made
into allies: speak your hopes. Day and evening favor more satisfying relations with
those you care for. Eve: confide, share.

For Capricorn: You tend to withdraw,
or draw in, today; to be concerned with inner
life. It will be an inferior, dependent, follower, or loved one who brings quick and unexpected turns to your day. Health must be
guarded against hasty accident and nerves.
During day make allies of those with more
than you have. In evening those met help to
draw you out, let you unburdeIL Stay in
background. Confide in mate.

For Virgo: A health situation, or one involving your work, your inferiors, dependents,
your finances, can take an unexpected turn
today; which doesn't look lasting or practical. When ~th those who look up to you,
day or eve, be your best self to avoid a quick
d - ;· U in their eyes. Work around your
own al.
· · off.erhospitality co·friends,
home. n eveau~g ~ •..r~tion culture· some
those of broad views, ea1.U.- '
'
hope comes nearer.

For Aquarius: You feel comparative
self-sureness, and a desire to express good
fellowship with friends, others. Your personal expression comes more fluently. Make
friends of those who lead, have authority.
However, love life, home life, and social life
are subject to quick developments that look
upsetting: which should not have your CO·
operatioIL New proposals should make you
cautious. Eve: cultivate inferiors.
·

For Libra: Before it happens, be ~~e
that your sense reactions, your feelings, your
emotions, will be quicker, sbarper, more
nervous; and that you might experience a
quick reverse, termination, with one cared
for through this. However, day is good for
local social life, short trips, home life and
hospitality. Seek your other sex; and those of
either sex who set you an example. Eve favors
mental development.

For Pisces: You should assume the lead
am, the authority today wh~"'e-m~eessary.
Thos~~nt,
you: ho~e,
and <1onnectedwith your confidential life,
seem to be upsetting to you in sudden ways;
possibly by some backg:ound_or hidden factor appearing. The evening will be your tune
to promote your social life, make yours~lf
more popular with those cared for, and bmld
up your reputation.
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PLANTING FOR VICTORY IN 1943

NO LOGSI
NO CALCULATION I

TABLES OF
PLANETARY
MOTION

24 tables for all planets, Sun and Moon.
Accuratt-. Instantaneous. A great time-saver.

Price $1.00 Postpaid.
WYNN, P. 0. Box 9758, Los Feliz Station, Los Angeles, Colif.

Planting for Victory in 1913
(Conthmed from page 48)
ABOVE

BELOW

6 Tue.

6 till 5:03 am; then 7 till 2:46 pm;
2 till 5:03 am; then 3 till 2:46 pm;
then 12
then 8
12 till 7:00 pm; then 13 till 7:57
7 Wed.
8 till 7:00 pm; then 9 till 7: 57 pm;
pm; then 14
then 10
14 all day
8 Thu.
10 all day
14till 2:42 am; then 9 till 9:45
10 till 2: 42 am; then 5 till 9 :45 pm;
9 Fri.
pm; then 7
then 7
7 all day
10 Sat.
7 all day
11 Sun.
7 till 11: 38 am; then 12
7 till 11: 38 am; then 12
12 all day
12 Mon.
12 all day
12 till 4:34 pm; then 7
13 Tue.
12 till 4:34 pm; then 7
7 all day
7 all day
14 Wed.
15 Thu.
7 till 6:04 pm; then 12
7 till 6:04 pm; then 12
12 all day
12 all day
16 Fri.
12 till 8:21 am; then 10 till 5:44
12 till 8:21 am; then 14 till 5:44
17 Sat.
pm; then 5
pm; then 9
~~~""""i
18 Sun.
5 all day
9 all day
19 Mon.
5 till 5: 36 pm; then 10
9 till 5:36 pm; ~ 14
20 Tue.
l0Jill 12:12 pm; then 9
-14~II O: ... pm;
13
21 Wed.
9 till 7:04 pm; then 4
13 till · :04 pm; then 8 ·
22 Thu.
4 till 0: 10 pm; then 6
8,till 0: 10 pm; then 6
23 Fri.
6till2:05 pm; then 5 till 11:54
6ti112:05 pm; then 5 till 11:54
-----·---..._.~p~; then 10 ~
pm; then 10
24Sat.
~~
l0allday
25 Sun.
10 all day
10 all day
26 Mon.
10till8:00 am; then 5
10 till 8:00 am; then 5
27 Tue.
5 all day
5 all day
28 Wed.
5 till 7:02 pm; then 10
5 till 7: 02 pm; then 10
29 Thu.
10 all day
10 all day
30 Fri.
10 all day
10allday
31 Sat.
IOtill 7:45 am; then 5
10 till 7 :45 am; then 5
i24
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KNOW YOUR HOROSCOPE
I-

*

SPECIAL

SERVICES

*

NOTE: These services do NOT iindude intell'pretatson.
~our personal INDIVIDUAL HOROSCOPE,
completely calculated and set
up; every planet's sign, decan, degree and minute. Your Equilibrium included
free, Charts you can use with any text for complete interpretation.
lnstructioru
included explaining differences, between these two charts. Price for both: one
dollar with order. Do not send for these chart ■ unlesa you know your time of
birth. Send this data: your day, month, hour and place of birth. If a email
place, give nearest large city or county.

,I

PRENATAL RECTIFICATION
according to Wynn's method u published ill
this magazine, if you can give your time of birth within two houra. Information
required: day, month, year and place of birth and the time limits within which
birth took place: mother's place of residence at probable time of conception;
length of gestative period (seven to ten months): any other conditions which
may be notable or thought helpful concerning gestative peri~d and birth conditions. Do not send twents of the life for this rectification, as it is based entirely
upon astronomical mechanics and not upon influences. Price: five dollars.

MASTER and SUBCHARTS showing degreee and eigns on aU cu•p• for an:,
city, town or location in the world O to 60 north or south lat. by means of
Pyramid Divisions of the Earth. per set of two: 50 cents. Give long. and lat,
if location is not well known.

NO ONTIERIPR.ETATIONS
Are lllllcDuded
witlh Any of These Services

WYII,P.O.
Box 9758, Los Feliz Station,
Address
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
-~

i,"•
...

------------------------s

DAILY
CHART
FORw~~11
with patterns
for angles as
-....~described.
in "Your
Day ..
article
in November
issue.
Patterns,
inatructions,
50 cents
35 Forms,

SOc;

100

For Students

\VYNN, P.
JANUARY, 1943

for

ONLY

o: Box

$1.00

PICTURE
EPHEMERIS
on heavy ))aper, 13 x 18 in.
Postpaid in U.S.A.
I copy 20c; 10 for $1 ; 25 for $2

9758, Los Felii:: Station, los Angeles, Colif.
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ASTR·OL-OGY
YOUR PA.TB TO SUC:CESS by WYNN
WHY you are not fated to be a failure; how to succeed. HOW vibratiom
from planets affect your ihoughts, your feelings, your decisions.

Pardal
Contents~

•
118 paaea, dotb;
fol' sale at all
flookstores, or at
111:1•
office, tt.00;
If mall order,
add So postage..

•
Mail CmJe,,a

&o

What is a man? Guardians of wisdom. Don't believe in
astrology. There is no fate. Karma. Are there good and
bad horoscopes? How can planets affect us when they're
so far away? What is the zodiae? Your horoscope. Mar•
riage. Keys to all-signs, all planets. How to use astrology.
Estimating your future. Horoscopes of nations. Equilibriums of murderers, authors, movie pioneers, millionaires,
et al., with interpretations. Profusely illustrated. Published
LyDavid McKay Company •

'11.7'1-..rN
1rY •

Long Range

n

~

P.O. Box 9758 I..os Feliz Station
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

Weather

Forecasting

(Contintted from page 51)
for 1926 prepared for and published in the us to believe that configurations from the
Brooklyn Daily Citizen, November 15, 1925, sign Scorpio, particularly when Jupiter and
we pointed out that unusual seismic and vol- other major planets are concerned, are concanic disturbances during the year would be ducive to volcanic eruptions. Sepha.rial,after
followed by pandemic diseases in various considerable investigation, exQres..<:Pf.l_thfi\;"
parts of the world. Du.ring 1926, Vesuvius opinion that Mars eithsie• conjunction or
became unusually violent. Volcanic erup• opposition to N~ne
was a powerful comcions in the Pacific Ocean and in the Far bination f~-fx~iting
seismic phenomena
East were recorded. Epidemics of disease and ~ the position of Saturn .oo the
~ian
indicates the locality where effects
b~ ---~ uut over ~tricted
.
,.areas ~ing_., the
.
.
summer of 1926 when 1.v1ar~,-"":,caioing
its may be maximum.
There is a close relat1onsh1p between
perihelion station, was a contributing factor.
Typhus in epidemic form was report~ from meteorology and seismology, since both
China and Italy on August 20. Jupiter was weather changes and seismic phenomena are
related to planetary action. Observations and
then applying to a quadrature .o_f Sat~o
after separating from an oppos!uon w1~h statistics · indicate that earthquakes follow
Neptime, Jupiter being tename_d111 Scorpio, solar eclipses also, when the point of eclipse
is "sparked" by transits of major planers.
which sign is related to emptums.
THE END
Observations over a number of years lead

¼n
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It'll never be cheaper
to subscribe- - ~nd you get all this!
DAY ANALyzED
EForVERY
$2.00
you and€very member

:

FOR A YEAR (365 days for only

!)

of your family. "Your Daily Horoscope."

YOUR YEAR AHEAD
From birthday to birthday, for you and your entire family.
SOLVING YOUR INTERPRETATION PROBLEMS
Agnes T. Kelley's justly popular monthly feature.
ASK WYNN
Straight answers to straight questions on personal problems.
MANLY P. HALL
America's greatest philosopher contribufes twelve timely and
por.tant articles for your needs, one article each month.

im-

ASTROLOGY'S LEADING WRITERS
Wynn, Dorothy Standish, Catherine Kittredge, John F. X. Alberts,
David Lance, Astra, Robert T-0ddWilson, Rita Doane Williams and
others write exclusively for WYNN'S AsTROLOGY MAGAZINE.
WORLD PREDICTIONS EVERY MONTH
Star News is always ahead of the news.
NEWS, COMMENT, INSTRUCTION
Third House Stuff, Key Cycle of the Month, Birthdays of the Famous, Health Chart, Monthly Letter to Each Sign, Wynn's Private
Courses.
There you have ast$rology's tastiest menuall for 2.00 a year.
(It won't get cheaper-Do
it now!)

.

If~

WYNN, P. O. Box 9758, Los feliz Station, lo, Angeies, Cat
_
-------------------------------------------------------------Please enter my subscription to WYNN'S ASTROLOGY MAGAZINE. I ha"'e indicated my choice
below:

0

6 months-$1.00.

012 .months-$2.0()-witb fREE OUTLINE OF MY S1GN for 1942 (Give

Birth Date)
Name .........•..•..•..••...••..•....•.••••..•.................................
Address

•·····

•···

. , ....................................................................
............ .

Town or City .................•.•••..••

JANUARY, 1913

_..

, •••••..••••.••••.•..••••..•....

State .......•.....
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This is what you
have always wanted
-Wynn

HOW-TO
UNDERSTAND
YOUR BIBLE
By Manly Palmer Hall
A PHILOSOPHER'S INTERPRETATIONOF
OBSCURE AND PUZZLING PASSAGES
The Christi-an Bible is the greatest book in English literature. But like most othe1
great books, it must be approached with understanding, gentleness, impersonality, and
a sincere desire to find truth. All the great faiths of the world are parts or fragments of
the Ancient Wisdom. It has been difficult for human beings co accept this truth, and for
lack
inter-religious understanding there has been very little religious understanding.

o!

I-listorkally the Bible is of little value. If we consider the Gospel account in the light
of comparative religion, we shall find that there is very little contained therein not to be
found in other great religious systems. It is also important to remember that nearly every
personality described or discussed in the Bible is primarily a symbol and not an historical
ir?divi<lual.It is a great mistake to oelieve that there is great spirirual virtue in the perpetuation of history or the worship of ancestors.
To Peter,_Christ was God, justified by the doctrine and demonstrated by the miracle!..
Peter questioned nothing; and from his undoubting acceptance descended the Churqi
of Christ, built upon his name, believing without questioning. Paul realized that it was
not Jesus who walked the dusty roads of Syria but the "Christ in you" that is the "hope
of glory." He realized that Christ is a principle and not a man, that Jesus had come to
"bear witness" for that principle. Paul sought to honor the teacher by honoriog the
teaching.

-AND SUBSCRIBE
NOW TO

HORIZON·

Monty Palmer Hall's Own Monthly Magazine

----------------------------------------------~·-~---------THB PHlLOSOPBJCAL

RmEARCB SOCiilt'Y
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'//c,a u,c,a/rln•t
t'CaJtyc,a'CHEALTH
You don't dare trust
your
heart, soul
tc, an lnje-clc,'CJc,cte>'Cto anmind,
inferior astroPick YOUR Astrologer

logical analysis, either.

WHEN YOU NEED legal, educational advice
and help, go to the top! Eventually you would
be forced to anyway-and in the meantime you waste tj.me, temper
and money. No service is cheap if it is inferior; it's always costly in
the end. It doesn't satisfy you. It doesn't give you the service you
want; it leaves out things that are important to you; 1its reasoning and
knowledge are poor. All this is doubly true of inferior horoscope services,
of which, frankly, there are some offered at prices you can pay without
thinking twice of the expense.

Get a REAL Reading
WITH YOUR COMPLETE HOROSCOPE, interpreted as to ascendant, midheaven and ALL your houses (which is what you get from
Wynn) you know your opportunities, you know what your life a.evelop. ment really can and should be. Wynn sets up your complete horoscope
for your hour, minute and place of birth, in your year. No other can
be just like it. Time is the proof
of all things and Wynn has been
serving his clients for more than
YOUR HOROSCOPE
a quarter century, serving more
Get this completely individual analyand more of them every year. Why?
sis, including ALL planets at birth
Because he gives a truly complete
fully interpreted,
ALL houses exand thoughtful service.
·
plained, ALL decans and ALL aspects.
This is the most complete interpretation of the nativity at ·any price.

ASKWYNN
TO READYOUR
HOROSCOPE

You Know You Can Trusta Wynn Service
r••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~

WYNN, P. 0. Box 9758, Los Feliz Station
Los Angeles, Cal.
For the enclosed five dollars please send me your reading
tised, according to the following data:
Born: (month)
(hour)
Name

......

. . . . . : ...............
a.m., p.m. . . . . . . (city)

(date)

now

(year) .......

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (state)

.........................................

City of residence

..................

of horoscope as adver-

.....................................

.........

Address .....................
State

.
.

.
.........

.

~------------------------------------------------------------·
Before ordering, read also the inside front cover.

Why did John drift away from me years ago?
Why did my girl friend and I always quarrel?
Why does ;Miss B. seem to like me more than I like her?
Why is it that Henry always does things for me and Sam never does?
Why do I feel depressed whenever I'm with Helen?
Why can't I love my step-daughter?
Will H;is friend ever become anything more than that in my life?
Will I be wise in investing with Mr. K.?

/ALL questions

are
answered in Your
Comparisort Service

/

No work, no special knowledge required.

Just look

up data and read.

PEOPLE as individuals are one thing. People in contact with each other are
something else. Think of 8omeone you know-what a poor showing he makes
with one certain friend, yet how brilliarit and attractive he is when with
another. Yet he's the same person in both cases, isn't he? The explanation isavailable: something happens to us when our horoscopes feel the horosc"opes
of others. And this mutual chemistry takes place every time we are in contact with people, although we may feel very different when we're alone.

I

I

I
I

You can look up everyone you ever knew and everyone you ever
will know. You can use your Comparison Service right up to the
last day of your liFe. You SHOULD
MORE THAN .175 PAGES

use it every day you live.

Anyone borr. between· 1870 and 1940 can be
looked up in this Service. It is based, not on
your Sun sign only, but on the individual
positions of your nine pl:wets. And on the
individual positions of tlfr planets in the
chart of the person you are looking up, too.
Use it for one person or a thousand; for
anyone whose birth day and year yot!_know.
There are certain people you ~an't very
well avoid, to whom you are in duty bound
-in-laws,
for instance, relatives, children.
But you can manage these everyday contacts
better, if you know where the basic cause of
friction lies. Look these persons up in your
Service; then start out anew with better
understanding.
Your Comparison Service is written in
plain, definite terms. It leaves you nothing to
do but refer to the correct pages. You do not
need to know any astrology to make use of it.
Every young person about to face life
should ·have this Service; why not ensure the
progress and happiness of those near to you
by giving it to them ? You yourself should
have had it long ago.

~----------------------------~
: WYNN, P. 0. Box 9758, Los Feliz Station
Los Angeles, Cal.
1

1

L

For the enclosed $10.00 send me your
Comparison/Service, as advertised for
my individual sun, moon and planetary positions, according to the following data:
Born: (month) ........
(year)

........

(state)

....

Nanie

...........................

(date) .....

.

(place) ...........

.

(hour, if poss.) a.m., p.m.

-..

Address ...........
·.·.·.·.· ·.·.·.· .... _... .
·-,City of residence now .............
.

.........
•------·------...•··-----..... 'st'a~·................ .

Foreign orders require $1. extra for postage

